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Abstract:
Sexual selection is one of the main drivers of evolution and biodiversity. It re-

sults from differential access to reproduction and controls the transmission of genes
to the next generation. It has thus rippling consequences on the maintenance of ge-
netic diversity and the speed of evolution in populations, acting either in synergy or
in antagonism with natural selection. Mating behaviours (mate choice, intra-sexual
competition) and mating systems characteristics (pairing processes, sex-ratio, mate
availability) affect the strength and direction of sexual selection. Interactions be-
tween individuals being of main importance. Sexual reproduction is inherently a
highly context-dependent process, because social environment is usually very vari-
able, making of mating outcome a pivotal element to predict the direction of evolu-
tion.

On the other hand, traits and behaviours may have complex genetic architec-
tures, influencing their expression and their transmission. Genetic variance and
covariance between traits in populations can play a crucial role in determining the
evolutionary trajectory and equilibrium. Loci’s number and location, on either au-
tosomes or sex chromosomes, as well as levels of genetic linkage and pleiotropy
among them determine the combination and variance of traits values that are trans-
mitted to offspring through recombination. Yet, genetic architecture itself can also
evolve through sexual selection. However, evolution of mating behaviours and of ge-
netic architecture have long been addressed by separate and diverging modelling ap-
proaches. More recently, the significance of feedback loops between genetic changes,
behaviours, and demography in shaping sexual selection has been highlighted.

During my PhD, I demonstrated and quantified the coevolution of genetic
architecture and traits and behaviours evolution under sexual selection, accounting
for its complex behavioral processes. The integrative framework I propose allow
to represent together the several components of sexual selection and to better
understand the evolutionary mechanisms at work. This form of exploratory work
is needed to later develop predictive models applied on wild populations and
to provide some theoretical predictions in fields where most of the knowledge
originates from empirical research (genetic basis of traits under sexual selection for
instance).

Keywords: demogenetics, behavioral ecology, genetic architecture, sexual se-
lection, mate preference, mating systems.
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Résumé:

La sélection sexuelle constitue l’un des principaux mécanismes d’évolution et de
biodiversité. Elle résulte d’un accès différentiel à la reproduction, ce qui controle
la transmission des gènes à la génération suivante. La selection sexuelle à des con-
séquences sur le maintien de la diversité génétique, et sur la vitesse d’évolution
des populations naturelles, agissant en synergie ou en antagonisme avec la sélec-
tion naturelle. Les comportements reproducteurs (choix du partenaire, compéti-
tion intrasexuelle) et les caractéristiques du système d’accouplement (processus
d’appariement, sex-ratio, disponibilité des partenaires) vont influencer la force et
la direction de la sélection sexuelle. Les interactions entre les individus étant cen-
trales. La reproduction sexuelle est ainsi un processus très dépendant du contexte,
car l’environnement social est généralement très variable, or l’issue de la reproduc-
tion représente un élément clés pour prédire la direction de l’évolution.

D’autre part, les traits et comportements peuvent avoir des architectures géné-
tiques complexes, influençant leur expression et leur transmission. La variance géné-
tique et la covariance entre les traits dans les populations peuvent jouer un rôle
crucial dans la détermination des trajectoires et des équilibres évolutifs. Le nombre
de loci, leur localisation sur les autosomes et les chromosomes sexuels ainsi que leur
degré de liaison génétique et de pléiotropie déterminent la combinaison et la variance
des valeurs de traits transmises à la descendance via recombinaison. En outre, cette
architecture génétique, peut elle-même évoluer par le biais de la selection sexuelle.
L’évolution des comportements d’accouplement et l’évolution de l’architecture géné-
tique ont depuis longtemps été abordées par des approches de modélisation séparées
et divergentes. Plus récemment, l’importance particulière de l’intéraction entre les
changements génétiques, les comportements et la démographie pour comprendre la
sélection sexuelle, a été mise en évidence.

Ma thèse démontre et quantifie la coévolution entre l’architecture génétique et
l’évolution des traits et des comportements dans un cadre de sélection sexuelle, en
tenant compte de ses processus comportementaux complexes. Le modèle intégratif
que je propose permet de représenter les différentes composantes de la sélection
sexuelle afin de mieux comprendre les mécanismes évolutifs à l’œuvre. Ce travail
exploratoire est nécessaire pour le développement ultérieure de modèles appliqués
au populations naturelles, et peut permettre de fournir des prédictions théoriques
dans des domaines où la plupart des connaissances proviennent de la recherche
empirique (concernant par exemple les bases génétiques des traits sous sélection
sexuelle).

Mots clés: démogénétique, écologie comportementale, architecture génétique,
sélection sexuelle, préférence sexuelle, systèmes d’accouplement.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

When a biologist is asked to define "life", said biologist often proceeds by breaking

down the concept into mandatory functions. Ability for organisms to reproduce is

certainly one of them, if not the main one. For as long as death occurs, reproduction

is the only way for organisms to perpetuate life, notably by transmitting their genes.

These organisms devote considerable time, effort and energy to achieve reproduction.

It is enough to be convinced to examine a sea urchin whose gonads exceed in volume

all other organs combined, or the complexity of the courtship rituals of birds. Sexual

reproduction is old (more than a billion year actually on earth) and is widespread

on the phylogenetic tree; many plants, and most animals, reproduce sexually. It

entails costs that have long puzzled evolutionary biologists. One of the constraints

for separate sexes species is to find a mate in order to fuse gametes and convey life.

It is where reproduction becomes a complex and hazardous quest for mate, since

individuals compete for the same goal, and since the partner perceived as ideal will

not necessarily have a reciprocal opinion. Sexual reproduction therefore introduces

new rules into the game of life, with new challenges, and new consequences.

Questions of the origin, evolution and maintenance of sexual reproduction over

asexual reproduction have thus long captured the attention of biologists, from early

theories and experiments starting in in the 80’s [Smith & Maynard-Smith 1978,

Hamilton 1980] to the onset of genomics nowadays, opening new fertile grounds.
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Sexual reproduction is an ancient and major event in the evolution of life. It ap-

pears in early prokaryotes around two billions years ago and has marked the evolu-

tion of traits, behaviours and genomes ever since [Fontaneto et al. 2012]. As noted

previously, sexual reproduction requires the acquisition of a mate, for what sexual

organisms have to spend energy and time, searching and possibly courting. Mean-

while, they undergo risks of predation, disease, and injury while courting and mating

[Partridge & Hurst 1998]. To this, is added the “twofold cost” of producing males

[Smith 1978, Gibson et al. 2017] that is a twofold reduction in a sexual population

growth rate compared to an asexual population, as males cannot themselves make

offspring. The twofold cost also refers to a ‘cost of meiosis’ in sexually reproduc-

ing organisms [Williams 1975, Lively & Lloyd 1990], where each sexual parent only

contributes half its genes to its offspring, decreasing its genetic contribution and

thus the relatedness between parent and offspring. Lastly, sexual reproduction may

break apart favorable combinations of genes built by past selection.

On the other hand, sexual species are expected to adapt faster than asexual

one: Meiosis during sexual reproduction has traditionally been regarded as crucial

to the evolution of living organisms by creating a diversity of genotypes upon which

natural selection can act ([Weismann 1889]p. 279 but see [Otto 2009]). Additionally,

recombination of DNA during meiosis could join beneficial mutations together to

make a more optimal genome, and prevent the buildup of deleterious mutations.

Sex is also a powerful defense against parasites as sexual organisms would have an

advantage in the arms race since they shuffle their genes into new combinations that

are harder for parasites to adapt to.

Lastly, sexual reproduction gives rise to sexual selection, since variance in repro-

ductive success between individuals depends then on their traits and behaviours.
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In this first Chapter, which serves as a general introduction, I will go over over

the mechanisms that condition sexual selection, and the pervasive effects that sexual

selection in return likely produces on behaviour, traits, population structure, and

genomes evolution.

1.1 Definition of sexual selection

Sexual selection is generated by differential access to opposite-sex mates or gametes

[Darwin 1871, Andersson 1994]. Indeed, during reproduction, individuals compete

for access to mating partners, whose quality may be variable.

By defining sexual selection as “the advantage which certain individuals have

over other individuals of the same sex and species solely in respect of reproduction”,

[Darwin 1871] made a clear distinction between natural and sexual selection. Sexual

selection arises from differences in mating success, whereas natural selection is due

to variance in all other fitness components. While it is generally accepted that

natural selection should improve the fitness of organisms with respect to their local

environment, potentially reaching evolutionary optima, sexual selection can lead

to non-adaptive situations, promoting trait values beyond their naturally selected

optima. Therefore, natural and sexual selection can act either in synergy or in

antagonism.

1.2 Drivers of sexual selection

Sexual selection can operate at different stages and through different mechanisms:

Precopulatory sexual selection refers to all the processes involved in the ac-

quisition of mating opportunities (i.e., excluding competitors, attracting, selecting

and/or retaining mates). Post-copulatory sexual selection (after gametes have been
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released) occurs through competition of the ejaculates of different males over fer-

tilization (sperm competition) and choice of sperm by the female (cryptic female

choice).

Sexual selection can operate both intra-sexually - by means of competition -

and inter-sexually, by means of inter-sexual preference or mate choice. These two

mechanisms are usually referred as to "agents of sexual selection".

1.2.1 Intra-sexual selection: competition

Individuals of the same sex compete for access to mating partners. The most com-

petitive individuals will be able to limit or even completely prevent reproduction

for less competitive individuals of the same sex. Two types of competition can be

distinguished:

• "Scramble competition" is inherent of all mating systems and results

from the consumption of a resource (here, the mates) by other competi-

tors. Its intensity varies with the availability of potential mates (sex-ratio,

density etc., [Emlen & Oring 1977, Dechaume-Moncharmont et al. 2016,

Chevalier et al. 2020]).

• "Active competition" occurs when members of the same sex attempt to out-

compete rivals during direct encounters [Fawcett et al. 2012]. Active competi-

tion is typically thought to be responsible for the evolution of male armaments

such as deer antlers, beetle horns, and large body size, that provide individuals

with an advantage when fighting off potential competitors.
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1.2.2 Inter-sexual selection: mating preference

By mating with a particular partner, individuals can gain direct or indirect ben-

efits [Andersson 1994, Kokko et al. 2002]. Direct benefits result in a direct gain

in terms of fecundity or survival for the chooser (i.e. direct selection, because

of a partner who is more fertile or who offers protection for instance). Indi-

rect benefits result in gains for the offspring (e.g. “good genes” or “sexy sons”

[Fisher 1930, Kokko et al. 2002]). Different properties of mating preferences can be

distinguished [Jennions & Petrie 1997, Kilmer et al. 2017, Neelon et al. 2019]:

The preference function: The preference function plots the probability that an

individual will accept a mate along a continuum of trait values. In the field, ac-

ceptance likelihood can be measured as responsiveness to mate signal. Preference

function shapes can be unimodal, and favor intermediate trait values (Fig.1.1 left

panels) or open-ended and favor extreme trait values (Fig.1.1 right panels). Pref-

erence functions can be described by many components (which could themselves

be considered as traits). The ‘peak’ indicates the most preferred trait value, the

‘tolerance’ describes the acceptance of trait values that deviate from the peak, the

‘strength’ measures the difference in mate response to more preferred mates versus

less-preferred mates, and ‘responsiveness’ indicates the mean response levels across

all trait values. In general however, empirical and theoretical studies deliberately

focus on only one of these aspects, thus assuming the others to be constant. An im-

portant concern when measuring preference in the field is also whether preferences

for different stimuli should be recorded sequentially or in a competitive situation

[Wagner 1998], as it implies different cognitive mechanisms (memory, experience,

sampling strategy) [Dougherty & Shuker 2015].
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Figure 1.1: : The different descriptors of the preference function. Left panels show

an unimodal shape of the preference function (intermediaire traits values being the

most attractive). Right panels show a directional shape of the preference function

(maximum trait values being the most attractive). The tolerance, strength and

responsiveness are sometimes called "choosiness". From [Kilmer et al. 2017]

The choosiness: [Jennions & Petrie 1997] proposed that preference functions and

choosiness are distinct traits that can evolve independently, and defined the choosi-

ness as the effort or energy that an individual is prepared to invest in assessing
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mates, both in terms of the number of mates sampled and the amount of time

spent examining each mate (e.g. [Lindström & Lehtonen 2013, Judge et al. 2014]).

But [Reinhold & Schielzeth 2015] argued that this would be better called cost of

mate choice and advocated that linking choosiness to costs confounds the analy-

sis of preference functions with the costs that, together with their benefits, deter-

mine how preference functions are shaped by selection. They defined as choosi-

ness the specificity of a mating preference and hence the tolerance of individu-

als to deviations from the most preferred stimulus (such definition is also used by

[Kokko & Monaghan 2001, Kokko & Johnstone 2002, Courtiol et al. 2016]. So they

saw choosiness as one aspect of the preference function. Choosiness is also sometimes

described as the mating threshold with regard to trait values (i.e. responsiveness,

e.g; [Johnstone et al. 1996, Johnstone 1997, Etienne et al. 2014]).

Choosiness, together with the existing variation in phenotypic traits and the

mate sampling strategy, is directly connected to the strength of sexual selection

on the signalling trait and hence to the evolution of the traits and preference

[Arnold 1983]. This is why an exclusive focus on the peak preference of individ-

uals, without relating it to the choosiness, might lead to an overestimation of the

role of preference in sexual selection.

The cost of preference and choosiness: Mating preference incurs several

costs [Pomiankowski 1987, Andersson 1994, Jennions & Petrie 1997]: First, there

is an inherent developmental cost because certain cognitive abilities (visual dis-

crimination, etc.) had to be developed to allow the existence of such preferences.

Second, there can also be an energetic cost devoted to sampling mates - as di-

rect loss of energy or loss of time that could be used to another activity such

as feeding [Milinski & Bakker 1992, Booksmythe et al. 2008, Fawcett et al. 2012],
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or escaping predators [Sih 1994, Booksmythe et al. 2008]. Lastly, another possible

cost lies in the risk that the current mating opportunities may become unavailable

(named as a “collection risk” ;[Houston & McNamara 1982, Fawcett et al. 2012] or

an “opportunity cost“,[Dechaume-Moncharmont et al. 2016]). It emerges from the

pairing dynamics [Johnstone 1997, Chevalier et al. 2020] as available partners at a

given time may become unavailable in the future. And its intensity varies depend-

ing on the social context (i.e. the number of available partners and the intensity of

competition for mates).

1.3 Trade-off between reproduction and survival

As suggested at the beginning of this introduction, reproduction is possibly the most

costly function for organisms. The reproductive investment or reproductive effort

is defined as the fraction of resources invested in reproduction. This definition is

based on the theory of energy allocation, which states that the total investment of

reproductive individuals consists of somatic investment and reproductive investment

[Williams 1966, Gadgil & Bossert 1970]. As the energy invested in reproduction is

not put into somatic investment (i.e. growth, immune function, tissue repair, etc;

[Nordling et al. 1998]), it has a cost to survivorship or future fertility [Stearns 2000].

The allocation of reproductive effort is thus a key aspect of life history strategy

and has become a central concept in theories of life history evolution. This led to

the formulation of r and K selection theory, which predicts an association of life-

history traits into two groups depending on environmental and social conditions

[Wilson & MacArthur 1967, Parry 1981]:

r-selection is selection for maximum population growth in uncrowded popula-

tions, leading to species characterised by an early age of maturity, a large fecundity,
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semelparity, no parental care.

K-selection is selection for competitive ability in crowded populations, leading

to species characterized by a delayed reproduction, a smaller fecundity, iteroparity,

parental care.

1.4 Effects of sexual selection on traits and mating be-

haviors

The reproductive investment can be allocated in various tasks, and individuals can

potentially adopt different strategies/ behaviours to reproduce.

I here distinguish traits that are morphological characters determined at some

point in life (e.g. ornaments) from behaviours which are much more plastic and

context dependent.

The evolution of some traits and behaviors is complex to understand be-

cause it implies both direct and indirect selection, and presents multiple and

context-dependent benefits and costs. For instance, sexual selection can some-

times lead to the evolution of “extreme” and ”costly” traits as a result of an “arm

race” in the population : competition between males may favor traits that allow

males to compete with each other, even when the trait also reduces survival (e.g.

[Arnqvist & Rowe 1995, Chapman et al. 2003]. The female choice may also favor

male traits that reduce male life expectancy [Zahavi 1975] and/or the survival or

fertility of offspring [Brooks 2002].

1.4.1 The evolution of mating preference

Traditionally, theories address the evolution of female preference for males traits;

yet, it is now quite clear that males too can express preference [Gowaty 2003,
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Tang-Martinez & Ryder 2005]. This observation indicates that one should always

envision all possibilities regarding the evolution of mating systems and, here evo-

lution of preference. This is why I will try to keep my discourse general in this

manuscript, and avoid making a distinction between the sexes when it is not neces-

sary.

How and why mating preference evolves has been vigorously debated and several

mechanisms have been proposed (reviewed in [Andersson 1994]). Some of the al-

ternatives mechanisms, which are all compatible and may apply in combination

(depending on species and on their mating systems), are direct material advantage,

avoidance of hybrids mating, Fisherian selection, genetic indicator (handicap) mech-

anism. I propose here a quick classification and explanation of some of the most

supported mechanisms:

Mechanisms involving direct selection on preference: Preference can simply

confer a direct benefit for the chooser in term of increased fecundity, protection, or

parental care from the partner [Kirkpatrick 1996, Iwasa & Pomiankowski 1999], or

through the avoidance of risky breeding (hybrid mating).

Mechanisms involving indirect selection on preference: An indirect benefit

is an advantage given for the offspring through inheritance of genes carried by the

parents. Two kinds of advantages were identified: (1) The inheritance of “good

genes” which confer higher viability or fecundity [Smith 1991]; (2) The inheritance

of the preferred character which confers higher mating success for the offspring (i.e

“sexy sons hypothesis” [Fisher 1915])1.

The "sexy sons" mechanism may trigger a rapid co-evolution between the pref-
1"sexy sons" can be see as a form “good genes” mechanism wherein the advantage is only related

to higher attractiveness [Kokko et al. 2002]
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erence and the trait subject to preference: as the advantage of the trait (in term

of mating success) increases with the intensity of preferences, and the advantage

of expressing stronger preferences also increases with the advantage conferred by

the trait. The two advantages are therefore mutually reinforcing and the process

can be overwhelming (i.e. "runaway selection", [Fisher 1915]) and lead to costly

ornamental values in regards to natural selection and preferences for that expensive

ornament [Fisher 1915, Darwin 1871]. To be triggered, such a process requires first a

certain intensity of preference for the trait in the population. Initially the preference

may have evolved in response to an advantageous trait (through direct or indirect

benefit). Its increase in frequency in the population leads to the trait becoming

more and more sexy, which creates a favorable situation to the implementation of

"runaway selection".

Alternatively, preference for costly trait can also be explained by the handicap

principle [Zahavi 1975]. According to this theory, costly trait (i.e. handicap) could

be a honest indicator of quality because only vigorous individuals would be able to

survive with this handicap.

Sensory bias : This theory suggests that mating preferences are by-products of

natural selection on sensory systems [Endler & Basolo 1998]. For example, across

some populations of guppies, it has been proposed that female preference for males

with larger orange spots could be the result of an attraction for orange food items

that were diverted by the males as a means of attracting females [Rodd et al. 2002].

1.4.2 The emergence of sex roles

So far we did not specifically refer to male and female behaviors. Yet, it is widely

known that sexual selection can select for different behaviors/ reproductive strategies
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between sexes.

Difference of mating behaviours between sexes was seminal in the discovery of

sexual selection, and has been widely acknowledged [Williams 1966, Darwin 1871,

Trivers 1972, Williams 1975, Berglund et al. 1989, Souroukis & Murray 1994]. Tra-

ditionally males are thought to be in competition for partner access and females

are expected to express mate choice. The theoretical framework explaining the

"classical sexes roles" was laid down by [Bateman 1948]. He established that the

relative strength of sexual selection in males and females is determined by the re-

lationship between mating success (number of copulation partners) and reproduc-

tive success (offspring production). Bateman found in his studies of Drosophila

melanogaster that multiple copulations led to a greater increase in the number of

offspring produced in males than in females. This would stem from anisogamy

that allows higher potential reproductive rate (PRR) of males as they produce

more gametes than females. As a consequence, the ratio of ready to mate males

and females (operational sex ratio, OSR) is biased toward an excess of available

males [Glutton-Brock & Vincent 1991, Clutton-Brock & Parker 1992]. This unbal-

anced intensity of mating competition between sexes apparently favors male-male

competition and female choice. Anisogamy can generates another crucial difference

between males and females in some species, where females control over the internal

fertilization process promoting sperm competition (cryptic female choice). In addi-

tion, the resulting parentage uncertainty for males would select against male cares

[Lehtonen & Kokko 2011]. The evolution of such differences in mating strategies will

again increase the unbalance in the sex ratio, potentially reinforcing the divergence

of strategies between sexes [Kokko & Jennions 2008]. The sex-ratio can be affected

at two levels: higher mortality rates in males (caused by stronger competitive in-

teractions) will bias the adult sex ratio (ASR). Higher reproductive rate of males
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(as they produce more gametes and they may have shorter latency period after re-

production) will bias the OSR [Emlen & Oring 1977, Kvarnemo & Ahnesjo 1996]).

The predictive power of OSR for the evolution of mating behaviors raised much

interest because this variable can be estimated relatively easily in empirical ap-

proaches or in the field. In short, an OSR biased toward an excess of available

males in the population would explain difference between male and female choosi-

ness in many mating systems. Still, this pattern can be questioned, and may have

been exaggerated, because relatively few empirical studies addressed the question

of male mate choice [Gowaty 2003]. Increasing evidence now shows that males can

be choosy too, even in apparently unexpected situations (i.e. others that the "clas-

sic" sex role reversal situation, [Trivers 1972]), such as under polygyny or in the

absence of male parental care [Edward & Chapman 2011], leading to mutual choice

[Amundsen et al. 1997, Bonduriansky 2001]. Beside, female competition is poten-

tially widespread [Campbell 2004, Stockley & Bro-Jørgensen 2011, Rosvall 2011];

although females tends to limit aggressive interactions, and generally compete for

mates by advertising their qualities and using indirect means to denigrate their rivals

[Campbell 2004, Benenson 2013].

1.5 Effect of sexual selection on population genetics and

on genetic architecture

1.5.1 Effect on population genetics

Sexual selection acts on genetic variance and covariance in the population: it can

either reduce the genetic variance of the trait under selection (eg. selection of a

particular trait value of preference and/or competition), or alternatively increase

genetic variance through direct or indirect mechanisms. For instance, preference
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can directly select genetically dissimilar mates to get complementary alleles for im-

mune genes of the major histo-compatibility complex (MHC) to reach an optimal

combination of MHC alleles for the offspring (as a form of “good genes” mecha-

nism, [Wedekind & Penn 2000]). Genetic variance can also be promoted by fre-

quency dependent selection potentially making alternative strategy more successful

than the common oneLastly, the co-selection of reproductive traits and assortative

mating can induce genetic correlation between traits (e.g. the building up of ge-

netic covariance between female preference and male trait by nonrandom mating;

[Fisher 1915, Lande 1981].

1.5.2 Effect on genetic architecture

Genetic characteristics of the population stem from change in the genome (e.g.

fixation of alleles, linkage disequilibrium, pleiotropy). Genetic architecture describes

the underlying genetic basis of phenotypic traits and their variational properties

[Hansen 2003, Hansen 2006, Rajon & Plotkin 2013, Springer et al. 2011]. De-

scription of genetic architecture can encompass gene and allele numbers, the

distribution of allelic effects and mutational rate, and patterns of pleiotropy,

dominance, and epistasis. The constant progress in genetics have allowed the

gathering of data on the genome of many eukaryotic organisms (karyotype.org,

treeofsex.org). In particular, the ’Tree of Sex’ project associates sexual sys-

tems and sex chromosomes informations, with the idea that it could bolster

comparative studies concerning the relation between the evolution of sexual

systems (sex determination, separate sexes or not) and sex chromosomes evolution

[Ashman et al. 2014]. Additionally, the development of gene expression analysis

allows to investigate behavior–specific genes expression : QTL (quantitative

trait loci) and transcriptomic analyses can be used to identify the genes whose

karyotype.org
treeofsex.org
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expression is correlated with behavior [Rittschof & Robinson 2014]. By shaping

mating behaviours, sexual selection is likely to reshape the genome. Recent

results reveals that mating behaviours have genetic basis usually presenting

a polygenic architecture [Valette et al. 2020]. There is also ample evidence

that sexual selection might reduce mutation load [Whitlock & Agrawal 2009],

promote tight genetic linkage between multiple functional loci (i.e.

supergenes)[Wellenreuther et al. 2014], affect the genetic diversity on sex chromo-

somes and autosomes [Ellegren 2009, Corl & Ellegren 2012, Wright & Mank 2013]

and their rate of evolution [Mank et al. 2007, Wright & Mank 2013], and drive the

evolution of sex chromosomes [Mank 2009].

Theoretical approaches can also be used to understand how genetic archi-

tecture may be shaped by sexual selection. Quantitative genetics describe the

overall effect of the whole genome with the genetic variance-covariance matrix

[Lande 1981, Lande 1982, Mead & Arnold 2004]. Assuming that the evolutionary

effect of an allele could be found by averaging over all the genotype combinations

in which it participates [Fisher 1930] and that complex gene interactions can be

averaged and treated like statistical noise.

More complex approaches allows to study change in genetic architecture per se,

and are interested in the evolution of polygeny (i.e. number of genes coding for a

trait), pleiotropy (i.e. genes affecting more than one functional trait) or epistatic

interactions [Pavlicev et al. 2011, Guillaume & Otto 2012, Rajon & Plotkin 2013].

For instance, following heritable change of locus effect, [Rajon & Plotkin 2013]

investigate the evolution of polygeny in response to selection strength.

[Guillaume & Rougemont 2006] explicitly formulate the link between genes, phe-

notypes and fitness to investigate the evolution of pleiotropic effect among genes,

with a simple genetic map (one or two loci) by following heritable change at modifiers
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loci (changing the contribution of genes to different traits).

Importantly, genetic architecture determines the ability of the genetic system to

produce and maintain potentially adaptive genetic variants, and can condition the

speed and the extent of traits evolution [Wagner & Altenberg 1996, Hansen 2003].

This characteristic is called evolvability and is determined by some aspects of genome

organisation:

• The autonomy: describes the genetic possibility for characters to evolve

independently [Hansen 2003, Welch & Waxman 2003]. Genetic architec-

ture modularity would allow to maximize the autonomy of phenotypes

[Wagner & Altenberg 1996, Pavlicev et al. 2011]. Modularity refers to a

genotype-phenotype map in which there are few pleiotropic effects among char-

acters serving different functions and with pleiotropic effects among characters

that serve the same function.

• The mutability: is determines by mutation rate and effects. Mutation being

the source of genetic variation and therefore set an upper limit to evolvability.

The mutation rate is primarily influenced by the number and the size (in term

of base pairs) of genes affecting a trait [Houle 1998].
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Box 1: What is pleiotropy?

Pleiotropy refers to the fact that a gene affects multiple traits. This sim-

ple definition is actually imprecise, because the product of a gene can operate

at different levels in the organism. [Paaby & Rockman 2013] made a distinc-

tion between ‘molecular pleiotropy’, ‘developmental pleiotropy’, and ’selectional

pleiotropy’. Although this classification scheme is more a semantic view, it shows

the broad scope of the pleiotropy concept. The basis for this distinction lies in

the way in which the traits are defined. The pleiotropic aspect of a mutation

will vary depending on whether we look at the level of individual cells, tissues,

organs, organisms, or populations. ‘Molecular pleiotropy’ arises when a gene

product several molecular functions. In this context, the Strong Hypothesis of

Universal Pleiotropy (SHUP ) considers that all molecular genes compete for a

common pool of polymerase, ribosomes, and nucleotides, etc. Mutations that

alter the activity of genes impact this molecular machinery and thus alter the

activities of all other genes. Yet mutations affecting the shared metabolite pool

may have no detectable effect on one character even when another character

is seriously affected. According to the SHUP view, this would only conceal

the fact that there is universal pleiotropy. Whereas others point out that such

trivial effects are biologically meaningless, and that the question is about the

number of traits impacting fitness that are affected by a mutation (i.e. ‘selec-

tional pleiotropy’ [Wright 1984]).

Pleiotropy is often perceived as an inevitable consequence of molecular and

cellular functioning, and would prevent traits from evolving independently. The

rational is that the more pleiotropic the effects of a gene are, the more likely the
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gene is to affect the phenotype of some trait unfavourably and hence the more

likely it is to inhibit evolutionary change [Fisher 1930, Orr 2000].

Empirically, detectable pleiotropy seems highly structured

[Wang et al. 2010], and such pattern could support the Hypothesis of

Modular Pleiotropy (HMP ) [Wagner et al. 2007]. Under modular pleiotropy,

the genetic architecture consists of a set of genes that tends to have pleiotropic

effects on the same set of traits, but few and weaker effects on other traits.

Such a structuring of pleiotropy leads to think that pleiotropy is a characteristic

of the genetic architecture that can evolve.

Despite recent advances on the topic, we are still uncertain about how ge-

netic architecture may be shaped by sexual selection, how many genes generally

underlie variation in quantitative sexual traits, what the distributions of the ef-

fect sizes of these genes are, and what kinds of pleiotropic effects they may have

[Fitzpatrick 2004, Phillips 2005, Albert et al. 2008].

1.6 Effect of sexual selection on population dynamics

Through its effect on the evolution of mating behaviors and traits, sexual se-

lection affects the fitness of the population. In particular, it can bring about

the evolution of costly traits that lower life time expectancy of individuals

[Andersson 1994, Promislow 1992, Kokko & Brooks 2003]. And this certainly has

consequences on the size of the population.

Sexual selection also affects the reproductive rate of the population which can

have rippling consequences on population demography too, in particular, situations

where females have little or no opportunity to choose a mate (e.g. low density)
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can give rise to Allee effect which can affect the persistence of small populations

[Møller & Legendre 2001, Gascoigne et al. 2009], and may increase the risk of ex-

tinction in some situations [Kokko & Brooks 2003].

Sexual selection will also have an impact on exchanges between and within

populations: preferences for locally adapted phenotypes can favor premating iso-

lation [Liou & Price 1994, Servedio 2001]; or alternatively, heterogamous prefer-

ence can promote hybridization between two gene pools [Gil et al. 2016]. Within

a population, mate searching can bolster individuals movements, increasing con-

nectivity between subpopulations. For instance, female preference for immigrant

males would stimulate male dispersion in some species (e.g. Spotted hyenas,

[Davidian et al. 2016].

1.7 The strong context-dependency of sexual selection

and it evolutionary implications

Several studies observed context-dependence in the expression of sexual traits

and behaviors [Gauthey et al. 2015]. Arising from these behavioral processes, the

strength of sexual selection, is also changing with the environmental and social con-

text [Cotton et al. 2006, Gauthey 2014] .

The importance of social context and of interactions between individuals on the

evolution of mating behaviour has been considered by game theory models that

explicitly incorporate individual decision-making (e.g.[Janetos 1980, Parker 1983,

Real 1990, Kokko & Johnstone 2002, Kokko & Rankin 2006, Courtiol et al. 2016,

Dechaume-Moncharmont et al. 2016, Chevalier et al. 2020]). Such approaches

demonstrate that the best choice/ behavior for an individual depends on the en-

vironmental/social context and on others’ strategies. Behavioural interactions are
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particularly important for sexual selection: for instance, the satisfaction of an in-

dividual’s preference will depend on the distribution of available phenotypes in the

population and the success of an individual will depend on the number of competi-

tors and their performance. Being explicit about the process by which individuals

select mates can affect the equilibria of preference-trait coevolution by imposing

a variable and context-dependent cost to the preference [De Jong & Sabelis 1991,

Kokko et al. 2015]. Indeed, when assuming constant direct selection against female

preferences (i.e. fixed costs), mating preferences for a sexual ornament does not per-

sist at equilibrium, whereas when the cost of mating preference is derived from mate-

sampling processes, mating preference can coevolve with a male trait so that both

persist in the presence or absence of biased mutation [Kokko et al. 2015]. To state

another example, context and individual-specific mate choice can promote poly-

morphism in traits [Kokko et al. 2007, Tazzyman & Iwasa 2010]. Besides, correla-

tional selection on traits (which is often generated by frequency dependent selection)

generates genetic correlations [Roff & Fairbairn 2012, Sinervo & Svensson 2002,

Walsh & Blows 2009] which could, at the scale of genetic architecture, results in

the establishment of pleiotropy or linkage disequilibrium.

1.8 An integrative framework to represent the different

aspects of sexual selection and their feedbacks

I hope to have shown in this first Chapter that sexual selection is likely to im-

pact populations at different levels, affecting demography, behaviours and traits,

and genome architecture. All these elements are rarely handled together in a single

framework [Govaert et al. 2019, Svensson 2019]. The purpose of my Philosophical

Dissertation is to take some steps in that direction : integrating these various compo-
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nents, so to make new progresses on the evolutionary importance of sexual selection.

I therefore propose, in a Chapter 2, a review of the different modeling approaches

that are used to study the evolution of mating behaviors and genetic architecture,

and discuss the advantages and shortcomings of each approach. This chapter high-

lights that the conjoint evolution of mating behaviors and their genetic architecture

would gain from being studied in a framework representing eco-evolutionary pro-

cesses and explicit genetic architecture. Based on this work, I build in Chapter 3

a framework (a demogenetic model) that aims at integrating all the components of

sexual selection. Using the model I show some simulation examples highlighting

feedbacks between mating behaviors, demography and genetic architecture. This

form of exploratory work allows i/ to gain a better understanding of the evolution-

ary mechanisms at work and ii/ to shed some light on the relationship between

the evolution of mating behaviors and the evolution of genetic architecture. Using

the above mentioned integrative framework, I then proceed to Chapters 4 and 5,

that each investigates an important avenue for understanding evolution of repro-

ductive traits an behaviours. In the Chapter 4, I ask how the social environment

can influence the evolution of traits and their genetic architecture. In the Chapter

5, I look at the effects of physical constraints in the genome (maximum number of

genes, number and nature of chromosomes, genetic linkage) on traits and genetic

architecture evolution. Finally, the Chapter 6 discusses my approach and results

and proposes some perspectives for future work on the subject.





Chapter 2

Several modelling approaches to

study sexual selection

“If models reach different conclusions, they must be making different assumptions.

Differences should therefore be considered illuminating ” (Kokko et al., 2006).
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In this second chapter, I give a description of the various modelling and the-

oretical approaches to sexual selection in the literature. I endeavour at analyzing

their assumptions, their differences, their respective strengths and weaknesses. This

chapter will therefore relate to the different aspects of sexual selection and the spe-

cific approaches used to address them (behavioral and phenotypic evolution, genetic

constraint).

The diversity of theoretical approaches to study the evolution of traits and be-

haviors under sexual selection can be divided into three main types of modelling:

phenotypic approaches, genetic approaches and demogenetic or eco-evolutionary ap-

proaches. These three types of approaches each have their advantages and shortcom-

ings: For example, the phenotypic approach allows to understand the effect of vari-

ations in the environmental and social context on the evolution of traits and behav-

iors, but ignores genetics and neglects evolutionary trajectories, which excludes the

opportunity to observe cyclic evolutionary dynamics [Iwasa & Pomiankowski 1999].

Simple genetic approaches assume an unrealistic genetic determinism, but they allow

easy modelling of the evolution of genetic variance and covariance, contrary to most

quantitative genetic approaches [Charmantier & Sheldon 2006]. Eco-evolutionary

approach combine phenotypic and genetic approach, but can seldom be analyzed

mathematically, except in very simple cases.

2.1 Phenotypic models

The researchers that study behavior typically adopt phenotypic approaches. In such

approaches, the individual behavior is seen as the agent of selection acting on traits

in populations by considering fitness effects.
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2.1.1 Fisherian optimality analysis

Simple optimality analyses find the life-history trait values that maximize the

fitness function at the evolutionary equilibrium (e.g.[Hirshfield & Tinkle 1975,

Pianka 1976, Michiels et al. 2009]). In such models, fitness is mathematically de-

scribed with respect to life-history traits (by the Malthusian parameter, r, or by

the lifetime reproductive success R0). This approach assumes that the trait under

study is not affected by density-dependence and frequency-dependent interactions.

Box 1: Example of Fisherian optimality analysis: Natural selection

of reproductive effort (Pianka 1976)

Question: What factors determine optimal allocation of the available energy

into reproductive versus non-reproductive (somatic) tissues, organs, and/or ac-

tivities?

Optimization criteria: Maximization of the lifetime reproductive success,

R0, calculated as the cumulative product of survival and fecundity over organ-

ism’s lifespan, assuming a population with constant size and stable age distri-

bution.

Mechanism: Trade-off between present reproduction (present offspring) ver-

sus expectation of future reproduction (future progeny). At each age, an organ-

ism is expected to allocate resources to present reproduction in a manner that

will maximize reproductive value at that age (Fig.2.1.1).
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Result: The form of the trade-off, which is itself sensitive to a multitude

of environmental influences including resource availability and the immediate

environmental conditions for reproduction and survival, determines the optimal

strategy of reproduction at any given age.
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Figure 2.1: Example of hypothetical curves representing the trade-offs between

current reproductive effort and expectation of future offspring at any particular

instant (or age). Concave curve (in red) leads to only one reproductive event

(semelparity), convex one (blue) result in repeated reproduction (iteroparity).

Dots mark the reproductive tactics that maximize the lifetime reproductive

success. Modified from [Pianka 1976].

In particular, optimality analysis was used to make predictions on the evolu-

tion of life histories traits in response to “r-“ and “K-“ environments [Pianka 1976].

Environmental condition would affect the shape of the trade-off between present

reproduction and expectation of future reproduction promoting either iteropar-

ity or semelparity (Box.2.1.1). For example, a resource-rich, non-competitive, r-
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environment would select for traits that enhance population growth rate, including

early maturity, high reproductive effort, high fecundity, and semelparity. Conversely,

resource-limited, competitive, K-environments select for traits that enhance persis-

tence of individuals, including delayed maturity, high investment in individual main-

tenance at the cost of low reproductive effort, low fecundity with a large investment

in each offspring, and longer life span. Environments might fluctuate in the extent

to which they exert r- or K-selection; and depending on the extent to which organ-

isms experienced either of these environments they fall on a continuum from pure

r- to pure K-selection.

2.1.2 Game theory

By contrast, evolutionary game theory allows to consider social environment

and interactions between individuals as drivers of selection. Game theory

was first developed by mathematicians and economists to solve problems with

complex interdependent decision-making [Von Neumann 1992, Nash et al. 1950],

then used by behavioral ecology with an evolutionary narrative [Smith 1982,

Dechaume-moncharmont 2018]. Game theory allows to calculate the best strat-

egy for a player depending on the strategies of others, and therefore accounts for

frequency-dependence. In traditional game theory, an equilibrium point is reached

when the strategy of the players cannot be strictly outperformed by another strategy

(e.g. Nash equilibrium, [Nash et al. 1950]). It is assumed that players are aware of

the structure of the game and consciously try to predict the moves of their opponents

and to maximize their own payoffs.

By contrast, evolutionary game theory propose a different narrative: it presumes

that the players’ strategies are biologically encoded and heritable. Individual’s be-

havior directly affects its Darwinian fitness, namely, its probability to survive, re-
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produce, and contribute to future generations. The best strategies lead to higher

reproductive success, and thus, their frequency increases in the population across

generations. On the contrary, the least efficient strategies are progressively washed

away by the natural selection. Alternative strategies of the game occasionally oc-

cur, via a process like mutation. To be an Evolutionary Stable Strategy (ESS), a

strategy must be resistant to these alternatives, that is, no rare mutant strategy can

outcompete the resident strategy 1 [Smith 1982].

In sexual selection, evolutionary game theory has been widely used to pre-

dict the level of selectivity (or choosiness) during mate choice. Many mod-

els considered that only females choose their mates [Collins & McNamara 1993,

Johnstone et al. 1996, Kokko et al. 2003, Kokko et al. 2007, Barry & Kokko 2010,

Bleu et al. 2012, Etienne et al. 2014, Dechaume-Moncharmont et al. 2016]. Being

choosy would theoretically allow a female to find a high-quality male if she was the

only chooser in the population. But if there are other females competing for the

same pool of males, the female would be better accepting even a mediocre partner.

A greedy female trying to outsmart her non-selective competitors by increasing her

choosiness exposes herself to the risk of unsuccessfully searching for her ideal mate,

possibly no longer available if less selective females have progressively monopolized

all the males [Dechaume-Moncharmont et al. 2016]. The average partner quality

that a female can expect when following a given decision rule cannot be calculated

as an absolute value. It is strongly dependent upon the frequency of the other

strategies in the population through the background distribution of the available

male’s quality. Searching for the optimal choosiness strategy of a given individual

thus requires to explicitly consider the behaviors of its competitors.

Considering the possibility that choosiness evolves in both sexes, thereby

1Every ESS corresponds to a Nash equilibrium, but some Nash equilibria are not ESSes.
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giving rise to mutual mate choice, adds a new dimension in the game,

wherein individuals have to adjust not only to the choosiness of their

same-sex competitors but also to the change in choosiness of the opposite

sex [McNamara & Collins 1990, Collins & McNamara 1993, Johnstone 1997,

Kokko & Monaghan 2001, Kokko & Johnstone 2002, Alpern & Reyniers 2005,

Ramsey 2011, Courtiol et al. 2016]. For example, increasing the choosiness of one

sex may reduce the mating rate of the opposite sex, forcing it to become less choosy

and more competitive [Kokko & Johnstone 2002]. Mate choice is thus the result of

a complex dynamic game where each individual tries at any time to maximize its

reproductive output by optimizing its choosiness with regard to mate availability

(which fluctuates as a function of mating strategies). I am going to develop this

example in the following section as I devoted a significant amount of time in my

thesis to work on a dynamic game model to understand how much the fluctuations

of mate availability - i.e., context-dependence - in different mating systems affect the

evolution of choosiness ([Chevalier et al. 2020]), Appendix A). My approach allows

to represent the feedback between individual’s choosiness and the fluctuations of

mate availability over the breeding season. This feedback implies that choosiness

can potentially be flexible over time. In a nutshell, I show that different mating

systems, characterized for instance by contrasted adult sex ratio or differences

in latency periods between sexes, can influence the dynamics with regard to the

availability of mating partners (both in quantity and quality), making optimal

choosiness between sexes, between quality and over time a non-trivial pattern - or

at least, extremely context-dependent. An associated yet central benefit of con-

sidering quality- and time-dependent choosiness is to bolster interactions between

theoretical and empirical research: experiments and most observations in natural

environments involve complex situations where individuals interact in a fluctuating
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context, producing choosiness that changes over time, or with the quality or sex of

the individual [Byrne & Rice 2006, Labonne et al. 2009, Judge et al. 2014]. This

potentially generates variation in choosiness that is not necessarily captured by the

current theoretical models. The strong context-dependency on behaviors appears as

an important factor to understand evolution , and should, therefore, be accounted

for in predictive models. Part of the developments presented in Chapter3 were

influenced by this observation.

2.1.3 A case study: fluctuations of the mating market affect the

evolution of flexible choosiness

The game model

The model is formulated as a dynamic game that describes mating in a population

of females and males of variable quality. Both males and females are potentially

choosy (i.e. we assume that mutual mate choice is possible), thereby assuming no

a priori sex-role. All individuals have the possibility to compete for partners of

variable quality. As a consequence, their fitness payoffs also depend on the choices

made by the other individuals from both sexes in the population. We build a discrete

time model with a finite time horizon (i.e., the breeding season) of length T time

steps. The choosiness strategy for an individual of quality q is a Q×Q×T matrix of

acceptance probabilities for every possible partner’s quality q′ and at each time step

t. Mated individuals become unavailable for further mating during their latency

period, noted τ♂ for males, and τ♀ for females. At the end of their latency, they

return to the pool of available partners. When τ♂ and τ♀ are greater than the

length of the breeding season, each individual can only expect to mate once during

the breeding season, which corresponds to a case of monogamy. Other mating
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systems are modeled as follows: polygyny (τ♂ � T , and τ♀ � T ), polyandry

(τ♀ � T , and τ♂ � T ), or polygynandry (τ♂ � T , and τ♀ � T ). Contrary to

the ASR, which is the initial sex-ratio of mature individuals in the population and

is defined only at the beginning of the breeding season, the OSR(t) is the ratio of

available males to available females and changes dynamically during the breeding

season. The OSR(t) can become increasingly skewed, for instance when the duration

of the latency period is shorter in males than in females (available males become

more numerous than available females), or when initially the ASR is skewed, and

individuals from the least common sex mate and are thus removed from the pool of

available partners. The OSR and the distribution of unpaired individual qualities

are therefore emergent properties of the pair formation process, which results from

choosiness strategies in the population.

To calculate the Evolutionary Stable Strategy (ESS), we used a method of

best response iterations [Houston & McNamara 1999, Roff 2010]. The core of the

optimization algorithm is a two-step process (as illustrated in Fig.2.2). We begin

with an arbitrary set of choice strategies president♂(q, q′, t) and president♀(q, q
′, t)

and, for each time step t during the breeding season, we calculate the distributions

of qualities for males (f♂(q, t)) and females (f♀(q, t)) which result from this set of

strategies (the detailed method is in Appendix A). Assuming theses distributions

of quality, we then calculate the best response strategies for males and females

(pbest♂(q, q′, t) and pbest♀(q, q
′, t)) as the strategies which maximize the individual’s

expected payoffs (the detailed method is in Appendix A). The new resident set of

strategies to be used in the next iteration is derived from the previous one.

And this new set of strategies is used to calculate the new distributions of partner

qualities across the season that, in turn, would lead to new adjustments of the

choosiness strategies. We iterate this process until convergence of the sequences of
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choosiness strategies for males and females, such that a male or a female of any

quality cannot increase their payoff by changing their choosiness strategy under the

current distribution of qualities across the breeding season (i.e. ESS ).

Figure 2.2: An illustration of the optimization approach used to calculate the

optimal choosiness. The newly calculated choosiness strategies are used to calculate

the new distributions of partner qualities across the season that, in turn, would lead

to new adjustments of the choosiness strategies.

Some mains results

Our model reveals some common characteristics between mating systems as we

globally observe quality dependence and flexibility in choosiness, controlling for the

variance of choosiness. Still, our results are well contrasted between the monoga-

mous system and the polygynandrous system (Fig.2.3). In the former, remaining

individuals of higher quality (HQ) constantly adjust their choosiness downward to

the dwindling opportunities, while low quality (LQ) individuals are never choosy.
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The situation is far more complex in the polygynandrous system, where flexibility

is observed for individuals of all qualities, adjusting their choosiness both downward

and upward, thereby sustaining variance in choosiness later in the breeding season

(Fig.2.3). A polygynous system presents intermediate patterns in terms of flexibility

and variance (Fig.2.3). It is also remarkable that in the different mating systems

envisioned here, positive assortative mating always occurs (Fig.2.4). Its intensity

decreases with the level of unbalance in ASR and in latency periods. In unbalanced

mating systems (such as polygynandry), LQ males have almost no mating success,

and thus sexual selection against them is strong; but in contrast, sexual selection is

relaxed among HQ individuals. Indeed, we observe a particular pattern of apparent

assortment wherein the population is divided into random-mating subsets (which re-

sult from the evolution of “stepped” choosiness). Interestingly, this pattern emerges

through the use of a fine-scale for quality variation. This result is reminiscent of

the results obtained by previous analytical models, which found that couples were

formed between males and females belonging to the same band (interval) of quality

levels in the population [McNamara & Collins 1990, Alpern & Reyniers 2005] un-

der monogamy. [Johnstone et al. 1996] also predicted similar apparent assortative

mating from a non flexible choosiness strategy throughout the breeding season. On

the contrary, our predictions indicate that such clear patterns can be related to

quality-dependent flexible choosiness, wherein the population is self-organized into

subsets of competitors, especially when mating systems are unbalanced. Note that

the number of randomly mating subsets into which the population is divided, and

hence the degree of precision of the assortative mating, is higher in monogamous

and balanced mating systems (Fig.2.4). In the present approach, where we focus

on the intragenerational time scale, the dynamics of the mating market is highly

influenced by the type of mating systems, which we here manipulated via ASR and
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latency period.

Figure 2.3: Optimal choosiness for females and males as functions of time and

individual quality, in three mating systems: monogamy (τ♂ � T , and τ♀ � T ),

polygynandry (τ♀ � T , and τ♂ � T , polygyny (τ♂ � T , and τ♀ � T )). Optimal

choosiness is measured as the partner quality that an individual is ready to accept

with at least a probability of 0.5. Thick black lines indicates High Quality (HQ, q

= 75), Intermediate Quality (IQ, q= 50) and Low Quality (LQ, q = 25) individuals.
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Figure 2.4: Final mating pattern. For a given quality of male and female, the size of

the points is proportional to the frequency of pairs formed during the breeding sea-

son. r indicates the degree of assortative mating measured as the pearson coefficient

correlation.
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Above described optimal methods assume that genetic basis of traits does not

affect their evolution (an assumption acknowledge as the "Phenotypic gambit" by

[Grafen 1984]), and do not question the evolutionary trajectory nor the genetic

mechanisms of evolution. Yet, as shown below, the genetic basis of traits are likely

to affect their evolution.

2.2 Genetic models

2.2.1 Invasibility analysis

Invasibility analysis is often regarded as a phenotypic approach because it ignores

the importance of genes and sex. However, it offers a narrative and hypotheses

about the genetic mechanisms of evolution. In particular, mutations are assumed

to occur on a time scale which is long relative to the time scale of convergence to

an ecological attractor, and reproduction is clonal.

The goal of this approach is to assess whether a clone displaying an alternate life

history (the mutant) can invade a resident population [Dieckmann & Ferriere 2004,

Roff 2010]. This is estimated by calculating the growth rate of the invader in the

population. The rational is that the fittest phenotype is one that cannot be in-

vaded. This criterion, although more complicated to use, has the advantage that it

is robust in scenarios where density dependence, frequency dependence, or environ-

mental stochasticity are important. For instance, [Benton & Grant 1999] simulated

the effects of stochasticity and density dependence of fecundity and survival on the

evolution of reproductive effort. In their model, fitness is density dependent and

population fluctuates (in size and distribution in age classes). Their results indicate

that iteroparity is almost always the ESA strategy under stochasticity. When den-

sity acts on fecundities, the net result is that the fecundities are more variable than
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survivorships. Likewise, when density acts on survivorships, the result is that sur-

vivorships become more variable than fecundities. Simple application of bet-hedging

models would suggest that in the former case iteroparity should be selected for and

in the latter case semelparity. But according to the result iteroparity would evolve

in both cases.

Optimal reproductive effort in stochastic, density-dependent environ-

ments. Benton and Grant (1999)

Question: What is the effect of both stochastic and density dependent envi-

ronments on the evolution of optimal reproductive effort?

Optimization criteria: the invasion exponent which estimates the growth

rate of the invader population. It allows to find the Evolutionary Stable Attrac-

tor (ESA) of the system.

Mechanism: (1) Trade-off between current fecundity and survival (different

shapes of trade-off are investigated). (2) Stochastic and density dependent vari-

ation in the fecundity and/or survival.

Procedure: A resident population is simulated using a matrix population

model until the population dynamics have stabilized on the attractor. An in-

vader with the same life history (i.e. shape of trade-off between reproduction

and survival) as the resident, but with higher reproductive effort and so lower

survival is then introduced. Invaders does not contribute to the density depen-

dence. The sign of the invasion exponent then measures whether the invader
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manages to invade, and the magnitude of the partial differential between the

invasion exponent and reproductive effort is a measure of the sensitivity of the

invasion exponent to change in reproductive effort (i.e elasticity), and thus a

measure of the selection pressure on reproductive effort. The ESA of the system

for reproductive effort is reached when the elasticity equal 0.

Results: Iteroparity is almost always the ESA strategy under stochasticity:

"extreme" life histories (those with either very low or very high reproductive

efforts) tend to become less extreme under selection in a variable environment.

2.2.2 Quantitative genetics

Quantitative genetics adopt a statistical view of the genome to summarize it com-

plexity. Fisher proposed that the complex genetic basis of quantitative traits can be

simply represented by the sum of small allelic effects (assuming that epistatic effects

on the genome compensate each other). The classic quantitative genetics approach

(i.e. populational variance components approach, [?]) focuses at the mean, the vari-

ance and covariance of traits in the population. The mean phenotypic trait value

in the population and the variance are decomposed into the sum of genetic and en-

vironmental components. Both components are assumed normally distributed, the

former with a mean varying as a result of selection and drift and the latter with a

zero mean. This approach can be extended to multiple traits, in that case, variance

and covariance between traits are components of the "G-matrix" which describes

the statistical dispersion of genetic values. The change in the mean phenotypic val-

ues due to selection across generations are calculated based on the “ multivariate

breeders’ equation” [Lande & Arnold 1983] (Fig.2.5).
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Figure 2.5: The multivariate breeder’s equation.

In models interested in sexual selection, selection differential can be calculated

as the sum of natural and sexual selection. Natural selection corresponds to the

viability of phenotypic values (the adaptive optimum is thus a priori defined), and

sexual selection corresponds to the mating success of phenotypic values.

The Lande model (1981) shows, for example, that the variance-covariance matrix

between ornament and preference influences the stability of the system. Depending

on the ratio between the genetic variance of the ornament and its genetic covariance

with the preference, the equilibrium line can be stable or unstable (Fig.2.6); this

can strongly influence the dynamics of the system since in the case of an unstable

equilibrium the ornament and the preference will evolve together very quickly away

from the equilibrium point (as predicted by [Fisher 1915]).Interestingly, adding some

realistic features of behaviour and pairing processes can also change the equilibrium,

for instance preference-dependent risk that females remain unmated would prevent

instable equilibrium to occurs [De Jong & Sabelis 1991].
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Darwin-Fisher-Lande model of sexual selection by female choice.

Lande 1981.

Question: What are the combinations of male phenotype and female prefer-

ence such as the intensity of female sexual preference cancels the force of natural

selection on male phenotype?

Mechanism: The maximization criteria is the mean fitness of males in the

population. Fitness of males with a phenotype z is the product of their viability

(stabilizing natural selection on z ) and mating success averaged over the entire

female population. The female preferences are not directly selected; they evolve

indirectly through the selection pressures on the male trait to which they are

genetically correlated.

Main assumptions: All females fully express their preference. Male trait

and female preference are sex limited. The genetic variance and covariance

remain constant : a loss of variance due to selection is supposed balanced by

the input of polygenic mutation and recombination.

Result: For any mean value of the male character there is an average inten-

sity of female sexual preference that will cancel the force of natural selection

tending to restore the mean male phenotype to its optimum. The population

will evolve along trajectories specified by the genetic covariance between male

character and female preference. Genetic covariance arises between male and

female characters as a consequence of assortative mating and heritable variation

in the two characters. Interestingly, this work demonstrates that the structure
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of the G-matrix can profoundly affect the evolutionary outcome as it can trigger

stable or unstable equilibrium.

Figure 2.6: The joint evolution of female preferences and male trait. Male trait

is subject to an ordinary stabilizing natural selection and to sexual selection.

The population will evolve along the dotted lines (following the direction of the

arrows). Depending on the genetic variance parameters, the equilibrium line

(solid line) can be stable (A) or unstable (B). Unstable equilibrium is triggered

when the genetic covariance exceeds a critical value determined by the intensity

of female preference and the strength of stabilizing natural selection on male

phenotype [Lande 1981, Arnold 1983].

The basic quantitative genetic model captures the influence of genetics through

G-matrix which is supposed to be stable (i.e. no change in genetic variance and

covariance). The stability of the G-matrix is justified in the case of mutation-

selection balance and multivariate Gaussian distribution of allelic effects (i.e. mu-

tational effects are much larger than the standing genetic variation). This allows

to show that the genetic variance and covariance of traits affect their evolution

[Lande 1981, Iwasa & Pomiankowski 1995].
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However, the genetic variance and covariance of traits could evolve in response

to selection because of changes in genetic architecture (e.g. allele frequencies and/or

the build up of linkage disequilibrium among important loci [Steppan et al. 2002,

Careau et al. 2015]); and this may either facilitate or constrain future evolution-

ary changes [Steppan et al. 2002, Hansen 2003, Hansen 2006, Walsh & Blows 2009].

Additionally, physical structure of the genome is likely to affect the evolution

of such genetic characteristics (number of loci involved, allelic pleiotropy, linkage

disequilibrium; [Hansen 2006], e.g. [Servedio & Lande 2006, Gavrilets et al. 2007,

Labonne & Hendry 2010]).

More explicit genetic models are therefore necessary to account for the physical

structure of the genome and for possible changes in the genetic architecture of the

population [Arnold et al. 2008, Nelson et al. 2013].

2.2.3 Population genetic models

Population genetics models simulate the evolution of gene frequencies at the expense

of ecological detail. An explicit Mendelian model is used. In the simplest case this

would be a single locus with two alleles. Complexity can be introduced first by

the addition of more alleles and second by the addition of more loci. Often these

models are used to make predictions about the change in frequency of certain alleles

that code for a trait. Some models also use the population genetics approach to

represent certain allele properties (e.g. pleiotropy, epistasis) and understand how

they may have evolved. For instance,[Guillaume & Otto 2012] follow the evolution

of a modifier loci, carrying alleles that change the allocation of one or two genes

activity for two functions. They predict that pleiotropy is favored in situations

where gene product can perform well at the two functions.
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2.2.4 Demogenetic individual based models

Previous modelling approaches are either interested in how the phenotype is shaped

by the interactions between individuals and their environment (phenotypic ap-

proaches) or consider the effect of genetic constraints on evolution (genetic ap-

proaches). But feedbacks between phenotypic and genetic processes are less ad-

dressed [Govaert et al. 2019, Svensson 2019].

The first interest of demogenetic (also termed ecogenetic) Agent Based Models

(ABM) is to explicitly represent the relationship between life-history traits (or be-

haviour) and fitness to understand the building up of fitness in natural populations,

rather than assuming a fixed relation between life-history traits and fitness. Indeed,

the evolution of life-history traits is tightly linked to population dynamics and to

social environment, as the adaptive advantage of those traits depends on social en-

vironment and on demography and as the evolution of those traits in turn impact

the social environment and the demography.

The second interest of demogenetic ABM is to explicitly represent change in

genetic architecture and its effect on trait evolution. Indeed, the significance

of feedback between genetic changes and ecological changes (behaviours and de-

mography) for sexual selection has recently been highlighted [Govaert et al. 2019,

Svensson 2019]. To state an example, in guppies, sexual selection tends to limit lo-

cal adaptation by maintaining unadapted gene flow, since females do not necessarily

prefer adaptive colors in males (i.e., they can choose conspicuous males even when

predators are present) [Labonne & Hendry 2010]. This preference, although not

adaptive, could be maintained by i/ indirect selection over preference going against

natural selection (females make sexier sons by mating with conspicuous males), ii/

the genetic architecture of the color trait which is encoded by genes on the Y chro-
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mosomes and on the autosomes, so that females carry genes for preference and for

color (but without expressing them and therefore without predation cost).

Two types of approaches are commonly used to represent the genetic basis of

traits in demogenetic ABMs: the quantitative approach and the allelic approach.

Quantitative genetics approach: Most of models adapt the quantitative ge-

netic framework to an individual based approach, notably to realistically repre-

sent the genetic and environmental components of the phenotype [Hendry 2020,

Oddou-Muratorio et al. 2020]. The genetic and environmental variance–covariance

matrices are defined. Then, individuals that satisfy the basic quantitative genetic

assumptions are generated by randomly picking the phenotypic values from a normal

distribution with a given mean and variance. The fitness of individuals is tracked -

often under the assumption of random association of gametes and no sex-difference-

and changes in both means and the phenotypic distributions can be assessed.

Quantitative genetics approaches are not interested by how the allelic effect are

distributed over the genome. Yet, the arrangement of genetic values in the genome

can impact the evolution beyond what can be predicted by the G-matrix. Indeed, the

association of allelic values for the different traits potentially influences the number

of combinations to produce given values of traits, and thus influences the conjoint

transmission of traits and the variance of genotypes in the population. Additionally,

the observed variability in the pattern of genetic architecture (pleiotropy, polygeny)

suggest that genetic architecture can be shaped by selection pressures [Hansen 2003,

Guillaume & Otto 2012].

Allelic approach: Recently, few ABMs representing genetic architecture have

been developed: Easypop [Balloux 2001], SimuPop[Peng & Kimmel 2005], Nemo
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[Guillaume & Rougemont 2006], QuantiNemo [Neuenschwander et al. 2008]. Only

the last three can handle dynamical demographics and traits under selection while

the others are designed as programs to generate genetic datasets in populations of

constant size. In all these models, the selective pressure on traits is a priori defined

and therefore does not emerge from inter-individual interactions, and from trade-off

between traits. For the simplest case of a strictly additive model, individuals are ex-

plicitly modeled with their trait values determined from the sum of the allelic values

plus a normally distributed environmental value with a mean of zero and a variance

necessary to generate the required heritability. This approach can also allows to

consider the possibility of linkage and epistasis. Epistasis can be incorporated in

simple models (e.g., two locus models) but can become difficult to incorporate in

models with many loci and alleles in absence of known statistical distribution or

physical prediction.

2.3 Discussion

As stated before, each model carries its sets of assumptions. This delineates its

potential for application to empirical research as well as to theoretical investigations.

I synthesized various characteristics of the different modelling approaches in Tables

2.1 and 2.2. What is striking is that generally the different approaches do not allow

to look both at the evolution of traits in a dynamic context (where the advantage

of a trait depends on the environment and on the other individuals ’ traits) and at

the evolution of the genetic architecture with a functional vision of it (with the idea

that some genetic architectures are advantageous and may be selected).

After having reviewed the different existing models in sexual selection, it seems

that (1) to understand the evolution of behaviors it is necessary to represent the
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interactions between individuals and context dependence (as inspired by game the-

ory); (2) to understand the transmission of these behaviors it is also important to

take into account the demography of the population and genetic constraints (e.g.

covariance between traits, variance); (3) and that genetic constraints are influenced

by the genetic architecture which may itself evolve and which could be represented

more explicitly. A demogenetic agent-based model is a suitable approach to tackle

this challenge, as it allows to explicitly represent behavioral interactions between in-

dividuals during reproduction, wherein behavioural decisions can be at least partly

determined by individual genome, making this genome effectively under selection,

and thus likely to evolve, too. Figure 2.7 summarizes the integrative approach I

want to develop, with the different components (demography, traits, genome) ad

their interactions.
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Figure 2.7: The demogenetic conceptual model, integrating population dynamic,

behavioral interactions and the evolution of genetic architecture.
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in a population of
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Emerging optimum
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ulation dynamics,
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dependent selection

O
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m
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Evolutionary tra-

jectory
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Evolutionary tra-

jectory
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D
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y
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equilibrium (in
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tion size and age

structure)

Demographic equi-

librium (in term of

population size and

age structure)

Demographic equi-

librium

(in term of popu-

lation size and age

structure)

Demographic

equilibrium (in

term of popula-

tion size and age

structure)

Demographic equi-

librium (infinite

population size)

Demographic

changes (e.g.

population size,

age distribution,

migration)

P
H
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O

T
Y
P
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A
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U
M

P
T
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N

S

T
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m
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No representation of genetic transmis-
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Clonal reproduc-

tion

Implicit represen-

tation of mating

process (e.g. mat-

ing preferences

affect the relation

between fitness

and phenotype)

Implicit representa-

tion of mating pro-

cess (e.g. mat-

ing preferences af-

fect the relation be-

tween fitness and

phenotype)

Explicit representa-

tion of mating pro-

cesses (rather than

approximated by a

fitness formula)

Table 2.1: Summary of the main phenotypic assumptions of various evolutionary modelling approaches.
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DEMO GENETIC
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No genetic

representation
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resentation of

the genome (G-

matrix). Infinites-

imal number of

alleles with small

additives effect

Simple explicit rep-

resentation of the

genome (e.g. one

bi-allelic locus)

explicit genetic map

No change in the

distribution of al-

lelic effects (Gaus-

sian distribution)

Change in allelic

frequencies

Change in allelic fre-
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G
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A
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U
M

P
T
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S

rare mutations (a

rare mutant invade

the population, no

impact on resident

fitness and demog-
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Equilibrium be-

tween genetic

drift, mutations

and selection (i.e.

weak selection).

no mutation or ge-

netic drift (no allele

loss/gain).

No equilibrium

assumption: speci-

fied mutation rate,

variable genetic

drift (depending on

effective popula-

tion size), possible

variable selection

Table 2.2: Summary of the main genetic assumptions of various evolutionary modelling approaches.
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In the light of Chapter 2 conclusions, we here propose a DG-ABM (DemoGenetic

Agent Based Model) that includes most of the ingredients required to study the

evolution of mating behaviors and genetic architecture under sexual selection. The

present description of my modelling approach covers the principles, the details, the

assumptions and their justifications. I will also produce some simple simulation

results in order to illustrate the potential of the model and its mechanisms. It is

noteworthy that this modelling approach is coded as a software, which is available at

https://doi.org/10.15454/6NFGZ9, and will continue to be developed further on

by my lab. While the model itself could be transferred on any software solution, the

current software allows an easy manipulation of the model in a rather user friendly

context, with user defined simulation choices, and a more austere script mode for

more intensive calculation if needed. During my PhD, my contribution to improve

the model, which already existed in a less developed state, took place on two levels:

Part of my work focused on the theoretical formulation of the model and the choice of

the hypotheses formulated, notably to represent the survival-reproduction trade-off,

mating behaviors, and genetic architecture. Another part of my work was to improve

the model code, in particular, to code mating routines, to add sexual chromosomes

in the genome and to calculate and record index to follow the evolution of traits

and genetic architecture (evolution rate in haldanes, lifetime reproductive success,

allelic correlations etc..).

https://doi.org/10.15454/6NFGZ9
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3.1 Conception of a demogenetic simulation model

3.1.1 An overview of the demogenetic agent based model

We here give an extensive description of the model in the spirit of the ODD protocol

[Grimm et al. 2006]. The model can be downloaded at https://forgemia.inra.

fr/louise.chevalier/runaway

Purpose: The purpose of the model is to investigate the co-evolution between

reproductive traits under sexual selection and their genetic architecture, taking into

account mating behaviour, genetic and demographic characteristics of the popula-

tion.

State variables and scales: This individual-based model uses a discrete tempo-

ral scale and is not spatially explicit. The time horizon of the model is in the order

of a thousand generations. Three levels are considered: the gene level, the individ-

ual level, and the population level. At the gene level, genes are characterized by

their alleles, which code for various genetic values depending on the number of traits

simulated. They are also characterized by their position in the genome and their

recombination probabilities with other genes. Such a position is invariant during the

simulation because we do not wish to simulate the physical evolution of the genome.

Individuals are characterized by the following state variables: identity number, sex,

age, lifetime reproductive success and the genetic values of three traits: the gametic

investment G, the preference P and the competitiveness C. The population level

is characterized by the following state variables: population size, allelic diversity,

mean allelic values and standard deviations for the two traits on each gene, mean

and standard deviation of traits values and mean lifetime reproductive success. Note

that the population level can be subdivided during reproduction, to create smaller

https://forgemia.inra.fr/louise.chevalier/runaway
https://forgemia.inra.fr/louise.chevalier/runaway
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mating groups and mimic spatial or temporal isolation during the breeding season.

Process overview and scheduling: The process for simulation is described be-

low and can be seen in Appendix C1. The model proceeds in generational time

steps. Within each generation (or time step), four procedures are processed in the

following order: survival, mate choice, reproduction, genetic mutations. Within the

survival procedure, the default probability of surviving for an individual depends

on population size (density dependence) and on its reproductive effort (which is

the sum of the genetic values for costly traits). Within the mate choice procedure,

mating groups of a user-specified size are formed by drawing lots of individuals from

the population, then individuals from the same mating group encounter each other

(randomly or according to their values of competitiveness, sequential encounter,

[Gimelfarb 1988]), and they choose to mate or not with the encountered partner.

If individuals make up a couple, they will become unavailable to mate again for

the present time step. Within the reproduction procedure, each parent produces

gametes and the offspring are created by the random fusion of the parent gametes,

their sex is randomly assigned. Within the genetic mutation procedure, each al-

lele might be substituted by a new one. New alleles are assumed to be created by

mutation, and their genetic values for each trait are drawn in independent Beta dis-

tributions by default, whose shape parameters are defined at the initialization stage

(paragraph Initialization). The user-defined mutation rate is assumed to be con-

stant throughout the genome. Because survival (S) partly depends on reproductive

effort, it can therefore also evolve, allowing individuals to potentially participate in

more than one reproduction (i.e., iteroparity evolution).
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3.1.2 Detailed model description

Survival: The probability of surviving to the next reproduction event is deter-

mined as follows:

S =
1

(1 +R)(1 + N
K )

(3.1)

where N is the population size, K an indicator of resource limitation in the

environment (akin, but not equal, to carrying capacity), R the sum of the genetic

values of costly traits of the individual. Eq. 3.1 states that individual survival results

from the interaction between two components. The first component is demographic

( 1
1+N/K ), this formula corresponds to the survival rate of the population in consid-

ering that survival is solely density-dependent. The second component is individual

( 1
1+R), this formula states that individual survival is maximum when energy in-

vested into reproduction is null, and that S decreases when R increases. Intuitively,

if N/K = 1 (close to a demographic equilibrium) and if R = 1, then both compo-

nents affect the survival equally. If the population size drops below K but R = 1,

then survival rate will increase, making R a relatively greater contributor to survival

(see Fig. 3.1). As a consequence, the model can evolve towards semelparity (low

survival, single reproduction) or iteroparity (higher survival leading to potential

multiple reproductions).

Mating behaviour: During reproduction, the population is first divided into

mating groups of user-specified size MG. Population sex ratio is 1 : 1 but the

sex ratio within each group can vary, due to random sampling. Then, within each

mating group, mating processes occur, individuals mating only once per time step.

The model can represent different mating systems:
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Figure 3.1: survival probability as a function of population size for different values of R.
with resource limitation parameter K=10000.

(1) random mating: pairs of individuals from the same mating group but

with different sex are formed randomly. Once a pair is formed, mating will occur.

Mated individuals are not available for further mating for the current time step.

Note that ifMG is not a pair number, or if all partners of one sex have mated, some

individuals will remain unmated for the current time step.

(2) random encounter with preference: pairs of individuals from the same

mating group but of the opposite sex are randomly drawn, but each individual

chooses to accept the potential partner based on its preference trait. If both partners

mutually accept each other, they become unavailable for further mating for the

current time step. If at least one individual rejects the mating, both of them return

in the mating group and yet again two individuals are randomly drawn from the
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mating group.

(3) competitive encounter without preference: Individuals from the same

mating group but with opposite sex encounter each other based on their value of

competitiveness C. For each pair of individuals thus formed, mating will occur.

Mated individuals are not available for further mating for the current time step.

When M is not a pair number, or if one sex is no more available, the less competitive

individuals of the mating group will remain unmated.

(4) competitive encounter with preference: Here again, individuals from

the same mating group but with opposite sex encounter each other based on their

value of competitiveness C. Within each pair thus formed, each individual chooses

to accept the potential partner based on its own preference trait. If both partners

mutually accept each other, they become unavailable for further mating for the

current time step. If at least one individual rejects the mating, both of them return

in the mating group and yet again two individuals are randomly drawn from the

mating group.

Note that for each of these scenarios, the whole process is sequential: if a first

pair is formed and both individuals mate, then the routine proceeds to the next

pair. However, if the first pair is formed but mating does not occur, then it will

affect the subsequent pair formation and potential related matings.

Preference model: The probability that an individual will accept the mating

(Pm) is a function of his genetic value of Preference and his partner’s Gametic

investment (Eq.3.2).

Pm = exp−
(Gpref−G)2

2ν2 (3.2)

This equation indicates that individuals have a unimodal preference, i.e. they
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prefer a particular value of the gametic investment (Gpref ) with a tolerance around

this value (ν). The closer the gametic investment of the partner met is to the in-

dividual’s preferred value, the higher the probability that the individual will accept

the mating (Fig. 3.2). The parameter ν is by default set to 0.2 (so that the prob-

ability to accept an encountered partner for an individual with a preference peak

of 0.5 is equal to 0.5). The shape of the preference function can be changed in the

model, and its effect on the evolution is investigated further on (section 3.4.3).

Another possible shape of preference supposes that individual reaction is always

stronger for higher values of G (directional preference, Lande 1981). In that case

the genetically determined value of preference corresponds to a threshold of G above

which partners are accepted with a probability higher than 0.5 and the probability

Pm that an individual with a given preference Gpref will accept the mating is a

sigmoid function of the encountered partner’s Gametic investment G (Eq.3.3). α

and β are parameters to adjust the slope of the sigmoid function and their default

values are 10 and 5 respectively.

Pm =
exp[Gpref ∗G ∗ α−Gpref ∗ β]

1 + (exp[Gpref ∗G ∗ α−Gpref ∗ β]) (3.3)

Additionally, unimodals and directional preferences could also be either an ab-

solute intrinsic property of individuals or could be relative and scaled to the distri-

bution of phenotypes in a population.

Competition model: Within a mating group of size M, the competitiveness C

will be used to assess a non-random order of meeting between pairs of individuals.

We assume that the probability of meeting between two individuals is dependent

on their respective competitiveness trait values. For instance, two individuals with

high competitiveness values will probably meet first within the mating group.
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Figure 3.2: Probability that a potential partner will be accepted, as a function of the values
of gametic investment of this partner for two different values of preference (Gpref = 0.5

dotted line, and Gpref = 0.8 plain line). Individuals differ in the value of G of their most
preferred mate, but all individuals share the same tolerance (ν = 0.2).

Then come pairs of individuals with contrasted competitiveness (one high, one

low). Finally, two individuals with low competitiveness will meet at the end of the

process, mostly. Pairs of individuals are thus ordered according to the product of

their competitiveness. Note that if the meeting is not followed by a mating, each

individual will be still available for mating. When individuals have mated once

however, they are not available for further mating for the current time step and

are removed from the list. Consequently, the less competitive individuals may miss

reproduction if all opposite-sex partners in the mating group have already mated.
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Reproduction: The gametes are composed of randomly chosen strands from each

pair of homologous chromosomes. Recombination between successive genes may

occur during the meiosis (depending on the values of recombination probabilities

between genes). These probabilities are gathered in a table consisting of n−1 lines,

n being the number of genes studied. Each line i contains a number between 0 and

0.5 which represents the probability of recombination between the ith gene and the

(i+1)th gene. The number of offspring per couple is set to the average value of the

parents’ gametic investments multiplied by a demographic constant. The sex of the

offspring is randomly attributed.

Genetic mutation: Right after fecundation, mutations might occur on the off-

spring genome. The rate of mutation is the probability each allele has to be

substituted by a new one. Alleles mutation probability is user-defined, but the

default value is set to 10−4 mutations per loci, which is within the range of

spontaneous mutation rates estimated at particular genes in different organisms

[Haldane 1935, Muller 1928, Eyre-Walker & Keightley 1999].

Physical structure of the genome: All individuals share the same physical ar-

chitecture of the genome, which is defined by the number of autosomes, the presence

or absence of a sex chromosome, the number of genes, their location on the chromo-

somes and the probabilities of recombination between these genes. Each individual

inherits two alleles for each gene (i.e. diploid). Alleles effects are described by con-

tinuous values and are additive within and between loci, i.e. dominance effects are

not considered, such as the value of a trait corresponds to the sum of allelic values

at every locus:
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Tg =

l=n∑

l=1

(la1T + la2T ) (3.4)

with n the number of loci (n = 100), la1T and la2T values of the first and the second

allele for the trait at the loci l. Individual phenotype is fully determined by the geno-

type, that is, environmental effects on phenotype are neglected, and heritability is

thus assumed to be unity. We define the landscape of allelic values for preference, ga-

metic investment, and competitiveness by Beta distributions of user-specified shape

parameters. Default values are [0.65, 24.5], resulting in a right-skewed distribution

such as many alleles will have small values for the traits but still, some alleles will

have relatively high values for the traits (Fig. 3.3A). As a consequence, under this set

of parameters and using 10 loci, initial trait values for gametic investment followed

the distribution showed in Fig. 3.3B with mean 0.5 and variance 0.02.

Genetic architecture: The genetic architecture is here defined as the distribu-

tion of allelic effects along the genome, and can, therefore, vary between individu-

als. According to universal pleiotropy assumption [Fisher 1930, Hill & Zhang 2012,

Paaby & Rockman 2013], each allele at each locus is specified by a vector of contri-

bution to every trait. For instance in our case, in a two traits model with gametic

investment and preference, each allele has two values, one for each trait. Alleles can,

therefore, have a pleiotropic effect (if they have high values for both of the traits)

or a modular effect (if the allelic value for one of the two traits is close to zero).

Thus, an individual’s genetic architecture can be in average pleiotropic if he carries

alleles that have more similar effects for the different traits than they would have

by chance, and conversely, an individual’s genetic architecture can be in average

modular if he carries alleles that have more different effects for the different traits

than randomly expected.
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Figure 3.3: Example of allelic values distribution for the gametic investment (A) and
consequent distribution of gametic investment trait values in the population (B). This dis-
tribution is obtained by drawing allelic values on the Beta distribution of shape parameters
[0.65, 24.5].

Genetic architecture evolution is assessed by recording the distribution of allelic

values at each locus on average in the population, which gives a statistical view of

the genome at the population level. From this data we calculate two indicators to

characterize genetic architecture:

(i) The inter-loci relative standard deviation (RSD) in allelic values indicates if

all genes contribute equally of very differently to the total genetic value of traits

(Fig.3.4 A). The inter-loci RSD is calculated as the standard deviation of allelic

values between loci pondered by their mean value over the genome to look at the

relative effects of mutations present in the population.

(ii) The Index of allelic correlation for two traits in the population indicates if

genes have, in average, similar effects for both traits or if, on the contrary, genes

have in average different effects for each of the traits (Fig.3.4 B). It is calculated from

the sum of the squared difference between the mean allelic values for the two traits
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at every locus (Appendix C2). To assess whether this allelic correlation deviates

from random expectation, we used a bootstrap approach. We calculated an index

corresponding to the rank of the sum of the squared difference in the distribution

of the sum of the squared differences calculated by bootstrap. The bootstrap is

performed n ∗ (n − 1) times, with n the loci number. A ranking close to 0 means

that the sum of differences in the average genetic values at each locus for the two

traits is lower than expected by chance. A ranking close to the maximum index

value means that the sum of differences in the average genetic values at each locus

for the two traits is higher than expected by chance.

Initialization: To initialize a simulation, three types of parameters are specified:

• Demographic parameters: the resource limitation in the environment K and

the initial population size.

• Mating parameters: the mating system (e.g. random mating, random en-

counter with preference, competitive encounter without preference or compet-

itive encounter with preference) and the size of the mating groupMG are also

required. The minimal model is run using a single trait (G), more complex

models can be run adding mating preference (P ) and/or competitiveness (C).

• Physical genome structure parameters: the number of autosomes and sex-

chromosomes, the number of loci, the probability of recombination between

each contiguous pairs of loci, the maximum number of alleles per locus in the

population, the distribution of allelic values, and the mutation rate.

Because initialization includes stochastic processes such as sampling in allelic

effects distributions, initial states using the same parameters sets may vary. The

model, however, allows starting several simulations out of a single initial state. The
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A) Inter-loci RSD

B) Index of allelic correlation

Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of the indexes measured to describe the genetic
architecture, A) inter-loci RSD, B) index of allelic correlation. The blue and the red bars
represent the mean allelic value of each locus for G and for P respectively in the population.

user thus can either start several simulations with different initial states produced

by a same set of parameters, or start several simulations with the exact same initial

state (obviously produced by a single set of parameters).

Observation : The model can either be run in graphical user interface mode or

script mode. In the former, the user can select if all time steps or only a subset
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should be memorized. In the memorized time steps, all objects (and therefore all

individuals and their genomes) are observable. A wide panel of data extractors

and visualizers is then available to analyze and illustrate the simulations. In script

mode, only population-level variables are recorded over time. For each simulation,

we record different type of variables to characterize mechanisms of evolution: At

the population level, trait evolution is monitored by measuring their average val-

ues and standard deviations in the population, their evolution rate in Haldanes

([Hendry & Kinnison 2001], Appendix C3), and the genetic correlations between

traits. Genetic architecture evolution is monitored by calculating inter-loci RSD,

and the index of allelic correlation. Demography is monitored by measuring popu-

lation size, the number of breeders at each breeding season, the sex-ratio and the

mean survival rate. At the individual level: we record individuals lifetime repro-

ductive success (fitness), individuals values of traits and the covariance between the

allelic effects for the pairs of traits.

Installation and execution procedures : The previous description of the

model assumptions and mechanisms only covers a part of the settings and tools avail-

able to users in the model. A software package is available (package RUNAWAY,

running under CAPSIS-4 simulation platform), allowing users to install and interact

with the model, at the following address: https://doi.org/10.15454/6NFGZ9. A

brief documentation, downloading and installation procedures, as well as a quick

start guide can be accessed at the following address: http://capsis.cirad.fr/

capsis/help_en/runaway

3.1.3 General concepts underlying the design of the model

We here describe the general concepts underlying the design of the model.

https://doi.org/10.15454/6NFGZ9
http://capsis.cirad.fr/capsis/help_en/runaway
http://capsis.cirad.fr/capsis/help_en/runaway
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Fitness : Individuals do not seek to improve their fitness explicitly. Fit-

ness improvement is obtained through genetic selection. Individual reproduc-

tive traits can indirectly improve individual fitness: high values of G enhance

individuals reproductive success but have a survival cost, high values of P al-

low individuals to get a mate with high fecundity but have an opportunity cost

(i.e. missing mating opportunities, [De Jong & Sabelis 1991, Fawcett et al. 2012,

Dechaume-Moncharmont et al. 2016]), high values of C improve the mating success

of individuals through priority access to mating partners, yet they do have a survival

cost too.

Sensing, interactions, collectives : As previously described, during reproduc-

tion, the population is partitioned in several mating groups. Individuals sense and

interact with potential sexual partners and competitors within the scale of the mat-

ing group. However, such information will not affect their decision (i.e. no adaptive

behaviour ABM wise), only the outcome of interactions.

Adaptation : Individual fitness is mainly determined by its reproductive be-

haviour relative to other strategies. Indeed individual success during reproduction

depends on opposite-sex preference and availability and same-sex competitiveness

and preference. Individuals are therefore more or less adapted to their social envi-

ronment. Individuals presenting preference for a very rare trait value in the popula-

tion may not be socially adapted and entail the risk of not finding a mate, thereby

compromising their fitness. Individuals also need to adapt to an extrinsic part of

environment which is represented by habitat resources limitation. A typically non-

adapted individual would present traits values that do not allow him to survive until

reproduction in this environment.
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Stochasticity : Because we use an agent-based model, most processes are inher-

ently stochastic. Survival is, for instance, the realization of a Bernouilli random

draw. Mating systems are also an important source of stochasticity. First, indi-

viduals are sampled randomly to constitute mating groups. Then, when they do

not express competitiveness, individuals randomly encounter each other within each

mating group. Mate choice itself is a highly stochastic process: it results from mu-

tual acceptance of both partners, through their respective mating preference which

is a probabilistic function, so to include an error of assessment of the mating partner

quality. Lastly, the transmission of genetic information is also subject to stochas-

ticity because we represent chromosome segregation and recombination during the

meiosis and we also account for mutation risk.

3.2 Exploring the evolutionary dynamic of a particu-

lar simulation: coevolution between Gametic invest-

ment and Preference

This first example introduces the evolutionary mechanics in the model, such as the

relationships between demography, individual variation, and genetics, as well as the

emergent patterns in the model. We here look at the evolution of gametic investment

(G), under two different mating systems. First, with random mating, second, with

preference (P ) driven mating, wherein individuals select partners on their gametic

investment. We track how the inclusion of a non-random mating system influences

the evolution of G, and whether P itself co-evolves with the former trait. We

examine both the dynamic phase of the evolution during the first generations and

the later convergence phase around a pseudo-equilibrium after 5000 generations.

For simplicity, the following figures compare the evolutionary dynamics of two single
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population (one with preference the other with random mating) but, as shown latter

on, independent replication of the simulations follow the same dynamics (section

3.3.1).

Default parameters values used for all the simulations are the following: initial

population size equal 10000, resource limitation is K = 10000, the size of the mating

group M is set to the size of the population. The genetic map is, by default, made

of 10 unlinked loci distributed over 10 chromosomes (i.e. recombination probability

between adjacent locus is 0.5). The mutation rate is set to 10−4 mutations per loci.

3.2.1 Evolution of reproductive traits:

Under random mating, G shows a substantial evolution from its initial value (of

0.5 average in the population) to reach a pseudo equilibrium around 0.7 after 200

generations (Fig.5.5 A). The standard deviation around this value remains stable

throughout the simulation (around 0.1). The evolution rate of G calculated in

Haldanes is accordingly moderately high during the first 200 generations and then

stabilizes to low values. During the early phase of the simulation, we observe a

clear positive correlation between individual fitness and G, indicating that values

above the mean for this trait are beneficial (i.e. directional selection). Once at the

pseudo-equilibrium, this relationship turns to a bell-shaped distribution, indicating

stabilizing selection. Note that in this scenario, we also looked at the evolution of

P as a non functional trait: this trait shows no evolution whatsoever, its average

and standard deviation remaining stable throughout the simulation (Fig.5.5 A).

When mating is driven by P , the two traits increase quickly from their initial

values (of 0.5 in average in the population) to reach maximum average values of

1.95 for G and 1.99 for P after about 200 generations (Fig.5.5 B). At this time,

the standard deviation of the traits is maximal, around 0.2. Then the mean val-
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ues of traits and their standard deviation decrease slowly overtime to reach mean

values of 1.61 for G and 1.63 for P and standard deviations of 0.035 and 0.038

respectively. During the whole simulation, P is always greater than G, indicat-

ing that on average, the higher values of G are preferred in the population. The

evolution rates of traits indicate a rapid evolution during the first 200 generations

(with evolution rates that are in the upper range of values reported in the literature,

[Hendry & Kinnison 2001]), followed by a much slower evolution of traits. At the

100th generation, a snapshot of the fitness landscape shows that high values of G

(of about 2) are advantageous (Fig.5.5 B). Later snapshots of the fitness landscapes

confirm stabilizing selection, as well as an erosion of variance of G in the population

with time (Fig.5.5 B). The emergence of a genetic correlation between G and P

sheds some light on the rapid joint evolution of traits (Fig. 3.6). This correlation

arises because individuals with high P choose individuals with high G, and thus,

statistically, their offspring will inherit similar P and G values. It accentuates the

joint evolution of the traits toward extreme values because P will then evolve un-

der indirect selection (only because of the genetic correlation with G), while G is

under increasing sexual selection (as P increases in the population) (e.g. Fisherian

mechanism, [Fisher 1915, Lande 1981, Hall et al. 2000]). Interestingly, the correla-

tion between traits oscillates during the dynamic phase of evolution (contrary to

the random mating scenario where the correlation progressively decreases). The

correlation first quickly increases to reach a maximum of 0.7 at time step 100, but

then decreases to become negative, before increasing again (Fig. 3.6). The strong

directional selection that occurs in the preference driven mating scenario is also ap-

parent when observing the variance of the traits in the population, which is very

low in the phase of rapid evolution of the traits (in comparison with the random

mating scenario)(Fig.5.5).
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Figure 3.5: Evolution of G (in blue) and P (in red) in the population over 5000 time
step, for one simulation of either (A) random mating , (B) preference driven mating. Mean
values of traits are showed in thick lines and standard deviation values are represented in
transparency. Also appear in the figure the evolution rates in Haldanes for the two traits
(dashed lines) and the relationship between lifetime reproductive success (LRS) and G

values at different time step during the simulation.
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Figure 3.6: Genetic correlation between G and P over generations, for two mating sce-
narios: random mating in grey, mating preference in black.

3.2.2 Demographic consequences

The evolution of reproductive traits impacts the population size via the trade-off

between survival and reproduction. When the evolution of G is driven by the prefer-

ence, the mean probability of surviving from one reproduction to another is of 0.1 at

the pseudo equilibrium, and population size is about 2800 (Fig.3.7). Whereas, when

mating is random, the mean survival probability is a bit greater ( about 0.25 at the

pseudo-equilibrium) because G stabilize at lower values resulting in a higher mean

survival, and consequently the population reached bigger size at the pseudo equilib-

rium (about 3600, Fig.3.7). When mating is random almost all individuals in the

population reproduce at each breeding event (with small fluctuations due to fluctu-

ations of the sex ratio). When there is mate choice and the mating group equals the

size of the population (individuals can potentially encounter all opposite-sex mem-
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bers in the populations), still almost all individuals in the population reproduce at

each breeding event, as indicated by the low number of unmated individuals after

each breeding event (Fig.3.7).
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Figure 3.7: Number of mated (top grey and black lines) and unmated individuals (bottom
lines) after each breeding event for two mating scenarios: random mating in grey, mating
preference in black
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3.2.3 Evolution of genetic architecture

Allelic diversity: The allelic diversity measured as the proportion of unique al-

leles per locus, initially very high as a result of our initialisation paramaters (500

different alleles per locus in average) decreases significantly in the two mating sce-

nario (Fig.3.8). In the scenario with mate choice, the allelic diversity decreases more

significantly than in the presence of random mating (to reach an average of 10 al-

leles per locus versus 18 alleles per locus). This difference can be due to stronger

sexual selection in the case of preference driven mating but can also be caused by

a smaller population size at the pseudo equilibrium. It is noteworthy that the most

active phase of evolution happens when allelic diversity has not stabilized and is

plentiful. Yet, further evolution also happens when allelic diversity has stabilized.

This reinforces the idea that genetic variation is actively controling the speed of

evolution in the model.

Genome spatialization: We look at a statistical view of the mean genome in the

population by computing the mean allelic effects per trait at each locus (Fig. 3.9).

Initially, due to the random sampling of allelic values in beta distributions, all loci

have similar mean genetic values and do not deviate from the mean. After 5000

generations, the allelic values are not evenly distributed over the genome anymore,

some locus having strong effect - either in a positive way: locus coding for much

higher values than the average for a trait (e.g. l1, l7, l9, l10 for G) or a negative

way: locus coding for much lower values than the average (e.g. l4, l5, l6, l8 for G)-

(Fig. 3.9). Remarkably, loci having a very high effect on one of the traits also have

a very low effect on the other trait (e.g. l4, l5, l7, l10). Therefore it seems that a

negative correlation among allelic values for the two trait is established within loci,

with a differentiation of the genes coding for the trait G from the gene coding for
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Figure 3.8: Mean number of different alleles per locus in the population for two mating
scenarios: random mating in grey, mating preference in black

the trait P . This observation is supported by the fact that the mean correlation

among allelic values individuals’ genome become negatively correlated with their

lifetime reproductive success when mating is driven by preference (Fig. 3.10), which

suggests that the negative correlation between the allelic values is selected when

the two traits are under selection. Furthermore, this relationship is not observed

in the scenario of random mating were preference is not subject to selection, so

the emergence of negative allelic correlation is certainly not obtained by chance or

caused by an artefact in the model. The fact that allelic values are selected to vary

in opposed directions (e.g. negative correlation) while traits are selected towards
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similar values could be explained by a potential advantage in decoupling the selection

that weighs on the genes. This is coherent with the idea that modular genetic

architecture can promote adaptive evolution by allowing traits to vary independently

and thus be optimized separately without interference [Pepper 2000, Hansen 2003,

Jones et al. 2003, Otto 2004, Griswold 2006].

t = 0 t = 5000

Figure 3.9: The mean genome in the population, at initialization (t=0) and after evolution
over 5000 generation. The height of bars at each locus represents the mean effect of alleles
at each locus for the gametic investment (bar in blue) and preference (bar in red). The
mean effect of alleles at a locus being calculated by subtracting the mean allelic value of
the loci for the trait in the genome from the mean allelic value at the given locus. Grey
circles give the graduations for allelic effects. At the initialization, all loci have average
allelic values that do not deviate from the mean. After evolution some locus have strong
(positives or negatives) effect for one or both of the traits
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A. Random mating

Allelic correlation Allelic correlation

B. Preference

Figure 3.10: The Lifetime reproductive success of individuals as a function of their allelic
correlation for G and P at time step t=50, for two mating scenarios: A) Random mating,
B) Preference driven mating.
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3.3 Effect of mating systems on traits and genetic archi-

tecture evolution

I generalize the above approach to 4 different mating systems named according to

the number of traits expressed in each one (random mating G, random encounter

and preference G+P , competitive encounter without preference G+C, competitive

encounter with preference G+ C + P ). The others parameters remain to the same

values than in the previous experiment (section 3.2). Our objective is to look at the

effects of mating systems on traits evolution, but also at their rippling consequences

on alleles values distributions and their correlation in the genome and on population

demography. Here however, we perform 30 replications of simulation for each mating

system, each over 5000 generations. The simulations are conducted with the same

set of parameters but with different initial states. By replicating the simulations, we

investigate whether the factor we manipulate (here mating systems) leads to very

homogeneous evolutionary outcomes, or whether they generate a diversified set of

equilibrium. Stochastic variations in the evolutionary outcome between simulations

can be due to random difference at the initial state of the model (in the drawing

of genetic values for example) and to stochasticity in the demographic, genetic and

behavioral processes.

We here only focus on the final picture of the evolutionary process, without

detailing the dynamics leading to it.

3.3.1 Evolution of the reproductive traits:

The traits evolves differently depending on the mating scenario, which is accompa-

nied by different population sizes and survival at the pseudo-equilibrium (Fig. 3.13).
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The effect of mating preference: Globally, replications of the simulations con-

firm the above observations on G and P coevolution. When individuals express

their preference (scenario G and G + P ), P is favored by sexual selection, which

promotes the evolution of G toward much higher values than in the random mating

system, in which P evolves under genetic drift. As G is costly in terms of survival,

its increase in the population leads to lower average survival, which translates into

a lower pseudo-equilibrium population size (Fig. 3.13).

As previously explained, the joint evolution of P and G toward extreme values

is caused by the build-up of correlation between the traits (Fig. 3.6), which is at the

core of the mechanism of Runaway selection proposed by [Fisher 1915].

Beside, the amount of variations between simulations varies depending on the

mating scenario: Under random mating, all simulations converge toward the same

value of G , the trait P which is not expressed in this scenario present inter-

simulation variance due to genetic drift (Fig.3.11).

Under preference driven mating, inter-simulation variance is significant, G and

P co-evolving to reach values ranging from 1.4 to 2.6 (Fig.3.11). All the simula-

tions reach a pseudo equilibrium. Inter-simulations differences in the conjoint trait

values are certainly caused by stochasticity in demographic, genetic and behavioral

processes, and by small random variations in the initial conditions. Interestingly,

as theoretically demonstrated by [Lande 1981], the joint evolution of the preference

and the trait under preference can reach different combinations of traits values at

the equilibrium.

The effect of competitiveness: Competitiveness (C) evolution is also condi-

tioned by the simulation scenario (Fig.3.12). C is selected for (despite the associ-

ated survival cost) only when individuals also express their preference P on gametic
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RANDOM MATING

Generations
PI
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MATING PREFERENCE

Figure 3.11: Mean traits values in the population for G and P for 30 simulations with two
mating scenarios, random mating (P is not expressed) and mating preference. Left panels
show the evolution thought time, right panel show boxplots of the mean traits values in the
simulations initilly (in grey) and at the final states (in colors).
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investment G (scenario G + P + C), because in that case, the most competitive

individuals are more likely to find a suitable mate. In the scenario without pref-

erence (scenario G + C), C is counter selected, its cost is too great when traded

off against the possible benefit of reducing opportunity costs (e.g. the risk of not

finding a mate). Indeed, in the present simulations, mating group size is equal to the

population size, and opportunity cost under random mating is therefore negligible.

Whereas all simulations converge to the same value of G at the pseudo equilib-

rium under random mating, as soon as there is some preference or some competitive

encounter, inter-simulations variance increases. It therefore underlines the impor-

tance of the complexity of behavioural interactions on the outcome of evolution.

Figure 3.12: Mean values of gametic investment, preference and competitiveness, initially
(in grey) after evolution over 5000 time step (in color). Four mating systems simulated
: random mating (G), random encounter and preference (G + P ), competitive encounter
without preference (G+ C), competitive encounter and preference (G+ C + P ). Each dot
represents the main trait value in a simulation. A boxplot indicates the 2.5, 25, 50, 75 and
97.5 quantiles of the distribution among simulations.

As previously stated I did not change the mutation rate µ , the carrying capac-

ity K and the mating group size MG, for now. Within these settings, preference

reached high values whereas competitiveness barely evolved. I suspect that it would

be a whole different matter if we had modified MG. Indeed, in situations where
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individuals only meet a subset of the population to find their mate (MG < popu-

lation size), the risk of not reproducing can be high, and consequently competition

is expected to be stronger. In that case, traits may evolve differently; for instance,

iteroparity (i.e low G, low P) can be favored as a form of "Bet Hedging" in time

[Wilbur & Rudolf 2006] and high competitiveness could be an advantage. This may,

in turn, affect the evolution of genetic architecture.
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Figure 3.13: Mean population size in the different simulations after evolution over 5000
time step. Boxplots indicate the 2.5, 25, 50, 75 and 97.5 quantiles of the distribution among
replications. Four mating systems are simulated : random mating (G), random encounter
and preference (G + P ), competitive encounter without preference (G + C), competitive
encounter and preference (G+ C + P ).
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3.3.2 Genetic architecture evolution:

We also observe different characteristics of the genetic architectures among the dif-

ferent mating scenarios, indicating that mating behaviors and consequent sexual

selection shapes the genetic architecture.

The effect of mating preference: A difference of allelic values distribution be-

tween mating systems is visible when looking at inter-loci relative standard deviation

(RSD) of the mean allelic values (Fig.3.14), the measure allows to show the differ-

ence in magnitude of genetic values between loci, independently of the differences

in the values of the traits. When mating is random, inter-loci RSD for G and for

P is initially low - as after the initialisation all loci have similar allelic values in

average - and then inter-loci RSD for G and P increases. Inter-loci RSD becomes

slightly higher for G, compared to the trait P that is only subject to genetic drift

and mutation in the random mating system (i.e., neutral trait). Under the pref-

erence driven mating system, P is expressed, and the inter-loci RSD of the two

traits is a bit higher compare to the random mating scenario. The pattern of cor-

relation among allelic values within loci also evolves differently depending on the

mating system (Fig. 3.15). When individuals mate randomly, within loci correlation

evolves randomly and there is no effect of initial allelic distribution: in simulations

where allelic values are initially correlated by chance, the genome can evolve toward

negative correlation and vice versa, not illustrated here. However, when preference

matters, the genome evolves towards negative correlation among allelic values for

G and P . Remarkably, such negative correlation occurs in scenarios where there is

co-evolution between the G and P and so positive global genetic correlation between

the traits (scenarios G+P and G+P+C, Fig.3.15). I here predict selection of alleles

with opposite effects for the two traits in a situation where I may have intuitively
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expected positive correlation to evolve. Indeed, I initially supposed that as the traits

evolves conjointly, if a mutation that positively affects G also affects P in a similar

direction, then these new mutations will be transmitted and become fixed in the

population due to the increased fitness of their bearers. But my results showed that

alleles with opposite’s effects are fixed during directional selection. This result is

robust to other distribution of allelic values (uniform law, Appendix C4) but could

be challenged if environmental parameters were changed (K,MG). Within loci neg-

ative correlation may confer an adaptive advantage by allowing more combinations

of traits values to be transmitted in offspring. Such variability could allow to better

respond to the dynamic changes in demography and social environment.

Importantly, this result is robust to other mutation landscapes (Appendix C4),

confirming that the emergence of negative correlation between allelic values is not

a computational artefact due to the draws in the distribution of allelic values.

The effect of competitiveness: When we turn to a mating system with com-

petitive encounter without preference, inter-loci RSD further increases for both G

and C traits. In contrast, when the mating system is driven by both competition

and preference, inter-loci RSD for C is much lower, whereas the inter-loci RSD for

G and P remain high (Fig.3.14). These results indicate that the different mating

systems, mostly due to different ways for individuals to interact for reproduction,

will select for non random distribution of genetic values along the genome. This

could be of course further investigated by considering different physical structure of

the genome (number of chromosomes and location of genes) .

Looking at the pattern of correlation among allelic values within loci we found no

clear organisation in the allelic effects for G and for C, when encounter is competitive

but in the absence of preference. But here again the addition of preference tend to
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select for negative correlation between allelic values and thus for a modular genetic

architecture. We, therefore, observe that the mating systems mediates to some

extent the evolution of the genome.

Figure 3.14: The relative standard deviation of the mean allelic values between loci for
the different traits present in the scenarios (G, P, C, in the first scenario the preference
is not expressed), initially (in grey) and after evolution over 5000 generations (in color).
The boxplots are drawn with 30 simulation of the four mating routines (random encounter,
preference driven mating, competitive encounter, competitive encounter and preference
driven mating) and report the mean and 95% interquartile range interval.

Figure 3.15: Index correlation of allelic values for the pairs of traits. The measures
are showed initially (in grey) and after evolution over 5000 time step (in color) for 30
replications for each mating system (random mating, random encounter and preference,
competitive encounter without preference, competitive encounter and preference). The
boxplots report the mean and 95% interquartile range interval.
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3.4 The sensibility of parameters change

To get an idea of the effect of the initial parameters on the evolution, I ran some

additional simulations and recorded some global features of the population (mean

traits values and SD, genetic correlation between traits, population size, and mean

survival rate). Using the mating system of preference driven mating, I first ana-

lyze summarily the sensitivity of the results to resource limitation K, demographic

constant controlling for fecundity d, and the inclusion of a cost of preference (i.e.,

influencing directly the reproduction/survival trade-off). Then, I examine the effect

of some genetic parameters (mutation rate and mutation distribution). And lastly,

I browse the various possible effects of the different shape and assumptions of sexual

preference.

3.4.1 Sensibility to reproductive trade-off:

Preference cost: When preference has a direct cost on survival (R = G + P ),

we still observe a rapid conjoint evolution of traits at first (data not shown), but

the traits then decrease substantially to stabilize at lower values (Fig.3.16) and

genetic correlations between G and P are also a bit lower. This finally, leads to a

higher population size and higher survival at the pseudo equilibrium (Fig.3.16). So

costly preference changes the reproductive strategy in population, promoting more

semelparous strategies. Globally, inter-simulation variance in the mean trait values

is lower than in the scenario with cost-free preference (Fig.3.16).

Resource limitation (K) effect: In contrast, K has not a strong effect on the

evolution of traits , the mean trait values are somewhat smaller when K=5000 com-

pared to when K=10000 (Fig.3.16). Yet, population size at the pseudo-equilibrium

is reduced to adapt to lower resources, causing the intra-populational standard de-
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viation in traits to be slightly reduced as well (Fig.3.16).

Demographic parameter d (i.e. mean number of offspring per clutch):

When the relation between reproductive investment values (which directly affect

survival) and number of offspring produced per reproduction changes in the direction

of a reduce number of offspring per reproduction, the runaway mechanism is not

initiated and P and G remain to rather low values (Fig.3.16). This is likely due to

a numeric effect , as the number of offspring is equal to the rounding of the product

G*d, if d is smaller the number of offspring that varies less continuously with G and

therefore individuals with slightly different values of G will have the same number

of offspring, resulting in a selection on G less efficient. Such situation would require

more mutational input or genetic variation to allow the real number of offpsring to

spring out of the "evolutionary cul de sac".

3.4.2 Genetic parameters:

Mutation rate: Lowering the mutation rate (from 10−4 to 10−8) has relatively lit-

tle effect on evolution. Traits evolve toward slightly higher values, intra-population

SD values are lower (close to zero). Genetic correlation between traits however now

becomes negative. Population demography (population size and survival) is nearly

identical (Fig.3.17).

Mutation distribution: Changing the distribution of allelic values among which

mutations are drawn however has important consequences on traits evolution (as it

changes the initial value of traits, and the distribution of mutational values) and thus

on demography (Fig.3.17). Uniform distribution of allelic values leads to very high

value of traits initially; the trait values will then decrease, but the population size

is reduced, and the life history strategy becomes extremely semelparous. Genetic
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correlation between traits is mainly negative. The beta(2, 2) distribution of the

allelic values (bell-shaped around 0.5), leads to initial trait values similar to our

reference scenario, but then favours the co-evolution between G and P towards

more extreme values. The life history strategy again becomes semelparous as a

consequence. Clearly, the shape of the mutation landscape has pervasive effects on

evolution in the presented simulations, affecting the runaway process, and the life

history strategy.

3.4.3 Shape of the preference function:

Changing the shape of the preference function have strong effect on the evolution

of traits and consequently affect population demography.

Tolerance: Individuals with unimodal preference can have different tolerance

around the preferred value. In the model of [Lande 1981] the tolerance value is

involved in the calculation of the equilibrium line, and may affect the outcome of

evolution. In our model the tolerance ν is fixed to 0.2 by default (and does not evolve

in the current version of the model, for the sake of simplicity). Allowing a higher

tolerance (ν = 0.5, that would mean a lower choosiness) indeed affect the conjoint

evolution of traits. The runaway process happens during the dynamic phase (which

is not shown here), but the correlation between G and P remains rather low, such

as the two traits reach lower values (Fig.3.18). Then the correlation between G and

P becomes null and the evolution of the traits is decoupled, leading to low prefer-

ence in the population (Fig.3.18). When ν = 0.5 tolerance is high and difference

in mating success is too small to trigger runaway. This reduced evolution implies a

larger population size, with inc erased survival at equilibrium.
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Directional preference: When preference is directional, in the case of the sce-

nario we envision, there is no runaway selection, P and G evolves independently and

the correlation between traits becomes slightly negative then remains around zero

(Fig.3.18). Indeed, when preference is directional (probabilistic threshold function),

globally, individuals with G values below the preference value are rejected. A higher

opportunity cost is therefore associated with a high preference value, compared to

a unimodal preference which is more closely matched with the distribution of G

in the population. Preference evolves toward low values such that individuals are

poorly discriminating their mates (in average they accept almost all partners with

G > 0.1). So globally, preference does not drive the evolution of G which evolves to-

ward the same mean value and variance than under random mating. Consequently,

population size is higher, and the population adopt a more iteroparous strategy.

Relative preference: In the scenario tested with our set of parameters, unimodal

relative preference are expressed relatively to the distribution of G value in the

population, for instance when the preference is 0.5, it means that the median value

of G is preferred. Such preference surprisingly prevents the conjoint increase of G

as initially P = 0.5 so median G value in the population is preferred and so sexual

selection tends to work again natural selection which would select for slightly higher

value of G. Directional relative preference however leads to extreme evolution of G

as individuals with the higher values of G in the population are preferred (data not

shown).

The above quick sensitivity analysis shows that, as expected, the different pa-

rameters can influence the outcomes of the evolution. The choice of these parameters

values will depend on the questions to be addressed.
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Figure 3.16: The effect of the parameters influencing the trade-off reproduction-survival
on evolution. The boxplots show values of representative variable at the pseudo equilibrium
for 30 simulations. the variables shown are the mean trait values in the population, their
standard deviation, the correlation between G and P , the populations size and the mean
probability of survival in the population.
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Figure 3.17: The effect of genetic parameters on evolution. The boxplots show values of
representative variable at the pseudo equilibrium for 30 simulations. the variables shown are
the mean trait values in the population, their standard deviation, the correlation between
G and P , the populations size and the mean probability of survival in the population.
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Figure 3.18: The effect of preference shape parameters on evolution. The boxplots show
values of representative variable at the pseudo equilibrium for 30 simulations. the variables
shown are the mean trait values in the population, their standard deviation, the correla-
tion between G and P , the populations size and the mean probability of survival in the
population.
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3.5 Discussion

By capturing the processes linking genes, genome, individuals, groups, population,

and environment levels, DG-ABMs offer new opportunities to study evolutionary

dynamics in an integrative approach. The present model is an endeavour to develop

such approach in a domain where it should be especially relevant: sexual selection,

an eminently context-dependent process emerging from inter-individual interactions

[Otto et al. 2008, Kokko et al. 2015, Muniz & Machado 2018].

The DG-ABM approach is somehow a middle ground between analytical meth-

ods and empirical approaches. On the one hand, analytical methods usually only

focus on a limited sets of variables, generally requiring strong assumptions. DG-

ABMs can relax some of these assumptions: for instance, they do not need to assume

an equilibrium of genetic variance or stable age distribution within populations;

they are thus well suited to focus on unstable demographic or genetic situations,

that are often of primary importance in evolution [Barton & Charlesworth 1984,

Kirkpatrick & Barton 1997, Hendry & Kinnison 2001]. On the other hand, empir-

ical approaches can produce a wealth of patterns, on traits, on behaviour, their

genetic basis, on life history trade-offs, or on population demographic and genetic

structures. Only a fragment of these data are usually picked up, so to fit theoretical

predictions stemming from reductive analytical models, whereas many of these pat-

terns could help testing theoretical expectations more confidently. By allowing to

generate patterns on several levels, I hope that DG-ABM way can help strengthen

the links between theory and observations.

I sought, by means of examples, to illustrate here how the interplay between

genetics, demography, and behaviors is pivotal in predicting the evolution of

traits and genetic architecture under sexual selection, whereas too often these dis-
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ciplines are treated separately [Rittschof & Robinson 2014, Wilkinson et al. 2015,

Bengston et al. 2018]. And I believe that this approach could allow to make much

more comprehensive predictions on biological systems: for instance, instead of solely

focusing on the evolutionary equilibria of trait values, we here provide a complete

picture of what such equilibria entail also in term of genetic architecture and de-

mography. Namely, for such dynamics to occur, we demonstrate that demographic

characteristics will also reach non-random values (level of iteroparity and survival,

opportunity cost, population size) and that this may come with the building of

non-random allelic structure within the genome.

Our simple simulation experiments revolved around comparing various mating

systems. These examples illustrate the potential of the approach to predict micro-

evolutionary processes and to thereby better understand the routes towards pat-

terns. The model allows to analyze in detail micro-evolutionary processes at the

gene, individual or population level. We measure the variance of fitness throughout

evolution, and we can, therefore, reveal the mechanisms that lead to the selection

of some trait combinations and some particular genetic architectures. For instance,

we can measure the correlation between traits, relate it to fitness at each genera-

tion, and simultaneously observe whether these correlations between traits foster

– or not - the building of actual non-random allelic structure within the genome.

In this way, the model can also be used to assess the robustness of some previ-

ous and more simple theoretical models, in a more realistic framework. It allows

us to show, among other things, that the building of genetic correlation between

mating preferences and a trait - assumed by quantitative genetics approaches and

at the core of Runaway selection [Fisher 1915, Lande 1981] - also occurs in our

more complex model and explicitly arises from assortative mating process (which

itself emerges from the evolution of preference and competitiveness, and interac-
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tions between individuals during the breeding season). Our results also support the

idea that selection pressures may substantially shape the distribution of pleiotropic

effects among genes [Cheverud 1996, Hansen 2003, Pigliucci 2008]. Additionally,

predictions at equilibrium are of particular interest when we consider to what ex-

tent different replications for the same scenario may or may not converge. The

difference between replications can be seen as a proxy of variance between pop-

ulations, indicating that despite having the same initial conditions, environment,

and constraints, two populations may diverge to some extent (when not related by

dispersal, in the current model). This is of major interest for empiricists trying

to investigate parallel evolution of populations experimenting similar environments

[Schwartz & Hendry 2007, Oke et al. 2017, Bolnick et al. 2018]; in some cases, one

should not be surprised to find substantially variable evolutionary outputs. In the

core of our model, it is noteworthy to underline that such divergences mainly occur

due to interactions between individuals (such as mate choice), and are therefore

highly sensitive to stochastic processes. We suggest that such a mechanism could

also play a major role in natural populations, stressing the importance to study and

understand behavioural interactions in relation to the environment.

Obviously, a central concern in this matter lies in the validity of the mechanisms

and assumptions we made, and how well they allow to recreate either theoretical

facts or natural patterns. Such question cannot be addressed independently from

the simulations scenarios built by the user, since the sets of parameters (physical

structure of the genome, ecological parameters, type of mating system, etc.) will

directly impact the results. We can however give examples on how to connect some

outcomes of the model to either theoretical or empirical expectations. For instance,

when we investigated the coevolution between sexual preference and gametic invest-

ment, both traits evolved rapidly at the beginning - since we were unlikely to start
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from an equilibrium. But during this phase of evolution, genetic variance of the traits

increased. It later decreased when the population reached a pseudo-equilibrium. We

thus reproduced a known result, which is the transient runaway as trait and prefer-

ence eventually goes to a new steady state [De Jong & Sabelis 1991]. Additionally,

the pseudo-equilibrium reached was admittedly stable. [Lande 1981] predicted in his

model that stability in this case was only ensured when the ratio of trait-preference

covariance over trait variance in the population was equal or below 1 (in case of equal

mutation variance input for both traits). Above that value, the equilibrium becomes

unstable. The said ratio was observed to reach values up to 0.8 over our simula-

tions, but it never exceeded 1. The non-occurrence of unstable equilibrium could

be due to finite population size and the resulting genetic drift, potentially erasing

the genetic correlation [Nichols & Butlin 1989]; or it could be caused by the oppor-

tunity cost that emerges from the individual interactions in the model and slows

down the evolution of preference [De Jong & Sabelis 1991, Kokko et al. 2015]. On

a more empirical perspective, on the same example, we were able to measure evolu-

tionary rates of about 0.06 Haldanes over 10 generations during the phase of rapid

evolution with preference, and then of 0.005 (over 10 generations) at the pseudo

equilibrium. These values are in agreement with empirical studies: for instance,

Karim et al. (2007) reported rates of male color change following an experimen-

tal introduction that ranged from 0.01 to 0.031 Haldanes over 13–26 generations.

These values are very close to ours taking into account that use shorter time frame

(10 generations), given that evolutionary rates are higher over short time intervals

[Hendry & Kinnison 2001]. Overall, the speed of evolution in the model matches

general expectations on rates of evolution [Gingerich 2009].

Lastly , concerning the genetic architecture, we predict variance in the allelic

values between loci in all the mating systems, some genes having therefore strong
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effects and others small effects. Additionally, some mating systems seems to pro-

mote the establishment of modular genetic architecture. Such prediction are difficult

to validate at the moment since I could not find previous work relating some gen-

eral characteristics of mating systems (e.g. the absence or presence of preference or

competitiveness during mating) to global characteristics of the genetic architecture

(e.g. oligo-genicity, modularity) of sexual traits and behaviours. Fitzpatrick (2004)

started to address this question looking at the genomic location and pleiotropic

effects of sexually selected genes of Drosophila melanogaster. However, to be poten-

tially linked to my predictions a measure of the direction of variation of pleiotropic

effects at the gene level would be needed (i.e. when a gene have opposite effects for

two traits we can speak about modularity); and/or an estimate of the level of vari-

ance of allelic values in the genome. The difficulty I have in relating my predictions

to empirical findings also lies in the particular vision of genetic architecture that I

adopted. Indeed, I assumed that each allele has values for several traits (i.e. uni-

versal pleiotropy) and I look at the emergence of a particular organisation of allelic

values. This vision depart from some other representations of genetic architecture.

For instance, [Pepper 2000] explicitly represented genetic architecture in an individ-

ual based model, assuming that each gene codes for only one trait, and look at the

change in the localisation of the genes over the genome. With this approach genetic

architecture is modular if sets of genes with epistatic effects on fitness are physically

clustered on the chromosomes. [Guillaume & Otto 2012] adopt an other model of

genetic architecture allowing pleiotropy being governed by a modifier loci. An other

difficulty to compare my results, lies in the absence of descriptors of genetic archi-

tecture organization. The measures proposed in genomics (measuring the pleiotropy

of certain genes and the polygeny of certain traits) do not really give information on

the overall organization of the genome (Phillips 2005) and are difficult to compare
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with theoretical predictions (where all the genetic architecture underlying traits is

known).

Beside, environmental and genetic parameters significantly affect the evolution,

and the model can be used to simultaneously test for the effect of habitat resource

(K), social parameter (MG), and genetic constraints (mutation rate µ as well as

the physical structure of the genome). All of these parameters will likely affect the

genetic variance, which will in turn condition the speed of evolution. The study of

these effects is central to the understanding of biodiversity dynamics and resilience:

for instance the model could be used to investigate variable mutation rates in time or

along the genome, or to explore the effect of fluctuating resource in the environment

or factors affecting the distribution of potential mating partners.

To begin these investigations, in the limited time I had, I focused on two partic-

ular case studies, which I think should benefit from being studied in a demogenetic

framework: First, I investigated the effect of a component of the social environment:

the mating group size (which constrains the number of potential partners) on the

evolution of traits and on genome architecture. The effect of social environment (in

particular the quantity and phenotypic distribution of available mate) on mating

behavior has been demonstrated by other approaches notably game theory models.

But its effect on genetic architecture evolution has not been extensively investigated

yet. Second, I investigate how physical constraints on genome can affect the evolu-

tion of traits and of genome architecture. Because physical structure of the genome

does not change in the present model, I thus assume that such structure is stable

on hundred to thousands of generations, and can be seen as a potential obstacle to

reaching evolutionary optima, as opposed to the phenotypic gambit usually invoked

in Behavioural Ecology.
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4.1 Introduction

Social environment is a central matter in the evolution of traits, especially

traits under sexual selection. It influences both the competition to access

sexual partners, and the dynamics of phenotype availability. In essence, the

social environment is always in motion, and its dynamics may constantly

affect the strength and direction of selection. It thus plays a central role

in the evolution of mating behaviours, as demonstrated by game-theory ap-

proaches [Fawcett & Johnstone 2003, Barry & Kokko 2010, Etienne et al. 2014,

Courtiol et al. 2016, Dechaume-Moncharmont et al. 2016, Chevalier et al. 2020]

and pointed out by empirical studies [Candolin & Salesto 2009,

Wacker & Amundsen 2014, Amundsen 2018]. For instance, in guppies, males

appear to decrease their choosiness when competitors attractiveness is high

[Gasparini et al. 2013]. An important aspect of the social environment is the

OSR : its effect on mating behaviour and interactions of individuals is reported

in several species [Emlen & Oring 1977, Kokko & Rankin 2006, Weir et al. 2011,

Arnocky et al. 2014, Noë 2017]. The OSR reflects a difference in terms of the

number of available partners for each sex influences the intensity of intra-sexual

competition to mate. But beyond the unbalance between the sexes reflected by

the OSR, the number of potentials partners and their phenotypic distribution is

an important component of the social environment for both sexes as it directly

affects the number of alternatives from which individuals can choose. So the risk

of not finding the desirable or desired mate depends on the frequencies of available

partners and on their phenotype.

Such context dependent selection is likely to have a strong effect on the evolution-

ary trajectory, as demonstrated in [De Jong & Sabelis 1991] and [Kokko et al. 2015],
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where considering a preference-dependent risk that females remain unmated, or a

sampling cost of preference ( which depends on the number of sampled male rather

than being fixed) allows female preference and the male trait to coevolve towards

a stable equilibrium in situations where an unstable equilibrium was predicted by

other models.

And because mating behaviours are pivotal in determining the way genes

are transmitted to the next generation, the social environment is likely to have

rippling effects on the evolution of genetic architecture. Indeed, when selec-

tion varies over time and space, sex-ratio and population size vary, genetic ar-

chitecture built up by past selection can become detrimental. For instance,

pleiotropy and genetic linkage resulting from previous correlations selection can

maintain genetic correlation between traits when it is no longer advantageous

(i.e., evolutionary load, [Hendry & Gonzalez 2008]). Genetic correlations between

life history traits across environment can be highly variable, possibly underpin-

ning different past and present regimes of selection to uncover [Stearns et al. 1991,

Sgrò & Hoffmann 2004, Carlson & Seamons 2008], although the part of social envi-

ronment in this is seldom investigated.[Kopp & Hermisson 2006] however indicated

that under frequency-dependent disruptive selection, evolution favors a highly asym-

metric genetic architecture, where most of the genetic variation is concentrated

on a small number of loci. Some genetic architecture may thus better adapt to

dynamic and changing conditions, such as the social environment. A leading hy-

pothesis is that modularity of systems mainly emerges because of rapidly changing

environments as higher modularity have higher adaptability and therefore higher

survival rates in changing environments [Lipson et al. 2002, Kashtan & Alon 2005,

Parter et al. 2007, Clune et al. 2013]. We here investigate if this pattern is found at

the scale of the genome.
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4.2 Increasing the fluctuations in mate availability

In natura, constraints on mate availability can be due to the characteristics of the

mating systems, the density of the population or the spatial distribution of individ-

uals, in relationship with landscape characteristics. Partner availability is therefore

partly constrained at the beginning of the breeding season, but it is also dynamic

within a mating group as a result of the pairing process over the breeding season:

as individuals get paired, they become unavailable within the mating group. In

the following simulations scenarios, I manipulate indirectly mate and phenotype

availability by changing the mating group size. As a reminder, mating group size

determines in the model the size of the group within which an individual will inter-

act and attempt to reproduce during the breeding season. New mating groups are

drawn at the beginning of each breeding season. Reducing the mating group size

thus mechanically increases the odds of having an unbalanced OSR within mating

groups, as well as the variance of phenotypes within and between mating groups.

This may in turn increase the variability of mating opportunities between mating

groups and from one breeding event to another, and so increases mating uncertainty.

By reducing the mating group size we expect a stronger sexual selection as mating

opportunities are fewer, so we should observe more individuals that do not repro-

duce. A variable environment is also expected to select for less risky reproductive

strategies, which allow to average the risk of reproductive failure over several breed-

ing seasons for instance. We should then observe evolution toward K strategies and

iteroparity [Seger 1987, Benton & Grant 1999, Gremer & Venable 2014]. Yet, this

prediction can be modulated according to the traits considered, for example certain

traits allowing individuals to reduce their social environment stochasticity could be

selected in spite of their potential cost on survival; such as competitiveness because
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it may help to ensure a mating partner.

In addition, individuals could on average better pass on their genes to future

generations by producing offspring with different strategies from each other, which

increases the chances that at least some offspring will perform well in this unpre-

dictable environment [Lande & Shannon 1996] and this offspring would inherit of

modular genetic architecture, provided our manipulation of mating group size gen-

erates enough stochasticity.

Therefore, at the individual level, I would say individual modularity should have

a fitness advantage within the population at any moments. We can test this hypoth-

esis by looking at the relationship between the individual level of allelic correlation

and the lifetime reproductive success. At the population level, one may wonder if

such selection will lead a non random organisation of the average genome in the

population, maximizing variance of allelic values within loci.

To explore those questions, I explore four mating systems (random mating,

preference driven mating, competitiveness driven mating, and preference and com-

petitiveness driven mating). I simulate 4 different mating group size (MG), with

MG = [N, 300, 100, 30]. All other parameters are similar to exploratory simulations

in §3.2: K = 10000, ν = 10-4, the genetic map is composed of 10 unlinked loci

distributed over 10 chromosomes. Simulations are run over 5000 generations.

4.3 The effect of mating group size on the mating dy-

namics

A smaller mating group size increases the number of unmated individuals relative

to the population size, in all mating routines (Fig.4.1). When mating is random,

a smaller mating group increases the percentage of unmated individuals after a
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Figure 4.1: Percentage of unmated individuals (i.e., that fail to reproduce during a breed-
ing event) for different mating scenarios and mating group size. The plot show the mean
(dark line) and SD values (grey filling around the line) calculated over the 30 replication of
simulations conducted for each mating scenario and each mating group size. The different
panels correspond to different mating routines: (A) random mating , (B) preference driven
mating, (C) competitiveness driven mating, (D) competitiveness and preference driven mat-
ing; and the shades of grey correspond to the with mating group sizes ( from light gray to
dark gray: MG = N , MG = 300, MG = 100, MG = 30) . In the scenario of competitive
encounter with preference and MG = 30, in all the simulation the population goes extinct
after 4500 generations.
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reproduction (up to 15% when MG = 30, Fig.4.1, A). Indeed, as the sex ratio can

be biased in a mating group, not all individuals can be matched. Almost the same

pattern is found when mating involves preferences (Fig.4.1, B). So here the presence

of preference does not change the risk of missing a reproduction, as compared to

random mating. This can be explained by the unimodal form of preference in our

scenario, so that the value of the preference evolves with the distribution of the G

trait in the population, allowing the preference to increase without cost. One might

expect different results if the preference were a form of threshold function, where

only G values above the threshold are accepted, potentially leading to the rejection

of more potential partners -if preference were to change under such conditions-.

In these two mating scenarios, a smaller mating group size does not increase the

variability of mating success from one breeding event to another as the percentage of

unmated individuals remain constant over generations, so a reduction in the mating

group size just increases the mean risk of missing a reproduction for individuals.

However, because preference targets gametic investment, opportunities for sexual

selection may become greater as mating group size is reduced. When mate encounter

is based on competitiveness, a small mating group also increases the average risk

of missing a reproduction. But, it now also triggers high variability in mating

success. It first does so at the inter-simulation level (as indicated by wide SD in the

percentage of unmated individuals among simulations especially at some point of

the evolution; for instance after 200 time steps), indicating that in these conditions,

evolution of competitiveness can be a strong determinant of sexual selection (Fig.4.1,

C, D). But it is also the case between the mating groups within a single population

(i.e., within a single simulation), or from one breeding event to another. This

results hints at the strong context dependence generated by the inclusion of the

competitiveness in the model.
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4.4 Effect on trait evolution

The size of the mating group affects the evolution of traits as soon as mating is

not random. When mating is random G evolve toward the same value at the equi-

librium, whatever the mating group size, the population size at the equilibrium

slightly decrease with smaller mating groups (being on average equal to 3500 when

MG = N and 3250 when MG = 30, data not shown), as when the mating group

is small some individuals can not mate, therefore reducing the effective population

size. When mating is driven by preference, a smaller mating group prevents the

conjoint evolution of G and P toward extremes values (Fig.4.2). As the risk of not

finding a suitable partner increases, the evolution of the G and P are reduced. Yet G

and P still co-evolve as reflected by lower but globally positive genetic correlations

between them when MG is reduced (Fig.4.3). It is noteworthy that the reduced

values of P and G produce an increased survival, and therefore, an evolution toward

more iteroparity, as a response to the increase of stochasticity of the social environ-

ment and reduced mating opportunities. And in fine this allows to reach an higher

population size at equilibrium (being on average equal to 2900 when MG = N and

3400 when MG = 30, data not shown). Inter-simulations (= between populations)

variance decreases when mating group size is reduced, as shown by the evolution of

P and G toward very similar values in the simulations (Fig.4.3). Yet I had rather

thought that more stochasticity in the pairing dynamics with smaller MG would

have promoted inter-simulation variability, by amplifying the importance of stochas-

ticity on evolution. Probably, a smaller MG triggers stronger sexual selection (as

reproductive opportunities are reduced) leading to a more deterministic outcome

of evolution. When mating is driven by competitiveness, a decrease in the mating

group size selects clearly for increased competitiveness, as competitiveness provides
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an advantage by ensuring reproduction in a context where the number of possible

partners is small and fluctuating (Fig. 4.5). Interestingly, the size of the mating

group affects the genetic correlation between G and C (data not shown): Relatively

big mating group (MG = N and MG = 300) favor negative correlation between G

and C. This is likely the result of divergent selection for the 2 traits, high values

of G and low values of C being favored; and leads to individuals reasonably share

their reproductive investment between G and C. Whereas in smaller mating groups

(MG = 100 and MG = 30), a positive genetic correlation between G and C arises

during the dynamic phase of evolution, as both high values of G and of C are ini-

tially favored. This triggers a co-evolution of G and C toward extremes values -

making individuals to invest more and more into reproduction -, and leads to evo-

lutionary suicide in the majority of simulations when MG=30 (Fig.4.4) (extinction

rate of about 0.84 when MG = 30). Such extremely semelparous strategy leads

to very low population size in the simulations that do not crash (being on average

equal to 2800 when MG = N and 250 when MG = 30, data not shown, with an

extinction rate of about 0.9 when MG = 30). Lastly, when mating is driven by

preference and competitiveness, reducing the mating group size still tends to select

against preference and to favor high competitiveness. In this scenario the preference

increases the occurrence of evolutionary suicide when the mating group size is small

(with an extinction rate of about 0.5 when MG = 100 and of 1 when MG = 30).

Preference has not a direct cost of survival here, but reduces the number of mated

individuals per generations, reducing the reproductive rate of the population and

so increasing the risk of extinction. Even if the role of sexual selection on the ex-

tinction risk is rarely considered, it has been acknowledge that sexual selection can

drive a a population extinct in the case of variable and unpredictable environment

[Kokko & Brooks 2003].
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Figure 4.2: Mean values of reproductive traits at the pseudoequilibrium, for the 4 mating
routines and for different mating group sizes. 30 replications are conducted for each scenario.
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Figure 4.3: Genetic correlation between G and P in simulations where mating is driven
by preference with different mating group size. The boxplots show the correlation in the
30 different simulations at different times step, the lower panel show the evolution of the
correlation for 3 simulations each with a different MG.

4.5 Effect on genetic architecture

When mating is random there is no special pattern of allelic values correlation for G

and any selectively neutral trait (here P which is not expressed), and so whatever

the mating group size (Fig.4.8). This scenario serves as a reference as an allelic

correlation pattern that is not under selection to which we can compare other sce-

narios. When mating is driven by preference, a negative correlation between allelic
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Figure 4.4: The evolution of the mean value of competitiveness (and sd) over generations.

Figure 4.5: Lifetime Reproductive success of individuals as a function of their compet-
itiveness at two different time steps. At t = 10, higher values of competitiveness clearly
provides higher reproductive success (directional selection), which explains why the distri-
bution of the trait in the population is shifted from the higher values at time t = 100. From
this time, a stabilizing selection is observed on the Competitiveness.
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effects for G and P (i.e. modularity) arises; and is maintained but not amplified

with small mating group size, even if, as shown above, the traits themselves evolve

towards much less extreme values (Fig.4.8). Additionally, the emergence of modular

architeture at the populational scale is also accompanied by a positive relationship

between the lifetime reproductive success and the level of negative allelic correlation

of individuals(Fig. 4.8). When mating is driven by competitiveness, no strong ge-

netic organization emerges (Fig.4.8) whatever the mating group size. When mating

is driven by both competitiveness and preference, a negative correlation between

the allelic effects appears for all three pairs of traits, in most of the simulations

with MG = N . With smaller mating groups (MG = 300), a negative correlation

between the allelic effects for G and C and for C and P (i.e. modularity) is found

in the vast majority of the simulations, whereas more simulations present positive

correlation for allelic effects for G and P . An even smaller mating group size (MG

= 100) will lessen this pattern of modularity in the genetic architecture observed

for the C − P and G− C trait pairs. I have verified that the relaxed modularity is

not caused by the reduced number of simulation reaching 5000 generations (because

of extinction) by launching more simulation to get at least 30 simulations reaching

the end. Their is also no difference of genetic architecture between extinct and

maintained simulations (data not shown). So genetic architecture does not affect

the risk of extinction here. When mating group is even smaller, as populations goes

rapidly extinct (within the first 1000 generations), we can only look at the genetic

architecture before their extinction and there is no clear organization of the genetic

architecture that appears (data not shown).

Their is globally no strong effect of the mating group size on the inter-loci RSD

of allelic effects, except in the mating system with preference and competitiveness

driven mating, where reducing the mating group from MG = N to MG = 300
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increases the inter-loci RSD particularly for traits P and C (Fig.4.7). Remarkably,

this corresponds to the traits that are most affected by a reduction in the size of

the mating group with respect to allelic correlation (this is where we found the

emergence of strong modularity).

Globally, Mating group size does not strongly impact the genetic architecture,

yet some mating systems seems to promote modular and oligogenic genetic archi-

tecture (when mating is driven by competitiveness and preference and MG = 300).
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Figure 4.6: Index correlation of allelic values for the traits taken two by two. The measures
are showed initially (in grey) and after evolution over 5000 time step (in color). The
boxplot are drawn with the indexes calculated for 30 simulations of the four mating routines
(random encounter,preference driven mating, competitive encounter, competitive encounter
and preference driven mating) and for different mating group sizes (MG = N , MG = 300,
MG = 100, MG = 30). A high index (100) signals a mean allelic correlation that is
more negative than what could be observed by chance in the population (i.e. modularity).
Conversely, an index close to 0 signals a mean allelic correlation more positive than what
could be observed by chance in the population. 30 replications are conducted for each
scenario. In the scenarios with some extinction risk (but which do not crash all the time),
I conduct more simulations in order to get 30 simulations that do not crash.
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Figure 4.7: The relative standard deviation of the mean allelic values between loci for
the different traits present in the scenarios (G, P, C, in the first scenario the preference
is not expressed), initially (in grey) and after evolution over 5000 generations (in color).
The boxplots are drawn with 30 simulation for the 4 mating systems scenarios (random
encounter, preference driven mating, competitive encounter, competitive encounter and
preference driven mating) and for different mating group sizes. The boxplots report the
mean and 95% interquartile range interval.
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Figure 4.8: Relation between Lifetime reproductive success and individuals’ allelic correla-
tion, for the preference driven mating scenario and two mating group size, at two time step
of the simulation (t=10, t= 50, and t=100). negative correlation correspond to modular
architecture
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4.6 Discussion

Changing mating group size has an effect on population dynamics, notably on the

percentage of unmated individuals. It is true in a random mating scenario, where

a small group generates a low effective population size (Ne in population genetics),

and therefore stronger genetic drift. So, social environment affects genetic drift.

It is also true for other mating systems, which translates into variance in mating

success related to trait values, hence higher sexual selection most of the time.

As hinted above, stronger sexual selection in non random mating systems leads

to various outcomes in terms of trait values. The social environment, here mating

group size, controls strongly the evolution of both preference and competitiveness,

changes the evolution of iteroparity, affect population size, and possibly leads to

evolutionary suicide in some cases. Additionally, the genetic correlations between

traits are strongly influenced by the social context.

Changing mating group size tends to affect genetic architecture, yet not system-

atically in all mating scenarios, and sometimes in a non linear way. For instance

reducing MG from N to 300 reduces the genetic correlation of allelic values, but

decreasing again MG to 100 seems to favour again the emergence of negative corre-

lation. Such non linear effects could be due to different effective population size in

the different mating systems according to the size of the mating group. But globally,

a decrease in the mating group size - therefore when the social environment is less

predictable - leads to a decrease in the modularity of the genome. Or, in other terms,

predictable situations tend to select for modularity, whereas less predictable tend to

limit such modularity, with correlation between allelic values following a near ran-

dom pattern. This is in accordance with the idea that maximally variable pleiotropy

may optimize evolvability by increasing the potential for genetic variance per trait
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[Hansen 2003, Chevin et al. 2010]. This prediction on patterns are confirmed by the

micro-evolutionary process observed during the dynamic phase of evolution, wherein

more (modular) random individuals have a higher fitness during the dynamic phase

(4.8). As shown in the previous results, social environment may have consequences

on the genetic architecture over a hundred to thousands of generations: absence of

reproductive isolation during breeding period appears to build modularity, whereas

reducing mating group size tends to randomize the distribution of allelic correlation

in the genome. If we broaden the perspective, and consider that for small mating

groups, part of the populations can go extinct, it certainly makes evolution less pre-

dictable, as we have shown in the present case that the evolutionary suicide did not

seem related to the genetic architecture. - Interestingly, high correlation between

allelic values, which can be seen as a form of pleiotropy, seems to be never selected

for in the present simulations. Browsing the literature, it is in fact difficult to find

explicit and supported hypotheses that would conclude to the adaptive evolution of

pleiotropy, in particular in relation to sexual selection.

Pleiotropy is partly addressed in literature on sexual selection: It is some-

times considered as a factor of genetic correlation in some quantitative genetic

models [Lande 1982, Lande & Arnold 1985]; or as a mechanism liking sexual traits

to others fitness related traits. This kind of pleiotropy underlies "magic traits",

[Kokko et al. 2003, Servedio et al. 2011, Shaw et al. 2011], could also prevent sexu-

ally selected genes from being lost, and could maintain genetic variance in sexually

selected traits [Rowe & Houle 1996]. But I did not find papers specifically address-

ing the evolution of pleiotropy between sexual traits/behaviours evolving as a by

product of sexual selection. Generally speaking, it is predicted that pleiotropy

evolves when there is a constraint on the genome [Guillaume & Otto 2012], but in

our case, the only constraint is the number of loci.
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As I had hypothesized, the context-dependence is largely influencing the evo-

lution in the model. Changing variance in social environment has strong effects

on population structure and on traits evolution, favoring more iteroparous strate-

gies in the preference driven mating system, but more semelparous strategies when

competitiveness is evolved. Some effects on genetic architecture also emerge and

more variability in the social environment seems to favor random association of

allelic effects, possibly because smaller mating group reduce the effective numbers

of breeders Ne, and may limit the target for selection. Yet, more investigations

would be necessary in order to fully grasp the reasons that lead to selection of more

modular genome when environment is more predictable.

All these findings however could be very influenced by the simulation scenarios

envisioned here, and the simulation parameters. It is my opinion that the question

of the effects of social environment on evolution of mating behaviours and genetic

architecture deserve further investigations, especially in the demogenetic framework.
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5.1 Introduction

As I described in Chapter 2, models in evolutionary ecology envisioned different type

of genome physical structure and transmission. Many assume, more or less explic-

itly, extremely simple models for genetic architectures, up to the phenotypic gambit,

where it is acknowledged that genetic architecture, and therefore transmission, is

not a constraint on evolution to reach adaptive equilibria. Classical quantitative

genetics models make strong assumptions about the underlying physical structure

of the genome (infinitesimal number of loci with additive small effects), and make

deductions about the net effects of all loci affecting the trait by partitioning the

total phenotypic variance into components attributable to additive, dominance and

epistatic genetic variance, variance of genotype-environment interactions, and other

environmental variances. But the known genetic architectures of traits often differ

from this model. For instance, some traits are encoded by a relatively small number

of loci. In guppies, a handful of genes control for orange colour in males, a trait

under natural and sexual selection [Tripathi et al. 2009]. In Atlantic Salmon, a sin-

gle locus with sex-dependent dominance can control up to 39 percent of variation

in age at maturity [Barson et al. 2015]. Alternatively, while most of the fully ex-

plicit models (representing a finite number of loci and their locations) assume very

simplified genetic architecture, the complex physical structure of the genome (loci

and chromosome number, mutation rate) can affect the evolution of traits: with

several loci, the role of recombination could complicate the pattern of long term

equilibria and change predictions of simple optimization model (that often consider

one diallelic loci controlling the strategy) (e.g.[Matessi & Eshel 1992]).

Additionally, a high number of loci would allow to maintain a high genetic

variance in the face of strong selection that is the ground for traits evolution
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[Lande 1975, Gavrilets & Hasting 1995]. Physical linkage among genes experi-

encing different kinds of selection can facilitate (by favoring co-adapted genes

complexes, [Aeschbacher & Bürger 2014]) or hinder adaptation (as recombination

could facilitates selection by breaking down the negative associations generated

by random drift, [Barton 2010]). Finally, the presence of sexual chromosomes can

strongly affect evolutionary dynamics and presents a way to resolve sexual conflict

[Mank 2009, Promislow 2006], since some loci are only present and expressed in one

sex. It also has been suggested that some genetic systems are especially conducive

to sexual selection [Reeve & Pfennig 2003]. It is the case of the "Z" sex chromosome

in female heterogametic systems ("ZW" systemes; notably found in birds), because

in these systems females transmit their preference alleles to all of their sons, such

as half of the sons possess both the "sexy trait" and preference alleles, favoring

runaway selection [?]. In other cases, different genes coding for the same trait under

sexual selection can be distributed on autosomes and on the male sexual chromo-

some, as orange color in guppies, which can facilitate evolution of the trait while still

retaining some hidden genetic variation, since orange color is not really expressed

in females [Hughes et al. 2005].

In this chapter, I investigate how some physical characteristics of the genome

may impact the evolution of traits and subsequently the distribution of allelic values

over the genome.

To that aim I envision several genetic maps, that are characterized by the max-

imum number of loci that can hold an allele coding for reproductive traits, the

probabilities of recombination between loci during meiosis, and the presence or not

of sexual chromosomes. Following the above mentioned literature, I hypothesize that

the maximum number of loci available will condition genetic variance and therefore

the speed of evolution. The linkage disequilibrium may affect the strength of co-
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evolution between traits, and the presence of sex chromosomes combined with sex

specific selective pressure may allow sex-specific mating strategies to evolve.

To investigate these hypotheses, I built 4 distinct genetic maps:

(1) In the first genetic map : 10 loci are represented and the probabilities of

recombination between loci are of 0.5 , meaning that all loci are independently

segregated during the meiosis. This scenario corresponds to a case of no linkage

and may correspond to a situation where the genome is made of 10 chromosome

pairs each carrying a single locus. It is the same genetic map that I already used

for chapter 2 and 3.

(2) In the second genetic map: 100 unlinked loci are represented and the prob-

ability of recombination between loci are of 0.5. This scenario corresponds to a

situation where the genome is made of 100 chromosome pairs each carrying a single

locus.

(3) In the third genetic map : 10 loci are represented, distributed on 2 chromo-

somes (probability of recombination between genes from different chromosomes are

0.5, and recombination probabilities within chromosomes are 0.01. This scenario is

therefore a case of strong linkage disequilibrium between some loci.

(4) In the fourth genetic map : Male and female sexual chromosomes are rep-

resented in addition to autosomes. Sexual chromosomes are represented as haploid

portions of genome that are only expressed in either males or females. 5 loci are

located on autosomes (with a recombination probability between each other of 0.5)

and 5 loci are located on each of the sexual chromosomes (and are not subject to

recombination). The expression of sexual chromosomes are sex-specific, so regard-

less of gender, individuals inherit both male and female sexual chromosomes, but

they express only one of them depending on their sex. The representation of sex-

ual chromosomes here does correspond to some genome structure found in plants
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for instance, wherein mitochondrial and chroloplastic DNAs are transmitted along

nuclear DNA. Other types of chromosomal sex determination are found in nature:

male chromosome (XY systems, as in mammals), female chromosome (ZW systems,

as in birds), and haploid phase determination (UV systems, as in some algae and

bryophytes). They could be investigated as well in the future.

To get the same initial distribution of traits values for all genetic maps, alleles

values are drawn in different Beta laws depending on the number of loci in the

genome. Alleles values are drawn in a Beta law of shape parameters [0.65, 24.5] when

the genome is composed of 10 loci (Fig. 3.3) and of shape parameters [0.06, 25] when

the genome is composed of 100 loci (AppendixB4); under this latter distribution,

many alleles have very small effect.

With this approach we place ourselves in a temporal framework wherein the

physical structure of the genome remains the same: major genomics rearrangements

do not occur, and genetic sex determination has already evolved with selection for

the suppression of recombinational exchange over sexual chromosomes.

5.2 The effects of genome size and linkage disequilibrium

In this first section, I compare the effects of the first genetic map (10 unliked loci)

to the the effects of the second (100 unlinked loci) and of the third (10 linked loci)

genetic maps.

Effect on trait evolution:

Under random mating, there is no strong effect of the genetic map on the evolu-

tion of G (Fig.5.1). When preference drives mating, the joint evolution between G

and P is affected by the different genetic maps: With a genetic map of 100 unlinked

loci (versus 10 unlinked loci), the coevolution between traits is boosted towards
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much higher values (Fig.5.1). This is so because the genetic correlation between

traits reaches higher values and is maintained over a much longer period (Fig.5.2).

So individuals invest a lot in reproduction at the expense of survival which is re-

flected by low population sizes at pseudo equilibrium (around 1000 individuals in

the simulations with 100 loci versus 2500 in simulations with 10 loci). Focusing on

the dynamic phase of evolution, with a higher number of loci, more time is needed

to reach the pseudo equilibrium (about 1000 generations to reach the maximum

versus 200) as the evolution of the traits is more extreme. Yet the evolutionary

rate in Haldanes is also slightly higher when more genes are involved. For instance,

during the most dynamic phases of runaway evolution, a peak rate of 0.08 Haldanes

is observed for 100 loci versus 0.06 Haldanes for 10 loci. Likewise, after the run-

away phase, during the evolution towards the pseudo equilibrium, the evolutionary

rate is higher with 100 loci (0.02 Haldanes) than with 10 loci (0.01 Haldanes, data

not shown). More loci also generate increased genetic variance during the dynamic

phase of evolution (with SD for G and P situated around 0.9 with a 100 loci ge-

netic map versus 0.4 with a 10 loci genetic map, data not shown). When mating

is driven by competitive encounter (G+C), the number of genes involved seems to

have relatively little influence on the evolution of traits, although a higher number

of loci seems to preclude the negative evolution of C observed in the 10 unlinked

loci scenario. However, as soon as sexual preference is accounted for (G+ P + C),

a higher number of loci does again promote the evolution of traits toward higher

values, even for the competitiveness this time. Additionally, 25 percent of the sim-

ulated populations went extinct before 5000 generations in this scenario, pointing

out the role of the genetic architecture in the fate of populations.

The inclusion of physical linkage (10 loci, 2 chromosomes) tends to impede the

conjoint evolution of the traits in the mating scenario G + P (Fig.5.1) as it limits
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the rising of genetic correlation between the traits during the 100 first generations

(Fig.5.2). So, in the present context, physical linkage did not favor the build-up of

genetic correlation between traits. In the other mating scenarios, physical linkage

also seems to limit the evolution of traits (Fig.5.1).

Figure 5.1: Mean values of reproductive traits for the 4 mating routines (randommatingG,
preference driven mating G−P , competitiveness driven mating G−C, and competitiveness
and preference driven mating G− P − C) and for different genetic maps.
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The physical structure of the genome affects the evolution of traits in situations

where several traits can be co-selected (when preference and/or competitiveness are

expressed together with gametic investment) and it has rippling consequences on

population demography. For instance, in the case of preference driven mating, the

population size at the pseudo-equilibrium goes from about 2900 in simulations with

10 loci to about 1000 individuals in simulations with 100 loci. And in the case of

preference and competitive encounter scenario, the population size goes from about

2500 in simulation with 10 loci from 700 in simulations with 100 loci.

Genetic linkage seems to rather limit the evolution, one reason for that

could be the "weak selection Hill-Robertson effect" [McVean & Charlesworth 2000]:

closely linked selected alleles may interfere with each other, inhibiting the

spread of favourable alleles and the elimination of deleterious ones [Fisher 1930,

Hill & Robertson 1966, Birky & Walsh 1988]. Whereas a higher number of unlinked

loci (via more mutational input) appears to promote the runaway process that leads

to smaller population that triggers evolution of C.

Effects on genetic architecture evolution:

The effect of the physical structure of the genome on inter-loci RSD depends

on the mating system considered. More loci strongly increase inter-loci RSD in the

mating systems where competitiveness is involved (Fig.5.3).

The correlation index of allelic values in the different mating systems is slightly

affected by the genetic map. Globally, when the genetic map is composed of 100 un-

linked loci, the pattern of negative allelic correlations observed with 10 loci in some

mating systems are amplified ( in the mating scenario G+P and G+C+P Fig.5.4).

More loci allow thus a higher modularity to emerge. This higher modularity may

be linked to change in traits values (more extreme evolution) and also to a more
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Figure 5.2: Mean genetic correlations between gametic Investment G and preference P
over 5000 generations (black line, and standard deviation around the mean, grey area) for 30
replications of the three genetic maps (10 loci on 10 chromosomes, 10 loci on 2 chromosomes
and 100 loci on 100 chromosomes).

spacious genome so that the allelic values have more room to be distributed in the

genome.

On the contrary when loci are linked, the pattern of genetic correlation observed

for the mating systems G+P ad G+C are relaxed. The linkage implies that alleles

at neighboring loci will be transmitted together with a high probability, thereby

offsetting the effect of particular organization of allelic value at the locus level.

5.3 The effects of sexual chromosomes:

Up to now, I admit that the reader might be curious about how much my work re-

volves around sexual selection without really addressing sex differences in behaviour
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Figure 5.3: The relative standard deviation of the mean allelic values between loci for the
differents traits present in the differents scenarios, initially (in grey) and after evolution over
5000 generations (in color).The boxplots are drawn with 30 simulations of the four mating
routines (random encounter,preference driven mating, competitive encounter, competitive
encounter and preference driven mating) and for the differents genetic maps, and report
the mean and 95 % interquartile range interval.

or traits, since the evolution of sexual dimorphism and sex roles is a major topic of

interest in sexual selection. For my defence, sexual selection occurs without need for

difference between sexes. As mate choice in both male and female can be found in
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Figure 5.4: Index correlation of allelic values (calculated with a bootstrap approach) for
traits for the for different genetic maps. The boxplot are drawn with the indexes calculated
for 30 simulations of the four mating routines (random encounter,preference driven mating,
competitive encounter, competitive encounter and preference driven mating) and for the
differents genetic maps. A high index (10000 or 100) signals that the mean allelic correlation
is more negative than what could be observed by chance in the population (i.e. modularity).
Conversely, an index close to 0 signals a mean allelic correlation more positive than what
could be observed by chance in the population.

many species, as well as competitiveness, I did not want to set in stone traits that are

sex-specific (contrary to what is done most often). The sexes are first and foremost
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defined by differences in the type of gametes they produce; the female sex produces

relatively few, large and usually non-motile gametes (eggs or ovules), whereas the

male sex produces many, smaller and often motile gametes (sperm or pollen). The

evolution of different behaviours between males and females would then stems from

anisogamy and the resulting sex-specific selection [Schärer et al. 2012] .

As a preliminary work, I simply suppose an asymmetry in the potential re-

productive rate between males and females; females in this scheme incur a la-

tency period after a reproduction making them unavailable for the next breeding

event. This difference in the latency period between males and females is justi-

fied in many species by a global difference in the time needed to replenish the

gametic stock due to anisogamy (which is present present in most taxa). Females

thus have a higher breeding cost than males and a lower reproductive rate, be-

ing often the rarer sex in the mating pool of available mates. This is usually

predicted to favor the evolution of female preference by game-theoretical models

[Kokko & Johnstone 2002, Etienne et al. 2014, Courtiol et al. 2016]. If males and

females share the same genetic architecture yet, sex specific selection can not shape

the genome of the two sexes independently as the advantageous alleles for females

are not the sames for males (i.e. Intralocus conflict). A way to solve this conflict

would be the evolution of sex linked gene expression (via epistasis and sex chromo-

some). So I expect that the addition sex chromosome in the genome will allow sex

specific strategy to evolve. I also expect to see differences between the distribution

of allelic values on autosomes and sex chromosomes. Indeed, genes having differen-

tial fitness effects on males and females (sexually antagonistic) are expected to be

found on the sex chromosomes [Charlesworth et al. 1987, Hurst & Randerson 1999].

Also, sexual chromosomes are subject to a different strength of selection relatively

to genetic drift, because each one is expressed in only half of the population (in the
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sex or male or female), and this is susceptible to affect their genetic variance.

I thus investigate the effect of sex chromosomes in the genome on the evolution

of traits, to understand whether sex-specific selection may shape the distribution of

allelic value over autosomes and sexual chromosomes, but also whether a sex-specific

portion of genome allows trait optimization for each sex. For this simulation, I

choose to focus on the scenario of preference driven mating (with always the same set

of default parameters, stated in Chapter 3 section 3.2), and compare the effect of the

first genetic map (10 unlinked loci) to the effects of the fourth genetic map (5 nuclear

loci, 5 haploid loci on female chromosome, 5 haploid loci on male chromosome).

Effects on traits evolution: The traits G and P conjointly increase in the pop-

ulation but toward lower values (about [1.2-1.4] here) than in the basic scenario

without sexual chromosomes (values around 2, Chapter 3). Additionally, the traits

values becomes slightly different between males and females. Even if the difference

is thin, females globally evolve a higher preference and maintain it. Concerning G,

during the dynamic phase higher values are also selected among females, but then

the mean trait value of females finally stabilizes slightly below the mean trait value

of males.

Effects on genetic architecture evolution: When looking at the spatialization

of allelic effects over the genome in one simulation (Fig.5.6), one notices immediately

that alleles with the strongest effects are located on autosomes, and that alleles lo-

cated on maternal chromosome have globally higher positive effects for P than alleles

located on male chromosome. This observation is confirmed when we replicate the

simulation (data not shown). Additionally, the alleles selected on male chromosome

globally have negative effects on G.
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Figure 5.5: Evolution of G for males (in dark blue) and females (in blue) and P for males
(in dark red) and females (in red) in the population over 5000 time steps, for one simulation
of either (A) random mating , (B) preference driven mating. Mean values of traits are
showed in thick lines and standard deviation values are represented in transparency.

The difference in the effect of alleles situated on autosomes and on sexual chro-

mosomes may be due to the difference in the strength of selection and genetic drift.
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Figure 5.6: The mean allelic effects per loci in the population, on the autosomes and
on the sexual chromosomes (wherein loci are linked). The height of bars at each locus
represents the mean effect of alleles at each locus for the gametic investment (bar in blue)
and preference (bar in red). Grey circles give the graduations for allelic effects. Alleles on
sexual chromosomes are only expressed on either males or females.

Indeed, sexual chromosomes are more subject to genetic drift due to their haploid

nature, and less subject to selection because they are expressed in only one sex,

but physically present in both sexes: part of these genes are thus passed on to

the next generations without undergoing selection at all. Nevertheless the allelic

effects are indeed selected differently depending on the sex, causing different trait

values depending on sex. We still found evolution toward a more modular genetic

architecture concerning autosomes.

5.4 Discussion

The number of loci clearly influences evolution, but especially when preference is

involved: the coevolution process between G and P is strongly influenced by the

physical structure of the genome, and probably by the mutational input (number
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of mutations which here depends on loci number, effects of mutations). More loci

clearly promote the coevolution of the traits to higher values in the mating sce-

nario of preference driven mating (G+P) and of preference and competitiveness

driven mating (G+P+C). It also as effect on the genetic architecture evolution,

by accentuating the establishment of modular architecture in particular (negative

correlation between allelic values). This evolution of the genetic architecture is not

isolated from the evolution of the traits, but may also be favored by the gain of space

in the genome. This potentially allows for a wider distribution of allelic values for

traits in the genome.

Physical linkage however, as we simulated it, had limited effect on traits evolution

and on genetic architecture.

Including a sex-dependent genetic architecture of the genome, in relationship

with lower availability of females due to a longer latency period, affects quantita-

tively and qualitatively our predictions. Our genetic architecture assumed that all

individuals could carry both female and male chromosomes, but with differential

expression with respect to sex. This assumption clearly implies that part of the

genetic variation is hidden to selection at each generation. Despite this, we found

increased preference in females, as we hypothesized, and potential differences in

gametic investment between sexes too. Likewise, the distribution of allelic values

is contrasted between nuclear DNA and sex-specific DNA: remarkably, the female

sexual chromosome harbours more elevated allelic values for the preference trait

P than the male’s one. In spite of this, autosomes continue to code strongly for

G and P values, although it is sometimes predicted that sexually selected genes

are preferentially sex linked and that sex chromosomes could be a hot spot with

high effects on sexual antagonistic trait, ([Rice 1984, Reeve & Pfennig 2003] but see

[Fitzpatrick 2004, Mank 2009]).
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As shown in previous literature [Bulmer 1971, Gavrilets & Hasting 1995], the

physical structure of the genome partly controls evolution of traits, notably through

it effect on genetic variance. According to our result, the physical structure of

the genome can strongly impact traits involved in reproduction, which as also

consequences on population demography. It is especially obvious as soon as at

least two traits are involved in the mating system, it determines the size of traits,

and can therefore also strongly controls for iteroparity. Such prediction could

be compared with empirical data linking genome size to life-history traits, for

instance,[Rees et al. 2008] noted that a simple life cycle is associated with small

genomes in species of shrimps. Where fast-growing species with a more primitive

life cycle (e.g. eggs shed directly in water) generally had smaller genomes compared

with more K-selected species having a partial embryonic development in eggs at-

tached to the pleopods. Yet, some others studies on insects suggest that, advanced

species displayed the smallest genomes [Gregory 2002, Gregory 2011].

Additionally, the physical structure of the genome affects the evolution of genetic

architecture, more space in the genome favoring more modular genetic architecture,

in the sense that it allows more specialization of the loci, each one coding more

strongly for a single trait. These results must be however tempered by some initial

choices that deserve more investigation: the mutation landscape is modified with the

number of locus so to obtain similar trait values at the beginning of the simulation,

but this implies that the distribution of allelic values is then different between the

10 and 100 loci scenarios for instance. And because we kept the mutation rate per

locus equal between these two scenarios, the total number of mutation increases

when the genome is bigger: this can be viewed as a supplementary fuel for evolution

to proceed, as well as a destabilizing force from adaptive optimums. In the present

case, the runaway process was actually boosted in the 100 loci scenario, this may
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indicate that the 10 loci scenario was somehow constrained in it s evolution by the

mutational input. The 100 loci scenario proposes probably more combinations to

increase relative fitness, and it sometimes can even lead to evolutionary suicide when

competitiveness is present. Additionally, we did not yet investigate the interaction

with different average mutation rates values, or with variable mutation rates along

the genome.

It is clear that these first investigations produce interesting results, either because

they actually confirm previous expectations in a more integrative context (like the

relationship between polygeny, genetic variance and speed of evolution, or the evo-

lution of sex-specific strategies with the presence sexual chromosomes), or because

they shed some light on complex retroactions or loops between behaviour, fitness,

genetic architecture and demography (like the fact that the increased polygeny can

lead to evolutionary suicide by means of fitness improvements when competitive-

ness is present - or in other terms, arms race). One can however only notice that

once again, some modelling choices, as well as the initial conditions used, may have

tremendous effects on my conclusions. But at the very least, it strongly suggests that

the role of the physical structure of the genome deserve way more investigations.
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Reproductive traits and behaviours have major impacts on dynamics of biodiver-

sity, and yet much remains to be done to predict the direction of their evolution. My

approach is, in short, an attempt to bring together different ideas treated separately

by previous theoretical approaches, based on the following observations: First, that

sexual selection is strongly context dependent and results from complex processes

involving behavioural interactions between individuals. This social part of the envi-

ronment being one of the most dynamic sources of variation an organism might expe-

rience during its lifetime [West-Eberhard 1983, Kent et al. 2008, Krupp et al. 2008]

and having tremendous impacts on evolution [Wolf et al. 1999, Moore et al. 1997,

Bailey & Moore 2012, Kokko et al. 2015, Muniz & Machado 2018]. Second, that

sexual selection strength and direction should be partly controlled by the physi-

cal structure of the genome [Matessi & Di Pasquale 1996, Kirkpatrick & Hall 2004,

Servedio & Lande 2006, Hansen 2006]. And lastly, that genome may also be shaped
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by sexual selection ([Hammer et al. 2008, Hansen 2006, Reeve & Pfennig 2003,

Mank et al. 2008, Corl & Ellegren 2012, Wright & Mank 2013]), making mating

systems and the social environment an important element in the understanding

of genetic architecture evolution.

So I endeavoured during my PhD to build an ad-hoc approach, based on

demo-genetic Agent Based Modelling, to further our understanding of repro-

ductive traits evolution and how it affects the genome. I hope that the

present contribution can motivate further work on the link between the phys-

ical structure of the genome and variations in mating systems or life histories

(e.g [Charlesworth & Wright 2001, Sinervo & Svensson 2002, Misevic et al. 2006,

Lamichhaney et al. 2016, Plomion et al. 2018].

6.1 Synthesis of the main results

Based on the comparison of simulation scenarios, with different reproductive rou-

tines, and different social environments and genetic maps, I investigated the dynamic

feedback between social environment, population demography, mating behaviors and

genetic architecture. I here summarize some findings which best illustrate the in-

terest and complexity of demogenetics, focusing on two mating systems.

Preference driven mating: When the evolution of preference is allowed, sexual

selection takes place (i.e. higher fitness for individuals with a preference for relatively

high values of G) accompanied by the establishment of a genetic correlation between

G and P, which drives the evolution of behavior, and will also change the size of

the population. The population follows a more semelparous strategy than a random

mating population. This will also have repercussions on genetic architecture: it

slightly reduces allelic diversity but slightly increases the inter-loci variance of allelic
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values and leads to a more modular and oligogenic organization of the genome.

The social environment, which corresponds here to the size of the mating group

(and conditions the quantity and phenotypic distribution of potential partners),

affects this pattern. A reduction in the mating group size decreases the advantage

conferred by high preference (by increasing the opportunity cost), and thus decreases

the genetic correlation between G and P. By preventing the evolution of G and P

towards high values, a smaller mating group size allows larger population sizes, as

the population adopts a more iteroparous strategy. The social environment will

finally have effects on the evolution of the genetic architecture by decreasing the

emergence of modularity (possibly through a reduction of the effective number of

breeders, Ne). The physical structure of the genome also has an important effect on

the coevolution of G and P. More loci allows for more allelic variance and favor the

rising of genetic correlation between G and P leading to the evolution of extreme

trait values and low population size (semelparous strategies). On the contrary,

genetic linkage, which causes a constraint during meiotic recombination, tends to

prevent the rising of genetic correlation and of G and P.

Preference driven mating with competitiveness: When the evolution of both

preference and competitiveness is allowed, sexual selection is strong. Individuals

with greater competitiveness have a reproductive advantage, but the cost of com-

petitiveness in terms of survival prevents this trait from increasing too much in

the population. Adding an additional trait changes the trade-off between survival

and reproduction and consequently changes the population size. The presence of

competitiveness also changes the genetic architecture by reducing the modularity.

Certainly because the best combination to maximize the modularity between all the

traits implies a slight decrease in modularity between pairs of traits. Small mating
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Figure 6.1: A schematic illustration of feedbacks between mating behaviours, demography
and genetic architecture with the mating scenario of preference driven mating

groups, and consequent mating uncertainty, increase the advantage of expressing a

high competitiveness, leading to an increase of competitiveness in the population

to the detriment of the investment in G. More loci also promote the evolution of C

toward higher values through it coevolution with G and P.

Variance in mating behaviours: Studies of conditional strategies and inter-

population variations in behaviour often explain these variations by differences in

ecological factors and social environment (e.g;[Jackson 1992]).

Different behaviours appear to be adaptively fine tuned to the specific condi-

tions. Accordingly, I demonstrated that choosiness could vary according to the
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characteristics of the mating system which influences the dynamics of availability

of the partners (Chapter 2 section 2.1.3). However, and contrarily to the model

presented in Chapter 2, if these behavioural differences are based on genetic dif-

ferences, then they are not simply the result of plastic response by individuals to

different circumstances and, instead, can result from divergent local adaptation be-

tween the populations. Of paramount importance is usually to determine what are

the factors driving such divergence. The inter-simulation variance I observed using

the DG-ABM approach, as soon as mating routines are driven by preference or/

and competitiveness, shows that interpopulation variation in behaviours can arise

even if the populations experimented similar environmental condition. Interestingly

such interpopulation variance is not predicted when mating is random. Meaning

that sexual selection arising from non random mating (due to preference and com-

petitiveness) and consequent co-evolution between traits can lead populations to

various and contrasted equilibriums. [Lande 1981] found that the values reached by

female preference and males traits at equilibrium depended on the initial condition

of trait and preference values in the population. My approach however differs: even

with similar initial conditions (drawn with the same parameters), because stochastic

processes occur explicitly in the model, the conditions are permanently shuffled to

some extent, and this becomes a driving force in evolution. And this force is clearly

magnified when mating behaviours are allowed to evolve, producing a diversity of

outcomes. This is all the more true since replicating a simulation starting from

the same initial state (and not from 2 initial states drawn randomly with identical

parameters) also evolves toward two different final states (data not shown). This is,

in my opinion, a striking demonstration of the importance of context-dependence,

wherein the interaction of stochasticity and reproductive behaviour plays a wondrous

part.
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Interestingly, when populations are structured into small mating group (which

increase inter-individual variance of mating success), inter-simulation variance is

reduced, such as all simulations converge toward the same pseudo equilibrium.

6.2 Some remarks concerning our choices of modeling

and future development

During my PhD, I have been thinking a lot about how to represent mating be-

haviours and genetic architecture, I had to make some modelling choices (that have

often raised a lot of doubts for me), in particular to define the trade-off between

reproduction and survival, to determine the reproductive traits considered and their

genetic basis and to represent the social environment. These choices are not with-

out consequences, and I would like to discuss them, and the possible alternatives for

further work.

About the representation of social environment: With a game theory ap-

proach (Chapter 2), I first highlighted that pairing dynamics is an important pro-

cess to account for when studying the evolution of choosiness (a component of the

preference function). Based on this reflection, I coded different algorithms in the

DG-ABM to represent the pairing dynamics for different behavioral scenario (ran-

dom mating, preference and or competitiveness driven mating, Chapter 3). The

social part of environment is still envisioned in a relatively simplistic way, as it is

summarized by the different mating routines and by the mating group size. Mating

group size allows to represent the fact that these individual interactions are influ-

enced by external factors that may reduce the number of accessible partners at the

onset of each breeding season. A more realistic approach would be to make mate
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accessibility an individual variable or trait, individuals varying in their capacity to

sample mate. This trait would thus be part of the reproductive strategy and could

potentially could evolve. I also elected not to represent any flexibility of behavior

during the breeding season. Here again, with a more complex approach, the shape of

the individual’s preference could be adjusted during the pairing process depending

on the availability of partners. But the genetic basis of this trait would also need

to be considered. This is still an avenue to be investigated, especially if one wishes

to study the evolution of choosiness.

About the trade-off between reproduction and survival: The equation link-

ing survival to reproduction is inspired by both energy allocation theory and demo-

graphic models where population growth depends on population size and habitat

capacity. The equation combines a population component (logistic growth equation)

and an individual component (trade-off: the more energy invested in reproduction,

the lower the survival rate). The balance between the effect of a given value of

gametic investment on survival and on reproduction can be tuned by a demographic

constant, and exploratory simulations allowed us to fix a default value allowing

population persistence and trait evolution. I think that this trade-off is an inter-

esting approach, since it was key in linking iteroparity, population size, allocation

among various traits, and genome energetics. But we assumed that traits can evolve

freely within the compromise between survival and reproduction, which means that

they can potentially have a very important cost on survival in comparison to demo-

graphic cost. This potential unbalance may have favored the frequent emergence of

semelparous strategies in my results.
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About the genetic basis of the traits: I adopted a fully explicit, allelic model

that can handle both the simplest systems, and can mimic quantitative genetics too.

To be able to study the evolution of the genetic architecture, there must be a direct

link between genome and fitness. Like in Fisher’s model, any simulated locus has

an effect since it contributes to the value of the trait. Additionally, I adopted the

hypothesis of universal pleiotropy by giving alleles a value for each trait. I was in-

terested by the organisation allelic values in the genome, and therefore investigated

pattern of correlation at the gene level. My idea is that it can impact the evolu-

tion beyond what can be predicted by the more traditional G-matrix. The G-matrix

sums up all necessary information to describe correlation between traits at condition

that the distribution of allele effects is normally spread around mean values, and

that traits are coded by an infinitesimal number of loci with small additive effects.

But the association of allelic values at a potentially limited number of loci for the dif-

ferent traits influences the number of combinations to produce given values of traits,

and thus influences the conjoint transmission of traits and the variance of genotypes

in the population. Beside, correlation between allelic values can not be shuffled by

recombination. By looking at allelic correlation, we see if there is particular asso-

ciations in allelic values due to selection. Interestingly, in some mating systems,

we found a relation between correlation of allelic values in individuals genome and

their lifetime reproductive success. In particular, the coevolution between the ga-

metic investment and the preference seems to favor the emergence of alleles with

negative correlation in their genetic value. I suggest that individuals with negative

allelic correlation in their genome achieved a greater lifetime reproductive success,

as they might also inherit of an advantageous combination of traits values. The evo-

lution of such association is lessened when reducing the mating group size, possibly

as a result of demogenetic retroactions (reduction of the effective population size
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and consequent reduction of genetic variation). This microevolutionary mechanism

generates a particular pattern of genetic architecture at the population level. My

bootstrap approach accounts for the mutations retained in the population versus

what would be obtained by randomly sampling into the mutations distributions. It

therefore describes how the evolution of the population selects for some particular

arrangement of correlated allelic values for the various traits. I found that some

situations favor the emergence of particular arrangement wherein allelic values for

2 traits in the population are globally negatively correlated, more than it would be

by chance. I directly relate this pattern to the concept of modularity: the general

definition of modularity is the division of a product into independent components,

that allow to easily create product variety [Hansen 2003, Kashtan & Alon 2005]. It

would be interesting to investigate further the evolution of genome spatialization, to

see if particular allelic values becomes segregated on some chromosomes for instance.

I started to address this question by envisioning more complex genetic map (with

physical linkage) and by adding some sex chromosomes. What would be particularly

interesting would be to characterize certain situations / physical structures of the

genome that lead to the evolution of functional ilots (e.g. group of genes that have

similar effect for a trait).

Admittedly, the simple additive allelic model adopted in our approach does not

allow to represent some mechanisms of dominant and epistatic gene actions. Such

phenomenon is likely the result of intralocus and interlocus interactions. I actually

wondered about including such interactions. But the establishment of mathematical

rules to represent the phenomena of genetic regulation opens the door to even more

complexity, and it remains difficult to find general physical or statistical principles

in the literature to represent these interactions in a generic way. Finally, I also

had to define a framework concerning the evolution of the genome, the physical
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structure of the genome being here a constraint that cannot evolve. I elected that

this framework fits correctly empirical studies on trait evolution that take place

within species or populations (i.e. microevolution [Hendry & Kinnison 2001]). Yet,

chromosomal rearrangements may happen, and can be a potential driving forces of

genetic architecture evolution. Modeling the microevolutionary dynamics of such

rearrangements, fission of fusion of chromosomes for instance, would also require

general knowledge and principles about the odds of occurrence, genomes compati-

bility and fitness of offspring. Again, it is difficult to find some general rules and

models applicable for this matter in the literature at the moment.

About the representation the sexes: The evolution of sexual dimorphism and

sex roles being a major topic of interest in sexual selection, I guess that the reader

might be curious about how much my work revolves around sexual selection without

really addressing sex differences in behaviour or traits. For my defence, sexual

selection occurs without need for difference between sexes. As mate choice in both

male and female can be found in many species, as well as competitiveness, I did not

want to set in stone traits that are sex-specific (contrary to what is done most often).

Sexes are primarily defined by the two types of gametes they produce; the female

sex produces relatively few, large and usually non-motile gametes (eggs or ovules),

whereas the male sex produces many, smaller and often motile gametes (sperm or

pollen).

I first thought to make anisogamy evolve in the model. Anisogamy is predicted to

evolve as a result of task division between the male and female gametes to maximize

both the number of gametes finding each other and the reserves contained by the

gametes to allow the growth of the zygote [Lehtonen & Kokko 2011]. So I tried to

define a trade-off between mobility and number of gametes (which would influence
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the probability of fertilization) and the amount of reserve in the egg (which would

influence the survival of the eggs) but this required to add two traits as well as to

define relationships between the number and size of gametes, the amount of gamete

and the fertilization probability, the amount of reserve and the survival of the eggs;

I preferred not to include such a complexity in the first place.

However a parsimonious way to let sex differences emerge in the model is to in-

troduce an asymmetry between the sexes accompanied by a genetic map that allows

a different expression of traits according to sex (sex chromosomes). In the Chapter

5, I thus proposed a first road to create sex differences in traits and behaviour by

introducing a difference in latency period between sexes and by adding males and

females chromosomes with sex biased expression.

Lastly, the evolution of parental care has raised much interest in the evolu-

tion of mating systems and sex roles [Parker et al. 1972, Kokko & Jennions 2008,

Fromhage & Jennions 2016, Lehtonen et al. 2016]. For now, parental care is implic-

itly assumed in the model, it is somehow factored in the current fitness (number

of offspring), because the calculation of fecundity (as the mean of both partners

gametic investments) implies that both parents contribute to reproductive success.

The model also offers the option to only select one gametic investment, but I did

not explore that option yet.

6.3 A short reflection on my work

One of the potential benefit of my modelling approach was that as much as pos-

sible would "emerge from the model"; such as pairing processes, the cost and the

benefits to express a certain trait value, and the distribution of genetic effect over

the genome. I now consider that it was rather successful, and it allowed to relax
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strong assumptions that are usually made in other studies (see Chapter 2). Yet,

to reach that objective, I still had to make choices that bear consequences. I here,

with the example of pairing formation process, illustrate how wanting to explicitly

formulate certain mechanisms in turns triggers many new questions, opening the

way to even more complexity: The process of pair formation, which is implicitly

assumed in genetics models may involve complex sampling routines. And this is

not trivial, as different sampling routines can result in different mating pattern even

if individuals have similar preferences [Gimelfarb 1988]. In the model, I integrated

the dynamics aspect of the process, individuals pairing sequentially during breeding

seasons, thus leading to a progressive decrease in mate availability. But when coding

the pairing algorithm, I had to define how to stop the algorithm in the case where all

the individuals do not match up. This can happen if phenotypes do not match with

preferences. Because preference is a probabilistic function, one can always hope that

all individuals will pair after a large number of iterations, but such large number

is biologically unrealistic, and can also increase computation time. I thus defined a

maximum number of sampled partners for males and females, which correspond to

the number of individuals of the opposite sex present in the mating group before

individuals get paired (in Chapter 3). This number could of course have an influence

on my results. Moreover, such a number could also be seen as a trait that evolve,

and it opens the way for more complexity.

As my approach is original, it is sometimes difficult to relate it to classical for-

mulations that can be found in many other models (which define for example a

trait-fitness relationship). Our results are therefore difficult to compare with ana-

lytical predictions that apply in a very particular framework where several variables

are controlled (such as the strength and direction of selection, the distribution of

allelic effect etc..). I also came across some unaddressed issues in the literature. In
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particular, I was unable to find previous work relating some general characteristics of

mating systems (e.g. the absence or presence of preference or competitiveness during

mating) or social environment to global characteristics of the genetic architecture

(e.g. oligogenecity, modularity) of sexual traits and behaviours. [Fitzpatrick 2004]

started to address this question looking at the genomic location and pleiotropic

effects of sexually selected genes of Drosophila melanogaster; and some databases

could now possibly make it possible to address this question. However, I tried to

measure a global organization of the genome that goes beyond the description of

the pleiotropic effects of certain genes. Inspired by the notion of modularity of a

system, I tried to quantify the direction of variation in allelic effects within the

genome. This notion is a little different from that of pleiotropy, because it aims to

see if the values of the alleles for the different traits vary in the same directions or

not. I also tried to measure the polygeny, which is classically defined as the number

of genes coding for a trait. But I came up against the difficulty of how to measure

it: since everything is explicit in the model and all the alleles have a genetic value. I

would therefore have had to decide on a threshold for the detection of allelic effects

(e.g. an allele whose value deviates from the mean value of the trait). But in any

case the polygeny would have given little information on the distribution of allelic

effects among loci. I thus proposed to measure inter-loci variance of allelic values,

to obtain an indication of the oligogenicity of the genome. I think it would be inter-

esting to further develop this reflection on measures of the functional organization

of the genetic architecture, which could facilitate the formulation and testability of

some theoretical predictions on the evolution of the genetic architecture.
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The DG-ABM approach to sexual selection I built during my Philosophical Dis-

sertation has obviously potential for improvement, and also can be now used in

many ways, developed, adapted. I believe that this kind of approach can help at

understanding complex situations, and complex outputs, something that is definitely

observed in natural populations too. Indeed, empirical approaches can produce a

wealth of patterns, on traits, on behaviour, their genetic basis, on life history trade-

offs, or on population demographic and genetic structures. Only a fragment of these

data are usually picked up, so to fit theoretical predictions stemming from reductive

analytical models, whereas many of these patterns could help testing theoretical

expectations more confidently.
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abstract: The evolution of choosiness has a strong effect on sex-
ual selection, as it promotes variance in mating success among in-
dividuals. The context in which choosiness is expressed, and there-
fore the associated gain and cost, is highly variable. An overlooked
mechanism by current models is the rapid fluctuations in the avail-
ability and quality of partners, which generates a dynamic mating
market to which each individual must optimally respond. We argue
that the rapid fluctuations of the mating market are central to the
evolution of optimal choosiness. Using a dynamic game approach,
we investigate this hypothesis for various mating systems (charac-
terized by different adult sex ratio and latency period combina-
tions), allowing feedback between the choosiness and partner avail-
ability throughout a breeding season while taking into account the
fine variation in individual quality. Our results indicate that quality-
dependent and flexible choosiness usually evolve in both sexes for
various mating systems and that a significant amount of variance
in choosiness is observed, especially in males, even when courtship
is costly. Accounting for the fluctuating dynamics of the mating
market therefore allows envisioning a much wider range of choosi-
ness variation in natural populations and may explain a number of
recent empirical results regarding choosiness in the less common
sex or its variance within sexes.

Keywords: choosiness, mutual mate choice, flexibility, context de-
pendency, game theory, scramble competition.

Introduction

In most animal species, individuals mate preferentially
with some individuals over others, thereby displaying a
choosy behavior. Choosiness can be defined as the prob-
ability that an encountered individual of a given quality

is considered an appropriate mate and is therefore ac-
cepted rather than rejected. Understanding the evolu-
tion of choosiness and underlying rules is paramount to
understanding sexual selection, because mate choice leads
to interindividual variability in reproductive success in
the chosen sex (Darwin 1871; Andersson 1994; Jennions
and Petrie 1997). The evolution of mate choice has been
shown to depend on different factors. Optimal choosiness
is predicted to increase: (i) when the survival cost of mate
searching (or attraction) decreases (Real 1990; Crowley
et al. 1991; Kokko and Johnstone 2002; Kopp and Her-
misson 2008), (ii) when the costs of mating associated
with lower survival when breeding becomes greater (Kokko
and Monaghan 2001; Kokko and Johnstone 2002; Kopp
and Hermisson 2008; Bleu et al. 2011), (iii) with increas-
ing variance in mate quality in the population (Real 1990;
Owens and Thompson 1994; Johnstone et al. 1996; Kokko
and Johnstone 2002), or (iv) when mate availability in-
creases as the risk of not finding an alternative mate de-
creases (Bleu et al. 2011; Fawcett et al. 2011; Etienne
et al. 2014; Courtiol et al. 2016; Dechaume-Moncharmont
et al. 2016).
Most of these factors are characteristics of the popula-

tion and can therefore be considered constant on a rela-
tively short timescale, such that their effect on choosiness
should be significant across rather than within gener-
ations. For instance, the mating rate of individuals will
be restricted by a period of unavailability after mating,
dedicated to the replenishment of the gametic stock or
to parental care, hereafter called the latency period, which
will depend mainly on the physiology of the species. When
factors affecting mate choice are constant, models predict
that the evolution of mutual mate choice should only be
observed under a restrictive set of conditions, specifically
when latency periods are long and equal between sexes
(thus the breeding cost is high) and when adult sex ratio
(ASR) at maturation is balanced (Kokko and Johnstone
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2002; Kokko and Jennions 2008; Fromhage and Jennions
2016). When population characteristics depart from such
specific conditions (e.g., owing to different latency periods
between sexes, unbalanced ASR, or unbalancedmaturation
sex ratio because of differences in mortality between sexes),
choosiness is usually favored in the less common sex. The
expected differences in choosiness between the sexes can
be amplified by amechanism at the center of some previous
models: the increase in choosiness in one sex is expected to
cause a decrease in its mating rate, which also mechanically
reduces themating rate in the other sex, in which the choice
therefore becomes even less favored (Kokko and Johnstone
2002; Courtiol et al. 2016). Importantly, the reduction in the
mating rate associatedwith choosiness (i.e., the opportunity
cost; Fawcett et al. 2011; Etienne et al. 2014; Dechaume-
Moncharmont et al. 2016) can vary within generations and
among individuals too. In particular, the number and qual-
ity distribution of mates available to a focal individual may
change drastically among individuals and over time. In-
deed, individuals who differ in their attractivenessmay also
vary in the number and average quality of mating partners
they get access to (Johnstone 1997; McNamara et al. 1997).
Rather than depending on fixed and homogeneous strate-
gies, mating can be context dependent (Fricke et al. 2009;
Rowe and Arnqvist 2015; Gauthey et al. 2016) and is there-
fore likely the result of a complex dynamic game where
each individual tries at any time to maximize its reproduc-
tive output by optimizing its choosiness with regard to the
choosiness of its competitors (Johnstone 1997; Fawcett and
Johnstone 2003; Alpern and Reyniers 2005; Gowaty and
Hubbell 2009; Bleu et al. 2011; Ramsey 2011). Of great in-
terest is the possibility that choosiness evolves in both sexes,
thereby giving rise to mutual mate choice, adding a new di-
mension in the game wherein individuals have to adjust
not only to the choosiness of their same-sex competitors
but also to the change in choosiness of the opposite sex
(McNamara and Collins 1990; Collins and McNamara
1993; Johnstone 1997; Kokko andMonaghan 2001; Kokko
and Johnstone 2002; Alpern and Reyniers 2005; Ramsey
2011; Courtiol et al. 2016). There are now several experi-
mental publications suggesting that individuals can re-
spond to such fluctuations by flexibly modifying their se-
lection criteria (Chaine and Lyon 2008; Bailey and Zuk
2009; Tinghitella et al. 2013).
Finally, different mating systems, characterized for in-

stance by contrasted ASR or differences in latency periods
between sexes, can influence the dynamics with regard
to the availability of mating partners (both in quantity
and quality). This will in turn strongly affect the mating
market, making optimal choosiness between sexes, be-
tween quality, and over time a nontrivial pattern. An as-
sociated yet central benefit of considering quality- and
time-dependent choosiness is to bolster interactions be-

tween theoretical and empirical research: experiments and
most observations in natural environments involve complex
situations where individuals interact in a fluctuating con-
text, producing choosiness that changes over time, or with
the quality or sex of the individual (Byrne and Rice 2006;
Labonne et al. 2009; Judge et al. 2014). This potentially
generates variation in choosiness that is not necessarily
captured by the current theoretical models. We argue that
the existence of such variation is a fertile ground to improve
our understanding of choosiness evolution and should there-
fore be accounted for in predictive models. To that end, we
here present a dynamic game-theoretical model explicitly
accounting for fluctuations in mate availability over a finite
breeding season, where individuals of both sexes and of
different quality can flexibly change their choosiness as a
response to those fluctuations. Although we apply our model
to a large range of mating systems and competitive con-
ditions, we focus specifically on a polygynandrous mating
system to demonstrate the complex relationship between
the mating market dynamics, the evolution of quality-
dependent and flexible choosiness, and the resulting pat-
terns of mate choice.

Methods

The Game Model

The model is formulated as a dynamic game that de-
scribes mating in a population of females and males of
different qualities. Both sexes are potentially choosy. All
individuals have the possibility to compete for partners
of variable quality. As a consequence, their fitness payoffs
also depend on the choices made by the other individuals
from both sexes in the population. We build a discrete
time model with a finite time horizon (i.e., the breeding
season) of length T time steps. Each individual is charac-
terized by its quality (denoted q), which is a discrete value
among Q p 100 possible classes of qualities regularly
spaced between 0 and 1. The lowest class, noted q p 0,
corresponds to the interval of quality [0, 0.01] and the
highest class, noted q p 100, corresponds to the interval
of quality [0.99, 1]. Individual quality remains constant
over the breeding season. We here assume that the fitness
payoff frommating for an individual depends only on the
quality of its mate or mates (but we also explored a fitness
payoff equal to the product of qualities between partners;
supplement 5; supplements 1–5 are available online). Ini-
tially, f (q) specifies the probability distribution of individ-
uals of quality for both males and females. The notations
f (q, t)♂ and f(q, t)♀, respectively, are the relative frequency
of males of quality q among available males and the relative
frequency of females of quality q among available females,
at time t. The model describes a mate encounter process
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wherein, at each time step, individuals have a probability of
encountering an available partner of a given quality (i.e.,
mass encounter; Gimelfarb 1988). When they meet, indi-
viduals independently and immediately (within the time
step of the encounter) decide whether they accept mating
or not. At a given time step t, when courtship is costless,
their choice depends on their own quality and the quality
of the encountered partner, as well as on the quality of pro-
spective partners they could expect to meet before the end
of the breeding season. Therefore, the model implicitly as-
sumes that individuals know the opposite-sex distribution
of quality throughout the breeding season. The choosiness
strategy for an individual of quality q, denoted p♂(q, q0, t)
for males and p♀(q, q0, t) for females, is therefore a
Q#Q#T matrix of acceptance probabilities for every
possible partner’s quality q0 and at each time step t. Mated
individuals become unavailable for further mating during
their latency period, denoted t♂ for males and t♀ for
females. At the end of their latency, they return to the
pool of available partners. When t♂ and t♀ are greater
than the length of the breeding season, each individual
can only expect to mate once during the breeding season,
which corresponds to a case of monogamy. Other mating
systems are modeled as follows: polygyny (t♂ ≪ T and
t♀ ≫ T), polyandry (t♀ ≪ T and t♂ ≫ T), or polygyn-
andry (t♂ ≪ T and t♂ ≪ T). Contrary to the ASR, which
is the initial sex ratio of mature individuals in the popula-
tion and is defined only at the beginning of the breed-
ing season, the operational sex ratio(t), or OSR(t), is the
ratio of available males to available females and changes
dynamically during the breeding season, depending on
latency periods, ASR, and the dynamics of the market.
The OSR and the distribution of unpaired individual qual-
ities are therefore emergent properties of the pair forma-
tion process, which results from choosiness strategies in
the population.

Evolutionarily Stable Strategy of Choosiness

The reproductive success of an individual depends on the
strategies of other players through direct interactions be-
tween encountered partners (because the choice is mutual)
or indirect interactions between competitors via the re-
moval of available partners in the population. To calculate
the evolutionarily stable strategy, we used a method of best
response iterations (Houston and McNamara 1999; Roff
2010). The core of the optimization algorithm is a two-step
process.We begin with an arbitrary set of choice strategies,
president♂(q, q0, t) and president♀(q, q0, t) and, for each time step t,
we calculate the distributions of qualities for males ( f♂(q, t))
and females ( f♀(q, t)) that result from this set of strategies
(app. A, available online). Assuming these distributions of
quality, we then calculate the best response strategies for

both sexes, pbest♂(q, q0, t) and pbest♀(q, q0, t), as the strategies
that maximize the individual’s expected payoffs (see details
below). The new resident set of strategies to be used in the
next iteration is derived from the previous one as follows:

pnew♂
(q, q0, t) p (12 l)president♂(q, q

0, t)1 lpbest♂(q, q
0, t),

ð1Þ
where l is a damping term that prevents oscillations in the
iterative calculation of the optimal strategy (McNamara
et al. 1997). This new set of strategies is used to calculate
the new distributions of partner qualities across the sea-
son that in turn would lead to new adjustments of the
choosiness strategies. We iterate this process until conver-
gence of the sequences of choosiness strategies for males
and females, such that a male or a female of any quality
cannot increase their payoff by changing their choosi-
ness strategy under the current distribution of qualities
across the breeding season (i.e., when the difference in
the set of strategies calculated in two successive iterations
is ! 0.001). Fewer than 2,000 iterations are necessary to
reach convergence.

Backward Iterations: Computing the Best Response
Strategy of Choosiness

Because the best choice at a given time depends on fu-
ture gains, which in turn depend on future choices, the
best choices at each time step are calculated backward
from the end of the breeding season, using dynamic pro-
gramming (Houston and McNamara 1999; Roff 2010).
For example, we describe briefly the backward iteration
procedure for males. The final time step T is the last op-
portunity for reproduction, so individuals should mate
with whomever they encounter and gain a payoff q0. In-
dividuals are assumed to choose the option leading to
the highest expected payoff at each time step of the sea-
son. But errors in partners’ quality assessment are possi-
ble. We therefore consider a stochastic outcome of the
mating decision process instead of a deterministic step
function defining a clear-cut discrimination between ac-
cepted and rejected partners’ qualities (McNamara et al.
1997; Dechaume-Moncharmont et al. 2016). The proba-
bility that a potential partner will be accepted is thus ex-
pressed as a sigmoid function of the difference in payoffs
between accepting and rejecting the mate:

pbest♂ q, q0, tð Þ p
11 tanh

1
k

waccept♂
q, q0, tð Þ2 wreject♂

q, q0, tð Þ
h i� �

2
,

ð2Þ
where k corresponds to the slope of the sigmoid function
at its inflection point (supplement 1) and specifies the
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degree of error in assessingwaccept♂
(q, q0, t)2 wreject♂

(q, q0, t);
(Johnstone 1997; McNamara et al. 1997). The default
value of k is 0.01. Sensitivity analyses (not shown herein)
revealed that considering different values for k did not
change model predictions qualitatively. The expected pay-
off at each time step of the breeding season is defined by
backward recursion from the final time step T. The ex-
pected payoff at t corresponds to the sum of the payoff
acquired at t and the prospective payoff acquired from
t 1 1 onward until the end of the season. At time t, indi-
viduals encounter a partner with a probability PE(t), which
is calculated as follows for males and females:

PE♂
(t) p min 1,

1
OSR(t)

� �

PE♀
(t) p min(1, OSR(t)):

, ð3Þ

The OSR(t) is the ratio between available males and avail-
able females and is calculated by the ratio of the sums
of the frequencies of available individuals by quality class
in each sex, noted fabs♂(q, t) and fabs♀(q, t) (eq. [4]):

OSR(t) p

P
q f abs♂(q, t)P
q f abs♀(q, t)

: ð4Þ

Upon encountering a potential partner, individuals can
then decide to accept or reject this partner depending on
its quality, on its own quality, and on the distribution of
available qualities. If individuals reject a partner or get re-
jected at a time step t ! T , they nevertheless receive expect
future payoffs calculated from time step t 1 1 (eq. [5]):

wreject♂
q, q0, tð Þ p w♂(q, t 1 1): ð5Þ

If an individual accepts a partner and gets accepted back,
both of them gain an immediate payoff corresponding to
the quality of their partner q0. They then have to wait until
the end of their respective latency period to have another
opportunity for reproduction (eq.[6]):

waccept♂
q, q0, tð Þ p q0 1

XT2t

ip1

PA♂
(t 1 i)w♂(q, t 1 i), ð6Þ

where PA♂
(t 1 i) p [12 (1=t♂)]

i21(1=t♂) is the proba-
bility that a male who entered in latency period at time
step t becomes newly available for reproduction at time
step t 1 i. To calculate this probability, we assumed that
the latency period ends at a constant rate. As the average
duration of latency period is t♂, at each time step t, the
probability that the individual becomes newly available
for reproduction during this time step is 1=t♂. The fitness
for an individual of quality q at time t is therefore calcu-

lated considering all possible situations weighted by their
probabilities of occurrence (eq. [7]):

w♂(q, t) p PE♂
(t)

X
q0

f ♀(q0, t)

# [pbest♂(q, q0, t)president♀(q0, q, t)waccept♂
(q, q0, t)

1 (12 pbest♂(q, q0, t)president♀(q0, q, t))wreject♂
(q, q0, t)]

1 (12 PE♂
(t))w♂(q, t 1 1):

ð7Þ

The first part of the equation corresponds to the situation
where individuals encounter a partner at time t (with a
probability PE(t)). In that case, we sum the payoffs in all
the possible situations weighted by their probabilities of
occurrences: depending on the quality q0 of the encoun-
tered partner, individuals can either mate or not. The sec-
ond part of the equation corresponds to the situation
where individuals do not encounter a partner at time step
t ! T , (with a probability 12 PE(t)), individuals can still
expect a future payoff at the next time step. Notice that
if t 1 1 1 T , w♂(q, t 1 1) p 0:

Costly Courtship

The previous calculations assume no direct courtship
cost. It is however also possible that costly courtship may
have already evolved, wherein the cost of courtship would
be related to the difference in quality between potential
partners (Fawcett and Johnstone 2003; Härdling and Kokko
2005), assuming, for instance, that high-quality partners
attract more rivals. We here represent such cost as a sim-
ple linear cost function.When individuals of quality q choose
a mate of quality q0, they now have a direct cost to pay
(eq. [8]):

c(q, q0) p

�
g#(q0 2 q) if q0 1 q,

1 if q0 ≤ q:
ð8Þ

And their payoff is thus as follows (eq. [9]):

waccept♂
(q, q0, t) p q0 2 c(q, q0)

1
XT2t

ip1

PA♂
(t 1 i)w♂(q, t 1 i):

ð9Þ

The shape of the choosiness function (i.e., probability
of acceptance as a function of partner quality) now de-
pends on the intensity of the cost (i.e., value of g) and goes
from threshold (when g ≤ 1) to unimodal (when g 1 1),
as individuals pay a cost to court a partner of better qual-
ity than themselves. The exact shape of the choosiness
depends on the value of g relative to waccept(q, q0, t) and
wreject(q, q0, t), so it will vary with the chooser’s quality and
the time in the season (see fig. 1).

ð7Þ
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Modeling Scenarios and Measure of Choosiness

To illustrate the effect of pairing dynamics on the evolu-
tion of choosiness, we focus on a polygynandrous mat-
ing system, wherein both females and males can mate
and potentially return to the mating pool after a latency
period that differs between sexes ([t♂ p T=4, t♀ p
T=2]). Such a dynamic mating system is common in
nature and is ideal to represent potential asymmetrical
fluctuations in pairing dynamics: it is indeed expected
that—because they generally have a shorter latency pe-
riod—males will become newly available formatingmore
quickly than females and will therefore be in excess in
the mating market. The R code and a Shiny application,
provided as online enhancements (Chevalier et al. 2020),
can be used to explore the predictions for other mating
systems, such as monogamy (single mating for bothmales
and females, t♂ p t♀ ≫ T) and polygyny (multiple mat-
ing for males only [t♂ p T=4, t♀ ≫ T]), and for differ-
ent ASR. (R code is also provided in a zip file, available
online.)1 We also compare noncostly (g p 0) and costly
(g p 1:1) courtship. The optimal choosiness strategy
for an individual is a set of acceptance probabilities, with
one probability for every partner quality q0 and time of

season t. For illustration purposes, we simplified this mul-
tidimensional metric as the inflection point of equation
(2), that is, a threshold of quality (varying between q p 0
and q p 100) at which a partner will be accepted with a
probability of 0.5 (fig. 1). We keep this simple metric of
choosiness even when the function is unimodal (because of
costly courtship). To keep things manageable, we will use
discrete, representative categories of quality: high-quality
(HQ, q p 75), intermediate-quality (IQ, q p 50), and low-
quality (LQ, q p 25) individuals.

Results

Quality-Dependent and Flexible Optimal Choosiness

Here we first examine whether the optimal choosiness
depends on the individual quality and whether this choosi-
ness is flexible during the breeding season. In the polygy-
nandrous mating system investigated here, with noncostly
courtship, the optimal choosiness strategy is both quality
dependent and flexible (fig. 2A, 2B). HQ individuals dis-
play high choosiness most of the time, but decrease it at
the end of the breeding season. IQ and LQ individuals
are more sensitive to the fluctuation of the mating market
and decrease their choosiness when partner availability
decreases. However, they take advantage of the decline
inHQ individuals’ choosiness to increase their choosiness
near the end of the season (fig. 2A, 2B). In the presentmat-
ing system, LQ males have very low choosiness, because
they struggle to find females that accept them, which is
demonstrated by their low probabilities to mate and to be
courted and their high probability to be rejected (fig. 3).
HQ individuals more easily find mates, as they are more
courted and less rejected (fig. 3). It thus appears that the
dynamics of mate availability generates quality depen-
dence and flexibility of choosiness. It is consequently also
influenced by the ASR and latency periods of males and
females, which implies specific patterns depending on
themating system (supplement 2). For instance, inmonog-
amy, the distributionof available partners’quality decreases
continuously over time, generating a monotonous decline
in choosiness andprecise quality dependency (supplement 2).
By contrast, in polygyny, individuals of all qualities adjust
their choosiness to fluctuations in partner availability, both
downward and upward, thereby displaying high flexibil-
ity (supplement 2). The Shiny application is available to
visualize distribution of available partners (https://louise64
.shinyapps.io/frequency_available_individuals/) and optimal
choosiness (https://louise64.shinyapps.io/choosiness/) in dif-
ferent mating systems (Chevalier et al. 2020).
With costly courtship, optimal choosiness varies even

more continuously with the chooser’s quality (i.e., in-
creased quality dependence). But the greater the cost of

1. Code that appears in The American Naturalist is provided as a con-
venience to readers. It has not necessarily been tested as part of peer review.

Figure 1: Probability to accept a partner as a function of its qual-
ity q0. The present example is calculated on the fiftieth time step of
the breeding season, for different cost intensities (g p 0, g p 1,
g p 1:1, g p 1:2), and the quality of the individual expressing
his choosiness is q50. waccept p q0 2 c(q, q0), (i.e., monogamy), and
wreject p 0:445.
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courtship, the lower the flexibility of choosiness (fig. 2C,
2D for g p 1:1). The cost of courtship also substantially
changes some behavioral aspects in the model: rejection
probability even for LQ individuals (males and females) is
now reduced, as they tend to select more accessible part-
ners (fig. 2).
Changing initial distribution for individual quality

f (q)—either bell shaped (b(2, 2)), right skewed (b(2, 3)),
or uniform (b(1, 1))—does not have a strong qualitative
effect on the evolution of choosiness, even though, as ex-
pected, optimal choosiness decreases when the distribu-
tion of quality is biased toward LQ individuals (fig. S8;
figs. S1–S8 are available online). Moreover, changing the
fitness gain (initially equal to the quality of the chosen

partner) to a multiplicative gain (equal to the product of
both partners’ quality) does not qualitatively affect the
results (fig. S7). Finally, the length of the breeding season
does not qualitatively modify the choosiness either: the
temporal pattern in choosiness is simply adjusted to the
length of the season (data are not shown).

Emerging Patterns of Interest

As a consequence of the pairing dynamics, several observ-
able patterns arise from the model. As expected, the un-
equal latency period led to differences in choosiness be-
tween sexes. Female choosiness is globally higher than

Figure 2: Optimal choosiness for females and males as functions of time and individual quality, with noncostly courtship (A, B) or with
costly courtship (C, D). Optimal choosiness is measured as the partner quality that an individual is ready to accept with a probability of at
least 0.5. Thick black lines indicate high-quality (q p 75), intermediate-quality (q p 50), and low-quality (q p 25) individuals.
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male choosiness (fig. 2A, 2B). Despite this imbalance,
HQ males maintain a high level of choosiness during
most of the breeding season (fig. 2B). That is because the
high choosiness displayed in general by females reduces
the ability of less attractive males to mate with preferred
females, which partially relaxes scramble competition
among HQ males. It is noteworthy that the OSR, which

is becoming increasingly biased toward an excess of males
(supplement 3), poorly describes how the competition is
distributed among quality classes.Maintenance of choosiness
in theHQindividuals of the commonsex is also observed for
other mating systems (supplement 2). Even in heavily un-
balanced scenarios (extreme ASR values and very short la-
tency periods for males), HQmales remain choosy (except

Figure 3: Probability to mate, be rejected, and be courted following an encounter, for females (A, C, E) and males (B, D, F). Courtship is cost
free. The probability to mate is the chance an individual of quality q has to mate following an encounter (i.e., mutual choice). The probability
to be rejected is the chance of being rejected by a partner that the individual would have accepted. The probability to be courted is the chance
that an individual refuses a partner who would have agreed to mate. Thick black lines indicate high-quality (q p 75), intermediate-quality
(q p 50), and low-quality (q p 25) individuals.
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when the latency period in males is equal to 1; data not
shown; R code available to explore all combinations of
parameters). This makes the choosiness difference be-
tween same-sex individuals higher in males than in
females (as reflected by higher variance in choosiness; sup-
plement 3). Another significant result is that—when court-
ship is cost free—for both males and females, optimal
choosiness is not a monotonic function of quality but in-
stead presents some regular thresholds. For instance,
females belonging to some adjacent quality classes have
the same optimal choosiness (e.g., between females of qual-
ity 60 and higher; fig. 2A), meaning that these individuals
compete for the same quality of mates. On some other
part of the quality range, however (e.g., the quality be-
tween 50 and 60; fig. 2A), the optimal choosiness declines
steeply, indicating that these females do not really com-
pete overmales of the same quality. The population (males
and females) can thus be divided into subgroups of indi-
viduals competing for the same mates, such that lower-
quality individuals from each competing subgroup would
have a harder time finding a mate. It operates as soon
as both sexes have the opportunity to have more than
one mating during the breeding season (https://louise64
.shinyapps.io/choosiness/; Chevalier et al. 2020). Interest-
ingly, this pattern of stepped choosiness occurs despite
using a fine scale for quality variation (with 100 discrete
classes of quality) and is less detectable if the popula-
tion is divided into fewer discrete classes of quality (such

as 10 classes; data not shown). However, as shown previ-
ously, quality dependence of choosiness increases with
costly courtship by segmenting competition between indi-
viduals of close quality and thus erases this stepped choosi-
ness pattern.

Assortative Mating

From the pairing dynamics of the mating market, we can
also predict the total frequency of mated couples between
each pair of qualities during the breeding season (fig. 4).
First, as expected in a polygynandrous mating system,
sexual selection appears stronger inmales (LQmales have
negligible mating success). A general assortative mating
pattern is observed in the present situation (r p 0:76).
However, its distribution with regard to female and to
male quality is not linear, and we observe quality-related
subgroups within which assortative mating is weaker
(fig. 4A). This pattern echoes the abovementioned effect
of the pairing dynamics, which splits the population into
subgroups of individuals that reproduce among themselves.
Interestingly, this particular motif of a quality-related sub-
group of individualsmating among themselves is character-
istic of the polygynandrous mating system and is relaxed
when the latency period increases (supplement 4). With
costly courtship, because quality dependence of choosi-
ness is increased, these subgroups disappear and assorta-
tive mating increases substantially (r p 0:92, fig. 4B). This

Figure 4: Final mating pattern with noncostly courtship (A) and costly courtship (B; g p 1:1). For a given quality of male and female, the
size of the points is proportional to the frequency of pairs formed during the breeding season.
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also favors the mating success of LQ males, which are now
chosen by LQ females.

Discussion

To correctly represent the pairing dynamics within the
mating market, and therefore the availability of potential
partners of a given sex and quality at a given time, it is essen-
tial to allow (1) choosiness to evolve in both sexes (Parker
1983; McNamara and Collins 1990; Johnstone et al. 1996;
Johnstone 1997; Kokko and Monaghan 2001; Lande et al.
2001; Kokko and Johnstone 2002; Alpern and Reyniers
2005; Servedio and Lande 2006; Fawcett and Bleay 2009;
Ramsey 2011; Courtiol et al. 2016), (2) realistic variation
in quality within each sex (McNamara and Collins 1990;
Johnstone et al. 1996; Alpern and Reyniers 2005; Ramsey
2011), and (3) potential flexibility in choosiness (Johnstone
1997; Fawcett and Johnstone 2003; Alpern and Reyniers
2005; Fawcett and Bleay 2009; Bleu et al. 2011; Ramsey
2011). Previous studies that have encompassed the three
points only addressed very particular cases (i.e., monoga-
mous balanced mating systems; Johnstone 1997; Alpern
and Reyniers 2005; Ramsey 2008). By extending the inte-
gration of these three mechanisms to a wide range of mat-
ing systems, spanning a range of ASR and latency periods,
we demonstrated that choosiness is likely to evolve in both
sexes in most mating systems, but also to be flexible, de-
pending on the cost of courtship. In a nutshell, our approach
aims to capture the fine dynamics of the mating market,
whereas previous models confined choosiness to only one
sex or limited the quality variation or the extent of plasticity
in choosiness.

Quality-Dependent and Flexible Optimal Choosiness

Quality dependence and flexibility in choosiness were
predicted for monogamous mating systems (McNamara
and Collins 1990; Johnstone 1997; Fawcett and Johnstone
2003; Alpern and Reyniers 2005; Ramsey 2011). By con-
trast, our model also addresses the role of ecological or
physiological constraints (such as mating latency period)
on the interplay between mate choice and the dynamics
of the mate quality distributions, and investigates sex dif-
ferences in choosiness. By allowing individuals in each
quality class to fine-tune their choosiness to the varia-
tion of scramble competition experienced throughout the
breeding season, we also reveal some counterintuitive strat-
egies. Specifically, we predict an increase in choosiness for
LQ and IQ individuals over the breeding season. To our
knowledge, this trend has only been clearly predicted when
sampling incurs a direct searching cost (Johnstone 1997)

or when individuals need to defend their mates from ri-
vals (Fawcett and Johnstone 2003). Our model implies that
when choosiness is allowed to evolve in both sexes, such an
increase could in fact arise from the pairing dynamics alone
without these additional costs. However, the addition of a
courtship cost, which is constant throughout the breeding
season and does not emerge from individual interactions
(contrary to Fawcett and Johnstone 2003), will limit this
flexibility. Our results also indicate that as soon as both
sexes have the opportunity to mate more than once, choosi-
ness varies noncontinuously with quality, as individuals
belonging to some adjacent quality classes have the same
optimal choosiness. Here, the addition of a courtship cost
increases the quality dependence of choosiness.

Perspectives

The fluctuating dynamics of the mating market and the
associated opportunity costs are powerful drivers of the
choosiness evolution in our model. Future efforts should
be dedicated to bridging the gap between these fluctuations
that operate on a short timescale, as we envisioned, and
longer timescale models that optimize latency periods, for
instance, so as to balance the contribution of both short-
and long-term approaches in choosiness evolution.

Model Assumptions

As in any modeling exercise, a set of assumptions under-
pins our analysis and findings. First, individuals are as-
sumed to know the quality distribution of the opposite
sex throughout the breeding season (within the margin of
the assessment error we simulate). This depends on the
presence of accurate cues and honest signals, with any
sensory costs sufficiently modest to not alter the decision-
making process (Shugan 1980; Wang et al. 2017). In poeci-
liid fish, for instance, females experiencing more variable
male courtship display enhanced brain function (Wang
et al. 2014; Cummings 2015), even if they may do so at a
significant energetic cost. Likewise, the model calculates
fitness horizons on the basis of the quality of the focal indi-
vidual: this requires that each individual knows its own
quality (a rather unlikely scenario; Fawcett and Bleay 2009)
or that selection has generated genetic covariation in which
HQ individuals are choosy and LQ individuals are less
so (Servedio and Lande 2006). For a monogamous and
balanced mating system, Fawcett and Bleay (2009) have
explored how choosiness could evolve, on the basis of learn-
ing one’s attractiveness through acceptance/rejection trials.
They show that, in such conditions, variance between qual-
ity classes is increased during the first few time steps. How-
ever, when the mating market is more dynamic and less
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predictable, as in most mating systems, a learning process
must lag behind the fluctuations of the market, making
choosiness always suboptimal (as compared with a system
where individuals know their own quality). Under costly
courtship, strategies become deliberately assortative, a re-
sult consistent with Fawcett and Johnstone (2003) and
Härdling and Kokko (2005), where HQ individuals are bet-
ter able to defend the most attractive partners. Yet costly
courtship—asmodeled here—does not promote flexibility.
Flexibility might be favored if the cost of courtship would
emerge from the interaction with rival and vary through-
out the breeding season (as in Fawcett and Johnstone
2003). Still, our approach demonstrates that variance in
choosiness and consequent assortative mating can be gen-
erated by the pairing dynamics alone, without needing to in-
voke cost constraints and interference effects. Finally, by
focusing on the short-term dynamics of mate availability,
we assumed constant values for variables characterizing
the different mating systems, such as latency period and
ASR. Other models, focusing instead on life histories and
therefore on longer timescales, assume that latency period
can be optimized too by considering the trade-off between
mating opportunities and parental care (Kokko and John-
stone 2002; Kokko and Jennions 2003, 2008). This trade-
off can affect the mating market dynamics and thus the
evolution of choosiness (Kokko and Jennions 2008; From-
hage and Jennions 2016).

Emerging Patterns

Evolving toward quality-dependent and flexible choosi-
ness strategies produces distinct patterns of interest for
the study of mating systems. First, choosiness should
evolve frequently in both sexes, in a wide span of mating
systems. Previously, many models have investigated how
differences in choosiness between sex could evolve (Owens
and Thompson 1994; Kokko andMonaghan 2001; Kokko
and Johnstone 2002; Courtiol et al. 2016; Fromhage and
Jennions 2016). In most of these results, the latency pe-
riod, sex ratio at maturation, and sex-dependent breed-
ing costs explain differences in choosiness between sexes,
with the general expectation that the most common sex
will be less choosy, if choosy at all. For instance, Dechaume-
Moncharmont et al. (2016) showed that scramble compe-
tition suppresses choosiness in the most common sex, but
they did not include the influence of other-sex choosiness
on the evolution of the focal-sex choosiness. Alternatively,
Courtiol et al. (2016) and Kokko and Johnstone (2002)
predicted that mutual choice would mainly evolve in sit-
uations where mating latencies are very long-lasting in
both sexes—thus incurring an increasing mortality prob-
ability (i.e., monogamy)—but they assumed nonflexible

choosiness. By relaxing the abovementioned assumptions,
we showed that the dynamics of the mating market along
the breeding season can change these expectations. As a
consequence of the interplay between the choosiness of
the two sexes, and of quality-dependent flexible strategies,
we observed the evolution of choosiness in both sexes for
a wide range of parameter spaces. Despite the fact that
empirical studies addressing choosiness in both sexes re-
main uncommon, male choosiness has been reported even
when males are the most common sex (i.e., male-biased
OSR; WearingWilde 1996; Bel-Venner et al. 2008; Venner
et al. 2010). Under the assumptions of the present model,
optimal choosiness differs among individuals of different
qualities, generating ample variance in choosiness in both
sexes.
Second, whereas models investigating quality depen-

dence in choosiness consider either only one sex (Fawcett
and Johnstone 2003; Härdling and Kokko 2005; Bleu et al.
2011) or monogamous balanced mating systems (John-
stone 1997; Alpern and Reyniers 2005), our result implies
that opportunity costs resulting from pairing dynamics
can be a strong driver maintaining interindividual var-
iance in choosiness within populations (which might
affect the direction and strength of sexual selection (Jen-
nions and Petrie 1997; Murphy and Gerhardt 2000). We
emphasize that interindividual variance in choosiness is
not predicted to be equal between sexes (with the trivial
exception of the scenario of monogamy with balanced
ASR). Female variance in choosiness is indeed found to
be smaller than the male variance in choosiness. Variance
in choosiness has been documented in either females or
males, with a possible underlying relationship to the indi-
vidual quality or competitive ability (Widemo and Sæther
1999; Amundsen and Forsgren 2001; Bonduriansky 2001;
Brooks and Endler 2001; Brooks 2002; Ritchie et al. 2005;
Cotton et al. 2006; Bel-Venner et al. 2008; Labonne et al.
2009; Ratterman et al. 2014).
Third, there are some general relationships between

mating systems and the level of quality dependence and
flexibility in choosiness. In the present approach, where
we focus on the intragenerational timescale, the dynamics
of the mating market are highly influenced by the type
of mating systems, which we here manipulated via ASR
and latency period. The general picture vividly contrasts
the monogamous and polygynandrous systems. In the
former, remaining individuals of higher quality constantly
adjust their choosiness downward to the dwindling oppor-
tunities, while LQ individuals are never choosy. The sit-
uation is far more complex in the polygynandrous and
polygynous system, where flexibility is observed for indi-
viduals of all qualities, adjusting their choosiness both
downward and upward, thereby sustaining variance in
choosiness later in the breeding season.
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Fourth, it is remarkable that in the various mating sys-
tems envisioned here, positive assortative mating always
occurs (supplement 4). Its intensity (measured by the
coefficient of correlation, r) decreases with the level of
unbalance in ASR and in latency periods. In unbalanced
mating systems (such as polygynandry), LQ males have
almost no mating success, and thus sexual selection against
them is strong; but in contrast, sexual selection is relaxed
among HQ individuals. Indeed, we observe a particular
pattern of apparent assortment wherein the population
is divided into random-mating subsets (which result from
the evolution of stepped choosiness). In such case, r is not
a precise indicator of assortative mating. This result is
reminiscent of the results obtained by previous analytical
models, which found that couples were formed between
males and females belonging to the same band (interval)
of quality levels in the population (McNamara and Collins
1990; Alpern and Reyniers 2005) under monogamy. John-
stone et al. (1996) also predicted similar apparent assorta-
tive mating from a nonflexible choosiness strategy through-
out the breeding season. On the contrary, our predictions
indicate that such clear patterns can be related to quality-
dependent flexible choosiness, wherein the population is
self-organized into subsets of individuals competing for
the same range of partner quality. This population parti-
tion is more coarse for unbalanced mating systems, such
as polygynandry, where there are a few large groups of
competitors, since individuals of relatively distant quality
compete (e.g., from q60 to q100; supplement 4). In mo-
nogamy, by contrast, the groups are much smaller and
more numerous, as only individuals of very close quality
are competing together (supplement 4). The fact that costly
courtship might counteract this partitioning of the popu-
lation is of interest for empirical observations: the shape
of assortative mating plots might in fact directly hint at
the existence and the extent of courtship cost in the stud-
ied population.
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Appendix from L. Chevalier et al., “Fluctuating Dynamics
of Mate Availability Promote the Evolution of Flexible
Choosiness in Both Sexes”
(Am. Nat., vol. 196, no. 6, p. 000)

Additional Methods
Method to Calculate Quality Distribution Change throughout the Breeding Season

During the iterative calculation of the evolutionarily stable strategy, every time the best strategies are changed, one needs
to update the new distributions of qualities across the breeding season f (q, t)♂, and f (q, t)♀. We need to introduce a second
notation, m♂(q, t), as the proportion of males of quality q available among the males of this quality at time step t, and
m♀(q, t) as the proportion of females of quality q available among the females of this quality at time step t. Initially, all
individuals are unmated, so that m♂ (q, 1) p m♀(q, 1) p 1 and f♂ (q, 1) p f♀(q, 1) p f (q)=

P
q f (q). We express the relative

frequency of males and females f (q, t)♂, and f (q, t)♀ as a function of m(q, t)♂, and m(q, t)♀:

f♂(q, t) p
m♂(q, t) f ♂(q, 1)P
qm♂(q, t) f ♂(q, 1)

,

f♀ (q, t) p
m♀(q, t) f ♀(q, 1)P
qm♀(q, t) f ♀(q, 1)

:

ðA1Þ

In equation (A1), m♂(q, t ) f♂(q, 1) gives the proportion of males of quality q available at time step t among all the males,
and

P
q m♂(q, t ) f♂(q, 1) gives the proportion of male (all qualities combined) available among all the males. The proportion

of individuals available of each quality q is recursively calculated as follows:

m♂(q, t 1 1) p m♂(q, t)

�
12 PE♂

(t)
X

q0

f ♀(q0, 1)pnew♂(q, q0, t)pnew♀(q0, q, t)

�

1 [12 m♂(q, t)]#
1

t♂
,

m♀(q, t 1 1) p m♀(q, t)

�
12 PE♀

(t)
X
q0

f ♂(q0, 1)pnew♀(q, q0, t)pnew♂(q0, q, t)

�

1 [12 m♀(q, t)]#
1

t♀
:

ðA2Þ

In equation (A2), the proportion of individuals of quality q available at t 1 1, m♂(q, t 1 1), is computed from the probability
of individuals to encounter a partner (PE♂

(t) for males and PE♀
(t) for females) and to mate with an encountered partner, plus

the probability that individuals in refractory period becomes available.
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Table A1: Symbol table

Symbol Definition Default value

f♂(q, q0, t) Frequency of males of quality q among all males available (all quality combined) at time t Variable
m♂(q, t) Proportion of males of quality q available among all males of quality q (i.e., available males plus mated males) Variable
president♂(♀)(q, q0, t) Choosiness strategy for males (respectively females) of quality q, which is a matrix of acceptances

probabilities for every possible partner’s quality q0 and at each time step
Variable

Pbest♂(♀)(q, q0, t) “Best response” choosiness strategy for males that yields the maximum payoff in a population of competitors
and mates using “resident” strategy

Variable

Pnew♂(♀)(q, q0, t) New resident strategy calculated with the resident choosiness strategy of the previous iteration and the best
response choosiness for this resident strategy

Variable

l Damping term in the iterative calculation of the optimal strategy .1
PE♂

(t) Probability a male encounter a partner at time t Variable
waccept♂

(q, q0, t) Expected payoff for a male of quality q if he mates with a partner of quality q0 at time t Variable
wreject♂

(q, q0, t) Expected payoff for a male of quality q if he rejects the mating with a partner of quality q0 at time t Variable
wreject♂

(q, t) Expected fitness for a male of quality q at time t Variable
c(q, q0) Cost of courtship Variable
g Parameter tuning the intensity of courtship cost 1.1
OSR Operational sex ratio (ratio of available males over available females at time step t) Variable
ASR Adult sex ratio (ratio of available males over available females at the beginning of the breeding season) 1
T Length of the breeding season 100
t♂ Mean time out for males 1

4 T or T
t♀ Mean time out for females 1

2 T or T
Q Number of quality classes 100
k Degree of error when making choice .01

Appendix from L. Chevalier et al., Fluctuating Dynamics of Mate Availability Promote the Evolution of Flexible Choosiness in Both Sexes
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Abstract
Sexual selection has long been known to favor the evolution of mating behaviors such as
mate preference and competitiveness, and to affect their genetic architecture, for instance
by favoring genetic correlation between some traits. Reciprocally, genetic architecture
can affect the expression and the evolvability of traits and mating behaviors. But sexual
selection is highly context-dependent, making interactions between individuals a central
process in evolution, governing the transmission of genotypes to the next generation.
This loop between the genetic structure conditioning the expression and evolution of
traits and behaviour, and the feedback of this phenotypic evolution on the architecture
of the genome in the dynamic context of sexual selection, has yet to be thoroughly
investigated. We argue that demogenetic agent-based models (DG-ABM) are especially
suited to tackle such a challenge because they allow explicit modelling of both the genetic
architecture of traits and the behavioural interactions in a dynamic population context.
We here present a DG-ABM able to simultaneously track individual variation in traits (such
as gametic investment, preference, competitiveness), fitness and genetic architecture
throughout evolution. Using two simulation experiments, we compare various mating
systems and show that behavioral interactions during mating triggered some complex
feedback in our model, between fitness, population demography, and genetic architec-
ture, placing interactions between individuals at the core of evolution through sexual
selection. DG-ABMs can, therefore, relate to theoretical patterns expected at the popu-
lation level from simpler analytical models in evolutionary biology, and at the same time
provide a more comprehensive framework regarding individual trait and behaviour varia-
tion, that is usually envisioned separately from genome architecture in behavioural ecology.
Keywords: sexual selection, individual-based model, mating preference, genetic architecture, modularity.

Introduction
Sexual selectionhas longbeen recognized as an evolutionary force shapingmating behaviours
and morphological traits in populations (Darwin, 1872; Fisher, 1915; Jones and Ratterman,
2009), and has been invoked as a driving force behind speciation (Lande, 1981; Ritchie, 2007).
Evolutionary biology, therefore, predicts change in the genotypic andphenotypic composition
of a population due to sexual selection (Lande, 1981; Lande and Arnold, 1985; Pomiankowski
and Iwasa, 1998; Tazzyman and Iwasa, 2010). Such predictions, based on population genet-
ics, quantitative genetics, or adaptive dynamics rely on simplifying assumptions concerning
mating processes and do not explicitly represent the pairing dynamics during mating.

And yet, sexual selection is fundamentally the result of complex processes involving be-
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havioural interactions between individuals, with tremendous impacts on evolution (Bailey
and Moore, 2012; Kokko, Booksmythe, et al., 2015; Moore et al., 1997; Muniz and Machado,
2018; Wolf et al., 1999). This social part of the environment is indeed one of the most dy-
namic sources of variation an organismmight experience during its lifetime (Kent et al., 2008;
Krupp et al., 2008; West-Eberhard, 1983). As a response, behavioral ecology particularly aims
at understanding the effect of this variable social environment (e.g., the availability of part-
ners of various qualities) and frequency-dependent strategies (i.e. the outcome of a tactic
depends on the tactics of others) on the evolution of mating behaviours, usually through the
use of game-theory approach (Ramsey, 2011; Smith, 1976). Alternatively, if models in evolu-
tionary biology pay little attention to the interactions between individuals, they highlight the
role of genetic architecture in determining the trajectory of evolutionary change and show
that genetic variance and covariance have a potentially strong impact on evolution (Hansen,
2003; Iwasa and Pomiankowski, 1995; Iwasa, Pomiankowski, and Nee, 1991; Lande, 1976,
1981; Matessi and Di Pasquale, 1996; Walsh and Blows, 2009). Yet, mathematical resolution
often requires a simplified representation of genetic architecture. For instance, in quantita-
tive genetics, the genetic architecture of traits is described in terms of genetic variance and
covariance which are supposed constant (Falconer et al., 1996, e.g. Connallon, 2015; Iwasa
and Pomiankowski, 1995; Iwasa, Pomiankowski, and Nee, 1991; Lande, 1976, 1981). A set
of simplifying assumptions justify this approximation (additivity, linkage equilibrium, infinite
population size, multivariate Gaussian distribution of allelic effects, evolutionary equilibrium).
However, in a more realistic view of the world, finite population are subject to dynamic fluctu-
ations in the genetic variance and covariance, as a result of genetic drift and variable selection
(Jones, Arnold, et al., 2003, 2007; Roff and Mousseau, 1999; Shaw et al., 1995; Steppan et al.,
2002). In particular, frequency-dependent selection can increase genetic variance by favoring
rare variants that differ from the most common (Sasaki and Dieckmann, 2011), and correla-
tional selection can increase genetic covariance by favoring genetic correlation between traits
(Lande, 1980; Matuszewski et al., 2014). Importantly, such changes in genetic characteristics
certainly result in changes in genetic architecture and may in turn impact evolution (Debarre
and Otto, 2016; Jones, Bürger, et al., 2014; Wakano and Iwasa, 2013; Wakano and Lehmann,
2014).

To better characterize the role of sexual selection in shaping mating behaviours, genetic
architecture, and demography of the population, we, therefore, need to address the follow-
ing questions: How do social interactions during reproduction affect the architecture of the
genome? How does the evolution of genetic architecture, in turn, impact the evolution of
traits and consequently affect demographic characteristics of the population? And how does
the physical structure of the genome (number of genes involved, mutation rate, linkage dise-
quilibrium) constrain this evolution?

The current challenge is thus to explicitly take into account the context-dependence effect
of sexual selection (generated by mating dynamics) on the transmission of genotypes to the
next generation and on the evolution of the genetic architecture.
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Agent-based models (DeAngelis and Mooij, 2005) are an interesting approach to tackle
this challenge, as soon as they integrate genetic transmission (Labonne and Hendry, 2010;
Oddou-Muratorio and Davi, 2014; Piou and Prévost, 2012; Romero-Mujalli et al., 2019). Eco-
evolutionary models using quantitative genetics showed the importance of inter individual
interactions and environment on trait evolution, focusing generally on an applied or isolated
question (Aguilée et al., 2013; Holt and Barfield, 2011; Labonne and Hendry, 2010; Labonne,
Ravigné, et al., 2008; Oddou-Muratorio and Davi, 2014). Some genetically-explicit (i.e., allelic
models) ABMs have been developed to investigate demography and evolutionary change via
selection pressures from the ecological settings, but without explicitly modelling interactions
between individuals, notably during reproduction (Guillaume and Rougemont, 2006; Neuen-
schwander et al., 2008; Peng and Kimmel, 2005). So the selective pressure on traits is a priori
defined and therefore does not emerge from inter-individual interactions, and from trade-off
between traits. By contrast, if traits values directly influence mating behaviors and survival of
individuals, the selection pressure changeswith the distribution of the traits values in the pop-
ulation; organisms thusmodify their social environment and are able to respond dynamically
to this change. Additionally, to our knowledge, none of thesemodels particularly emphasizes
the general role of sexual selection as a driver of traits and genetic architecture, whereas it is
known to be central in evolution.

Methods
We here give an extensive description of the model in the spirit of the ODD protocol (Grimm
et al., 2006).

An overview of the demogenetic individual based model
Purpose: The purpose of the present model is to investigate the co-evolution between re-
productive traits under sexual selection and their genetic architecture, taking into account
mating behaviour, genetic and demographic characteristics of the population. We use here-
after the term "demo-genetic agent-based model" (DG-ABM) to indicate that the present
model integrates the full retroactive loops between these elements.
State variables and scales: This agent-based model uses a discrete temporal scale and is
not spatially explicit. The time horizon of themodel is in the order of tenths to a few thousand
time steps; the time step can be interpreted as the minimum generation time. Three levels
are considered: the gene level, the individual level, and the population level. At the gene level,
genes are characterized by their alleles, which code for various genetic values depending on
the number of traits simulated. They are also characterized by their position in the genome
and their recombination probabilities with other genes. Such a position is invariant during
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the simulation because we do not wish to simulate the physical evolution of the genome. Indi-
viduals are characterized by the following state variables: identity number, sex, age, lifetime
reproductive success and the genetic values of up to three traits: the gametic investment G,
the preference P and the competitiveness C. The population level is characterized by the
following state variables: population size, allelic diversity, mean allelic values and standard
deviations for the various traits on each gene, mean and standard deviation of traits values
and mean lifetime reproductive success. Note that the population level can be subdivided
during reproduction, to create smaller mating groups and mimic spatial or temporal isola-
tion during the breeding season.
Process overview and scheduling: The simulation process is described below and can be
seen in Appendix A1. The model proceeds in generational time steps. Within each genera-
tion or time step, four life cycle events are processed in the following order: survival, mate
choice, reproduction,mutations. Within the survival procedure, the default individual survival
probability depends on population size (density dependence) and on the individual’s repro-
ductive effort (which is the sum of the genetic values for costly traits). Within the mate choice
procedure, mating groups of a user-specified size are randomly formed.

Individuals from the same mating group encounter each other (randomly, or according
to their values of competitiveness), and they choose to mate or not with the encountered
partner. If individuals make up a couple they will become unavailable to mate again for the
present time step. Within the reproduction procedure, each parent produces gametes and
the offspring are created by the random fusion of the parent gametes. Their sex is randomly
assigned. Within the genetic mutation procedure, each allele might be substituted by a new
one. The genetic values at each locus for each trait are drawn in independent Beta distribu-
tions by default, whose shape parameters are defined at the initialization stage (paragraph
Initialization). This choice allows an explicit definition of the trait value, without referring to
any equilibrium or average in the population. The user-defined mutation rate is assumed
to be constant throughout the genome. Because survival (S) partly depends on reproductive
effort, it can therefore also evolve, allowing individuals to potentially participate in more than
one reproduction (i.e., iteroparity evolution).
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Details
Survival: The probability of surviving to the next reproduction event is determined as fol-
lows:

S =
1

(1 +R)(1 + N
K )

(1)
where N is the population size, K an indicator of resource limitation in the environment

(akin, but not equal, to carrying capacity), R the sum of the genetic values of costly traits
of the individual. Eq. 1 states that individual survival results from the interaction between
two components. The first component is demographic ( 1

1+N/K ), this formula corresponds to
the survival rate of the population when considering that survival is solely density-dependent.
The second component is ( 1

1+R ), this formula states that individual survival ismaximumwhen
energy invested into reproduction is null, and that S decreases whenR increases. Intuitively,
ifN/K = 1 (close to a demographic equilibrium) and ifR = 1, then both components affect
the survival equally. If the population size drops below K but R = 1, then survival rate will
increase, making R a relatively greater contributor to survival (see Fig. 1). As a consequence,
the model can evolve towards semelparity (low survival, single reproduction) or iteroparity
(higher survival leading to potential multiple reproductions).
Mating behaviour: During reproduction, the population is first divided into mating groups
of user-specified sizeM . Subdividing the population into mating groups at the time of repro-
duction represents the fact that individuals can potentially sample only a restricted number of
mates (due to time, space, or energetic constraints, Alcock, 1991; Byers et al., 2005; Deb and
Balakrishnan, 2014; Janetos, 1980; Kokko, Booksmythe, et al., 2015; Kokko and Rankin, 2006;
Rintamäki et al., 1995), a central limitation when considering social interactions. Population
sex ratio is 1 : 1 but the sex ratio within each group can vary, due to random sampling. Un-
der mating systems involving intra-sexual competition and/or inter-sexual preference (Adler,
2011; Emlen and Oring, 1977; Kokko and Rankin, 2006), the number of potential partners
encountered will be conditioned by the outcome of inter-individual interactions within the
mating group, and is therefore not easily predictable. Individuals can mate only once per
time step. They are thus either strictly monogamous (if they die after their first reproduction)
or serially monogamous (i.e., they achieve a sequence of non-overlapping monogamous re-
lationships and mate with a different partner at each time step). The model can represent
different mating routines:

(1) random mating: pairs of individuals from the same mating group but with different
sex are formed randomly. Once a pair is formed, mating will occur. Mated individuals are not
available for further mating for the current time step. Note that ifM is not a pair number, or
if all partners of one sex have mated, some individuals will remain unmated for the current
time step.
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Figure 1. Survival probability as a function of population size for different values of R. with
resource limitation parameterK=10000.

(2) randomencounterwith preference: pairs of individuals from the samemating group
but of the opposite sex are randomly drawn, but each individual decides to accept or reject
the potential partner, conditional on its ownpreference, andon the gametic investment of the
partner. If both partners accept each other, they become unavailable for further mating for
the current time step. If at least one individual rejects the mating, both of them return in the
mating group and yet again two individuals are randomly drawn from the mating group. The
iterative procedure stops when all individuals of one sex are depleted. To prevent the loop
from spinning infinitely if individuals remain unpaired, each individual can only encounter x
potential partners, x being the initial number of members of the opposite sex in the mating
group. The smaller the mating group, the greater the variability of the sex ratio within the
mating group, and the more variable the mating opportunities during a season (time step)
will be.

(3) competitive encounterwithout preference: Individuals from the samemating group
but with opposite sex encounter each other in an order based on their respective values
of competitiveness C. For each pair of individuals thus formed, mating will occur. Mated
individuals are not available for further mating for the current time step. WhenM is not a
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pair number, or if one sex is no more available, the less competitive individuals of the mating
group will remain unmated.

(4) competitive encounter with preference: Here again, individuals from the samemat-
ing group encounter each other based on their value of competitiveness C. Within each pair
thus formed, each individual chooses to accept the potential partner based on its preference
and the partner’s gametic investment. If both partners mutually accept each other, they be-
come unavailable for furthermating for the current time step. If at least one individual rejects
the mating, individuals remain free to encounter less competitive individuals.
Preference model: The probability that an individual will accept the mating (Pm) is a func-
tion of its genetic value of preference and its partner’s gametic investment (Eq.2).

Pm = exp−
(Gpref−G)2

2ν2 (2)
This equation indicates that individuals have a unimodal preference, i.e. they prefer a

particular value of the gametic investment (Gpref ) with a tolerance around this value (ν). The
closer the gametic investment of the partner met is to the individual’s preferred value, the
higher the probability that the individual will accept themating (Fig. 2). The parameter ν is set
to 0.2. Other forms of preference are also available in the model and can be user specified,
such as monotonously increasing preference or threshold preference.
Competition model: Within a mating group of size M, the competitiveness C will be used
to assess a non-random order of meeting between pairs of individuals. We assume that the
probability of meeting between two individuals is dependent on their respective competitive-
ness trait values. For instance, two individuals with high competitiveness values will probably
meet first within the mating group. Then come pairs of individuals with contrasted competi-
tiveness (one high, one low). Finally, two individuals with low competitiveness will meet at the
end of the process, mostly. Pairs of individuals are thus ordered according to the product of
their competitiveness. Note that if the meeting is not followed by a mating, each individual
will be still available for mating. When individuals have mated once however, they are not
available for further mating for the current time step and are removed from the list. Conse-
quently, the less competitive individuals may miss reproduction if all opposite-sex partners
in the mating group have already mated.
Reproduction: The gametes are composed of randomly chosen strands from each pair of
homologous chromosomes. Recombination between successive genesmay occur during the
meiosis (depending on the values of recombination probabilities between genes). These prob-
abilities are gathered in a table consisting of n−1 lines, n being the number of genes studied.
Each line i contains a number between 0 and 0.5 which represents the probability of recom-
bination between the ith gene and the (i + 1)th gene. The number of offspring per couple
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Figure 2. Probability that a potential partner will be accepted, as a function of the values of
gametic investment of this partner for two different values of preference (Gpref = 0.5 dotted
line, and Gpref = 0.8 plain line). Individuals differ in the value of G of their most preferred
mate, but all individuals share the same tolerance (ν = 0.2).

is set to the average value of the parents’ gametic investments multiplied by a demographic
constant. The sex of the offspring is randomly attributed.
Geneticmutation: Right after fecundation,mutationsmight occur on theoffspring genome.
The rate of mutation is the probability each allele has to be substituted by a new one. Alleles
mutation probability is user-defined, but the default value is set to 10−4 mutations per loci,
which is within the upper range of spontaneous mutation rates estimated at particular genes
in different organisms (Haldane, 1935; Lynch, 2010; Nachman and Crowell, 2000).
Physical structure of the genome: All individuals share the same physical architecture of
the genome, which is defined by the number of autosomes, the presence or absence of a sex
chromosome, the number of genes, their location on the chromosomes and the probabilities
of recombination between these genes. Each individual inherits two alleles for each gene (i.e.
diploidy). Allelic effects are described by continuous values and are additive within and be-
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tween loci, i.e. dominance effects are not considered, such as the value of a trait corresponds
to the sum of allelic values at every locus:

Tg =
l=n∑

l=1

(la1T + la2T ) (3)

with n the number of loci (n = 100), la1T and la2T values of the first and the second allele for
the trait at the loci l. Individual value of trait is fully determined by the genotype, meanings
that environmental effects on phenotype are neglected, and heritability is thus assumed to
be unity. Mutations in the model are explicitly defined as a change in allelic value, and we
do not draw the effects of mutations in a distribution around a population mean value (as is
done in quantitative genetics). In this framework, any mutation (i.e. any allele substitution),
has an effect on the trait since the trait is built as the sum of allelic value. This approach
contrasts with the other definitions of mutation (for instance, in the quantitative genetics
framework), but is required tomake explicit the effect of each locus on the trade-off between
reproductive investment and survival that is defined at the phenotype level. We define the
landscape of allelic values for preference, gametic investment, and competitiveness by Beta
distributions of user-specified shape parameters. Default values are [0.65, 24.5], resulting in
a right-skewed distribution such as many alleles will have small values for the traits but still,
some alleles will have relatively high values for the traits (Fig. 3A). As a consequence, under
this set of parameters and using 10 loci, initial trait values for gametic investment followed the
distribution showed in Fig. 3B with mean 0.5 and variance 0.02. The skewed Beta distribution
is selected to start from relatively low values of traits so to ensure that the initial trade-off
between traits values and survival will not crash the population, and to balance the initial
conditions between the investment into reproduction and the probability to survive. The
user can however specify different values for the Beta distribution, and simulate uniform or
bell-shaped distributions.
Genetic architecture: The genetic architecture is here defined as the distribution of allelic
effects along the genome, and can, therefore, vary between individuals. According to univer-
sal pleiotropy assumption (Fisher, 1930; Hill and XS Zhang, 2012; Paaby and Rockman, 2013),
each allele at each locus is specified by a vector of contribution to every trait. For instance
in our case, in a two traits model with gametic investment and preference, each allele has
two values, one for each trait. All alleles have, therefore, a pleiotropic effect in our model.
However, they can code for similar values for the simulated traits, in which case allelic corre-
lation will be high, or they can code for contrasted values among traits, displaying low allelic
correlation. This is so, because if selection acts on a trait, an allele with high correlation will
not impact the fitness as will a allele with low correlation, depending on the context.
Initialization: To initialize a simulation, three types of parameters are specified:
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Figure 3. Example of allelic values distribution for the gametic investment (A) and conse-
quent distribution of gametic investment trait values in the population (B). This distribution
is obtained by drawing allelic values on the Beta distribution of shape parameters [0.65, 24.5].

• demographic parameters: the resource limitation in the environmentK and the initial
population size.

• mating parameters: the mating system (e.g. random mating, random encounter with
preference, competitive encounter without preference or competitive encounter with
preference) and the size of themating groupM are also required. Theminimalmodel is
run using a single trait (G), more complexmodels can be run addingmating preference
(P ) and/or competitiveness (C).

• parameters for the physical structure of the genome: the number of chromosomes,
the number of loci in the genome, the probabilities of recombination between each
contiguous pairs of loci, the maximum number of alleles per locus in the population,
the distribution of allelic values, and the mutation rate.

Because initialization includes stochastic processes such as sampling in allelic effects dis-
tributions, initial states using the same parameters may vary. The model, however, allows
starting several simulations out of a single initial state.
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Design concept
We here describe the general concepts underlying the design of the model.
Adaptation: In our model, fitness is determined by traits, social environment and demog-
raphy. Individual reproductive traits can indirectly improve individual fitness: high values of
G enhance individuals reproductive success but have a survival cost (i.e. higher probability
to die per time step). High values ofC can improve themating success of individuals through
priority access to mating partners, yet they do have a survival cost too. High values of P al-
low individuals to get a mate with high fecundity but may have an opportunity cost (i.e. loss
of mating opportunities, De Jong and Sabelis, 1991; Dechaume-Moncharmont et al., 2016;
Fawcett et al., 2012). The survival cost of G and C comes from the function of survival prob-
ability (Eq.1). The opportunity cost of P emerges from individuals interactions. The user can
however also simulates scenarios wherein P has a direct cost too.
Sensing, interactions, collectives: As previously described, during reproduction, the pop-
ulation is partitioned in several mating groups. Individuals sense and interact with potential
sexual partners and competitors within the scale of the mating group. However, phenotypic
distribution of available partners and of competitors will not affect their decision (i.e. no adap-
tive behaviour ABM wise), it only affects the outcome of interactions.
Evolutionary dynamics: Fitness variation drives traits evolution which in return changes
the social environment (i.e. phenotypic distribution of available partners and competitors)
and the demography. This feedback loop prevents ‘optimization’ in general. Rather, evolu-
tionary dynamics can potentially converge to a pseudo equilibrium. A pseudo-equilibrium is
decreed reached when evolutionary rates of traits in Haldane oscillate around zero (Hendry
and Kinnison, 1999). It indicates that the product of natural selection, sexual selection, ge-
netic drift and mutation has reached a stable balance.
Stochasticity: Because we use an individual-based model, most processes are inherently
stochastic. Survival is, for instance, the realization of a Bernouilli random draw. Mating sys-
tems are also an important source of stochasticity. First, individuals are sampled randomly to
constitute mating groups. Then, when they do not express competitiveness, individuals ran-
domly encounter eachotherwithin eachmating group. Mate choice itself is a highly stochastic
process: it results frommutual acceptance of both partners, through their respective mating
preference which is a probabilistic function (in most cases), so to include an error of assess-
ment of the mating partner quality. Lastly, the transmission of genetic information is also
subject to stochasticity because we represent chromosome segregation and recombination
during the meiosis and we also account for mutation risk.
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Observation: Themodel can either be run in graphical user interface mode or script mode.
In the former, the user can select if all time steps or only a subset should be memorized. In
the memorized time steps, all objects (and therefore all individuals and their genomes) are
observable. A wide panel of data extractors and visualizers is then available to analyze and
illustrate the simulations. In script mode, only population-level variables are recorded over
time.

For each simulation, we record different type of variables to characterize mechanisms of
evolution: at the population level, trait evolution is monitored by measuring the average trait
values in the population and its standard deviations, and the evolutionary rate of traits in
Haldanes (Hendry and Kinnison 1999, Appendix 3); genetic architecture evolution is assessed
by recording the distribution of allelic values at each locus on average in the population, which
gives a statistical view of the genome at the population level. From this data we calculate two
indicators to characterize genetic architecture:

(i) The inter-loci relative standard deviation (RSD) in genetic value indicates if all genes
contribute equally or very differently to the total genetic value of traits. The inter-loci RSD is
calculated as the standard deviation of genetic values between loci pondered by their mean
value to look at the relative effects of mutations present in the population.

(ii) The allelic correlation for two traits indicates if genes have, in average, similar effects
for both traits or if, on the contrary, genes have in average different effects for each of the
traits. It is calculated from the sum of the squared difference between themean allelic values
for the two traits at every locus (Appendix A 2). To assess whether this allelic correlation
deviates from random expectation, we used a bootstrap approach. We calculated an index
corresponding to the rank of the sum of the squared difference in the distribution of the sum
of the squared differences calculated by bootstrap. The bootstrap is performed n ∗ (n − 1)

times, with n the loci number. A ranking close to 0 means that the sum of differences in the
average genetic values at each locus for the two traits is lower than expected by chance. A
ranking close to the maximum index value means that the sum of differences in the average
genetic values at each locus for the two traits is higher than expected by chance.

At the individual level: we record individuals lifetime reproductive success (fitness), indi-
viduals values of traits and individual level of allelic correlation between each couple of traits.
The individual level of allelic correlation is calculated as the covariance between the allelic
effects for the two traits.
Installation and execution procedures: The previous description of the model assump-
tions and mechanisms only covers a part of the settings and tools available to users in the
model. A software package is available (package RUNAWAY, running under CAPSIS-4 simu-
lation platform), allowing users to install and interact with the model, at the following ad-
dress: https://doi.org/10.15454/6NFGZ9. A brief documentation, downloading and installa-
tion procedures, as well as a quick start guide can be accessed at the following address:
http://capsis.cirad.fr/capsis/help_en/runaway
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Simulation experiments
To illustrate the potential of this modelling approach, we here detail two simulation experi-
ments. Default parameters values used for all the simulations are the following: initial pop-
ulation size equal 10000, resource limitation is K = 10000, the size of the mating groupM
is set to the size of the population. The genetic map is, by default, made of 10 unlinked loci
distributed over 10 chromosomes (i.e. recombination probability between adjacent locus is
0.5). The mutation rate is set to 10−4 mutations per loci.

Experiment 1: coevolution between preference and gametic investment
This first example introduces the evolutionary mechanics in the model, such as the relation-
ships between demography, individual variation, and genetics, as well as the emergent pat-
terns in the model. We here look at the evolution of gametic investment (G), under two
different mating systems. First, with randommating, second, with preference (P ) driven mat-
ing, wherein individuals select partners on their gametic investment. We track how the in-
clusion of a non-random mating system influences the evolution of G, and whether P itself
co-evolves with the former trait. We examine both the dynamic phase of the evolution dur-
ing the first generations and the later convergence phase around a pseudo-equilibrium after
5000 generations, in a single population.
Evolution of reproductive traits: Under randommating,G shows a substantial evolution
from its initial value (of 0.5 average in the population) to reach a pseudo equilibrium around
0.7 after 200 generations (Fig.4 A). The standard deviation around this value remains stable
throughout the simulation (around 0.1). The evolutionary rate ofG calculated in Haldanes is
accordingly moderately high during the first 200 generations and then stabilize to low values.
During the early phase of the simulation, we observe a clear positive correlation between
individual fitness and G, indicating that values above the mean for this trait are beneficial
(i.e. directional selection). Once at the pseudo-equilibrium, this relationship turns to a bell-
shaped distribution, indicating stabilizing selection. Note that in this scenario, we also looked
at the evolution of P as a non functional trait: this trait shows no evolution whatsoever, its
average and standard deviation remaining stable throughout the simulation (Fig.4 A).

When mating is driven by P , the two traits increase quickly from their initial values (of 0.5
in average in the population) to reach maximum average values of 1.95 forG and 1.99 for P
after about 200 generations (Fig.4 B). At this time, the standard deviation of the traits is maxi-
mal, around 0.2. Then the mean values of traits and their standard deviation decrease slowly
overtime to reach mean values of 1.61 forG and 1.63 for P and standard deviations of 0.035
and 0.038 respectively. During the whole simulation, P is always greater than G, indicating
that on average, the higher values of G are preferred in the population. The evolutionary
rates of traits indicate a rapid evolution during the first 200 generations (with evolutionary
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rates that are in the upper range of values reported in the literature, Hendry and Kinnison,
1999), followed by a much slower evolution of traits. At the 100th generation, a snapshot
of the fitness landscape shows that high values of G (of about 2) are advantageous (Fig.4 B).
Later snapshots of the fitness landscapes confirm stabilizing selection, as well as an erosion
of variance of G in the population with time (Fig.4 B). The emergence of a genetic correla-
tion between G and P sheds some light on the rapid joint evolution of traits (Appendix A4).
This correlation arises because individuals with high P choose individuals with high G, and
thus, statistically, their offspring will inherit similar P and G values. It accentuates the joint
evolution of the traits toward extreme values because P will then evolve under indirect se-
lection (only because of the genetic correlation with G), while G is under increasing sexual
selection (as P increases in the population) (e.g. Fisherian mechanism, Fisher, 1915; Hall et
al., 2000; Lande, 1981). Interestingly, the positive correlation between the traits is transient
as it reaches a maximum of 0.7 at time step 100, and then decreases to become negative
(Appendix A4). Then, during the phase of stabilizing selection for the traits, the correlation
oscillates around 0.
Genetic architecture evolution: A statistical view of the mean genome of the population
shows the mean allelic effect at each locus for the two traits, in regard to the average genetic
value per locus (Fig. 5). Initially, due to the sampling of allelic values in random distributions,
allelic values are quasi uniformly distributed along the genome and the average allelic values
per locus do not deviate from the mean (average allelic effects of loci are thus very close to
0, Fig. 5 at t = 1). After 5000 generations, the allelic values are not evenly distributed over
the genome, some loci having strong effects; either by coding for much higher value than
the average for a trait (e.g. l1, l10 for G and l5 for P) or by coding for much lower value
than the average (e.g. l4, l5, l6, forG and l10 for P). The increasing variance of genetic value
between loci reveals an evolution toward oligogenic architecture (and in this simulation the
inter-loci RSD increases from 0.04 for G and 0.05 for P at t = 1 to 0.7 and 0.8 respectively).
Remarkably, loci having a very high effect on one of the traits also have a very low effect on
the other trait (e.g. l4, l5, l10). Therefore it seems that a negative correlation among allelic
values for the two trait is establishedwithin loci. This observation is supported by the fact that
the mean correlation among allelic values individuals’ genome is positively correlated with
their lifetime reproductive success (Fig. 6). So, in the present context, alleles with opposites
effects seems fixed during directional selection. This result is robust to other distribution of
allelic values (uniform law, Appendix A5) but could be challenged if environmental parameters
were changed (K ,M ). Within loci negative correlation may confer an adaptive advantage by
allowing more combinations of traits values to be transmitted in offspring. Such modular
genetic architecture could allow to better respond to the dynamic changes in demography
and social environment (Clune et al., 2013; Kashtan and Alon, 2005; Lipson et al., 2002; Parter
et al., 2007).
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Figure 4. Evolution ofG (in blue) andP (in red) in the population over 5000 time step, for one
simulation of either (A) random mating , (B) preference driven mating. Mean values of traits
are showed in thick lines and standard deviation values are represented in transparency. Also
appear in the figure the evolutionary rates in Haldanes for the two traits (dashed lines) and
the relationship between lifetime reproductive success (LRS) andG values at different time
step during the simulation.
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Figure 5. The mean allelic effects per locus in the population, at initialization (t=0) and after
evolution over 5000 generation. The height of bars at each locus represents the mean value
of alleles for this locus centered with respect to the average genetic value per locus for the
gametic investment (blue bars) and preference (red bars). The grey lines indicate the scale.

a) Random mating b) Preference

allelic correlation allelic correlation
Figure 6. Lifetime reproductive success of individuals at timestep 50 as a function of their
G and P allelic values correlation. (a) when mating is random, (b) when mating is driven by
preference. In the latter case, we observe a negative correlation between individual lifetime
reproductive success allelic correlation.
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Experiment 2: Effect of mating systems on traits and genetic architec-
ture evolution
In this experiment, we generalize the above approach to 4 different mating systems, named
according to the number of traits expressed in each one (random mating G, random en-
counter and preference G+ P , competitive encounter without preference G+ C , competi-
tive encounter with preference G+ C + P ). Our objective is to look at the effects of mating
systems on traits evolution, but also at their rippling consequences on alleles values distri-
butions and their correlation in the genome. Here however, we perform 30 replications of
simulation for each mating system, each over 5000 generations. By replicating the simula-
tions, we investigate whether the factor we manipulate (here mating systems) leads to very
homogeneous evolutionary outcomes, or whether they generate a diversified set of equilib-
rium. We here only focus on the final picture of the evolutionary process, without detailing
the dynamics leading to it.
Evolution of the reproductive traits: G evolves toward different values depending on
the scenario, which is accompanied by different population sizes at the pseudo-equilibrium
(Fig. 8). When individuals express their preference (scenario G and G + P ), P is favored by
sexual selection, which promotes the evolution of G toward much higher values than in the
random mating system, in which P evolves under genetic drift. As G is costly in terms of
survival, its increase in the population leads to lower average survival, which translates into
a lower pseudo-equilibrium population size (Fig. 8).

As previously explained, the joint evolution of P and G toward extreme values is caused
by the build-up of correlation between the traits (Appendix A4), which is at the core of the
mechanism of Runaway selection proposed by Fisher (1915).

Competitiveness (C) evolution is also conditioned by the simulation scenario. C is selected
for (despite the associated survival cost) only when individuals also express their preference
P on gametic investment G (scenario G + P + C), because in that case, the most compet-
itive individuals are more likely to find a suitable mate. In the scenario without preference
(scenarioG+ C), C is counter selected, its cost is too great when traded off against the pos-
sible benefit of reducing opportunity costs (e.g. the risk of not finding a mate). Indeed, in the
present simulations, mating group size is equal to the population size, and opportunity cost
under random mating is therefore negligible.

Whereas all simulations converge to the same value ofG at the pseudo equilibrium under
random mating, as soon as there is some preference or some competitive encounter, inter-
simulations variance increases. It therefore underlines the importance of the complexity of
behavioural interactions on the outcome of evolution.
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Figure 7. Mean values of gametic investment, preference and competitiveness, initially (in
grey) after evolution over 5000 time step (in color). Four mating systems simulated : random
mating (G), random encounter and preference (G+ P ), competitive encounter without pref-
erence (G+C), competitive encounter and preference (G+C+P ). Each dot represents the
main trait value in a simulation. A boxplot indicates the 2.5, 25, 50, 75 and 97.5 quantiles of
the distribution among simulations.
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Figure 8. Mean population size in the different simulations after evolution over 5000 time
step. Four mating systems are simulated : random mating (G), random encounter and pref-
erence (G + P ), competitive encounter without preference (G + C), competitive encounter
and preference (G + C + P ). Boxplots indicate the 2.5, 25, 50, 75 and 97.5 quantiles of the
distribution among replications.
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Genetic architecture evolution: Whatever themating system investigated the relative con-
tribution of loci to the total genetic value of each trait has somehow evolved, with some loci
presenting a stronger relative contribution than in the initial situation. A difference of al-
lelic effects distribution between mating systems is visible when looking at inter-loci relative
standard deviation (RSD) of the mean allelic values (Fig.9), the measure allows to show the
difference in magnitude of genetic values between loci, independently of the differences in
the values of the traits between scenarios. When mating is random, inter-loci RSD forG and
for P increases, but it is slightly higher for G, compared to the trait P that is only subject to
genetic drift and mutation in the random mating system (i.e., neutral trait). Under the pref-
erence driven mating system, P is expressed, and the inter-loci RSD of the two traits is a bit
higher. When we turn to a mating system with competitive encounter without preference,
inter-loci RSD further increase for both G and C traits. In contrast, when the mating system
is driven by both competition and preference, inter-loci RSD forC is much lower, whereas the
inter-loci RSD for G and P remain high (Fig.9). These results indicate that the different mating
systems, mostly due to different ways for individuals to interact for reproduction, will select
for non random distribution of genetic values along the genome. This could be of course
further investigated by considering different physical structure of the genome (number of
chromosomes and location of genes) .

The pattern of correlation among allelic values within loci also evolves differently depend-
ing on the mating system (Fig. 10). When individuals mate randomly, within loci allelic cor-
relation evolves randomly and there is no effect of initial allelic distribution: in simulations
where allelic values are initially correlated by chance, the genome can evolve toward negative
correlation and vice versa, not illustrated here.

However, when preference matters, negative allelic correlation for G and P evolves. Re-
markably, such negative correlation occurs in scenarios where there is co-evolution between
the G and P and so positive global genetic correlation between the traits (scenarios G + P

and G + P + C , Fig.10). In contrast, when encounter is competitive but in the absence of
preference, no particular organisation in the allelic effects forG and for C emerge. But here
again the addition of preference select for negative correlation between allelic values and
thus for a modular genetic architecture. We, therefore, observe that the mating systems me-
diates to some extent the evolution of the genome. Importantly, this result is robust to other
mutation landscape (Appendix A5), confirming that the emergence of negative correlation
between allelic values is not a computational artefact due to our draws in the distribution of
allelic values.

Within the scope of this paper, we did not change the mutation rate µ , the carrying capac-
ity K and the mating group sizeM . Within these settings, preference reached high values
whereas competitiveness barely evolved. We suspect that it would be a whole different mat-
ter if we had modifiedM . Indeed, in situations where individuals only meet a subset of the
population to find their mate (M < population size) the risk of not reproducing can be high,
and consequently competition is expected to be stronger. In that case, traits may evolve dif-
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ferently; for instance, iteroparity (i.e lowG, low P ) can be favored as a form of "Bet Hedging"
in time (Wilbur and Rudolf, 2006) and high competitiveness could be an advantage. This may,
in turn, affect the evolution of genetic architecture.

Figure 9. The relative standard deviation of the mean allelic values between loci for the
differents traits present in the scenarios (G, P, C, in the first scenario the preference is not
expressed), initially (in grey) and after evolution over 5000 generations (in color). The boxplots
are drawn with 30 simulations of the four mating systems (random encounter, preference
driven mating, competitive encounter, competitive encounter and preference driven mating)
and report the mean and 95% interquartile range interval.

Figure 10. Index correlation of allelic values for the pairs of trait. The measures are showed
initially (in grey) and after evolution over 5000 time step (in color). The boxplots are drawn
with 30 simulations of the fourmating systems (randomencounter, preference drivenmating,
competitive encounter, competitive encounter and preference driven mating) and report the
mean and 95% interquartile range interval of index values.
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Discussion
By capturing the processes linking genes, genome, individuals, groups, population, and envi-
ronment levels, DG-ABMs offer new opportunities to study evolutionary dynamics in an inte-
grative approach. The present model is an endeavour to develop such approach in a domain
where it should be especially relevant: sexual selection, an eminently context-dependent pro-
cess emerging from inter-individual interactions (Kokko, Booksmythe, et al., 2015; Muniz and
Machado, 2018; Otto et al., 2008). We sought, by means of examples, to illustrate how the
interplay between genetics, demography, and behaviors is pivotal in predicting the evolution
of traits and genetic architecture under sexual selection, whereas too often these disciplines
are treated separately (Bengston et al., 2018; Rittschof and Robinson, 2014; Wilkinson et al.,
2015).

Our simple simulation experiments revolved around comparing various mating systems.
In these examples, wherein we kept control parameters constant along the simulations (K ,
µ, M , physical structure of the genome), two distinct evolutionary phases could be distin-
guished, and they illustrate the potential of the approach to simulate bothmicro-evolutionary
patterns and so called evolutionary equilibrium.
The first phase is often a directional change, wherein micro-evolutionary processes can be

analyzed in details, at the gene, individual or population scale. It can be perceived as a pos-
sible route towards a pseudo-equilibrium (although such pseudo-equilibrium is not certain).
It depends actively on initial conditions (values of traits, based on initial genetic architecture).
The direction and speed of this route are of major interest: traits evolve through optimiza-
tion of fitness through selection, although we do not specify the evolutionary optimum or
the adaptive landscape per se, contrary to most models which assume a known evolutionary
optimum (e.g; Guillaume and Otto 2012; Jones, Arnold, et al. 2003; Jones, Bürger, et al. 2014;
Lande and Arnold 1985; Lorch et al. 2003; Matuszewski et al. 2014; Mead and Arnold 2004).
We measure the variance of fitness throughout evolution, and we can, therefore, better un-
derstand the mechanisms that lead to the selection of some trait combinations and some
particular genetic architectures. In this way, the model can also be used to assess the robust-
ness of some previous and more simple theoretical models, in a more realistic framework.
For instance, we canmeasure the correlation between traits, relate it to fitness at each gener-
ation, and simultaneously observe whether these correlations between traits foster – or not
- the building of actual non-random allelic structure within the genome. It allows us to show,
among other things, that the building of genetic correlation betweenmating preferences and
a trait - assumed by quantitative genetics approaches and at the core of Runaway selection
(Fisher, 1915; Lande, 1981) - also occurs in our more complex model and explicitly arises
from assortative mating process. But in our model, assortative mating is not assumed: it can
potentially emerges from the evolution of preference and competitiveness, and interactions
between individuals during the breeding season, achieving variable mating and reproductive
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success. Additionally, in the presented simulations, the rising of such genetic correlation is
accompanied by the evolution of a modular genetic architecture.

In addition, the role of environmental parameters on this dynamic phase is paramount,
and themodel can be used to simultaneously test for the effect of habitat resource (K), social
parameter (M ), and genetic constraints (mutation rate µ as well as the physical structure of
the genome). All of these parameters will likely affect the genetic variance, which will in turn
condition the speed of evolution. The study of these effects is central to the understanding
of biodiversity dynamics and resilience: for instance the model could be used to investigate
variable mutation rates in time or along the genome, or to explore the effect of fluctuating
resource in the environment or factors affecting the distribution of potential mating partners.
The second phase, in our current examples, is characterized by having reached an evolu-

tionary pseudo equilibrium, the mean and variance of traits being stable within a population.
Likewise, K, mutation rate, the physical structure of the genome and mating group size may
have a strong impact on the outcome of the simulations. First, it can affect what are themean
values for traits, population size, and genetic architecture, but also their respective variances
at equilibrium. Although these equilibria can seldom be observed in nature, where many
environmental parameters fluctuate, they can nevertheless be used as a reference point to
compare (qualitatively) our predictions with theoretical models. For instance, our results on
genetic architecture suggest that allelic correlation can be counter selected in some situa-
tions even in the absence of functional trade-off in gene activities (Guillaume and Otto, 2012),
and support the idea that selection pressures may substantially shape the distribution of
pleiotropic effects among genes (Cheverud, 1996; Hansen, 2003; Pigliucci, 2008).

Additionally, predictions at equilibrium are of particular interest whenwe consider to what
extent different replications for the same scenario may or may not converge. The difference
between replications can be seen as a proxy of variance between populations, indicating that
despite having the same initial conditions, environment, and constraints, two populations
may diverge to some extent (when not related by dispersal, in the current model). This is
of major interest for empiricists trying to investigate parallel evolution of populations exper-
imenting similar environments (Bolnick et al., 2018; Oke et al., 2017; Schwartz and Hendry,
2007); in some cases, one should not be surprised to find substantially variable evolutionary
outputs. In the core of our model, it is noteworthy to underline that such divergences mainly
occur due to interactions between individuals (such as mate choice), and are therefore highly
sensitive to stochastic processes. We suggest that such a mechanism could also play a major
role in natural populations, stressing the importance to study and understand behavioural
interactions in relation to the environment.
Arguably, the two simulation experiments only envision a small span of the possible varia-

tion in mating behaviours, the physical structure of the genome or environmental control. In
its present shape, our model already includes alternative scenarios to explore, of potential
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interest to evolutionary and behavioural ecologists. For instance, the shape and modalities
of the preference function can be easily modified by users to address fixed or probabilis-
tic threshold responses. By modifying the physical structure of the genome, we can simulate
sexual chromosomes, thereby authorizing sexual differentiation in traits genetic values. Such
differences may, in turn, affect survival differently between sexes, which would, therefore, af-
fect the operational sex ratio within mating groups, possibly modifying the strength of sexual
selection, and retroactively participating in the divergent evolution of the genome between
males and females (Bonduriansky, 2009; Chapman et al., 2003; Gibson et al., 2002; Hammer
et al., 2008). This example indicates how all levels are naturally entangled in the individual
baseddemogenetic approach. Notably, wehave not yet included explicitly the role of parental
care as well as the question of gamete size, two questions that can be central in the evolution
of mating systems (Fromhage and Jennions, 2016; Kokko and Jennions, 2008; Lehtonen, Jen-
nions, et al., 2012; Lehtonen, Parker, et al., 2016; Parker et al., 1972). For now, parental care is
implicitly assumed, since the calculation of fecundity (as the mean of both partners gametic
investments) somehow implies that both parents contribute to reproductive success.
The DG-ABM approach is somehow a middle ground between analytical methods and em-

pirical approaches. On the one hand, analytical methods usually only focus on a limited sets
of variables, requiring generally strong assumptions. DG-ABMs can relax some of these as-
sumptions: for instance, there is no need to assume an equilibrium of genetic variance or
stable age distribution within populations; and they are thus well suited to focus on unstable
demographic or genetic situations, that are often of primary importance in evolution (Barton
and B Charlesworth, 1984; Hendry and Kinnison, 1999; Kirkpatrick and Barton, 1997). On the
other hand, empirical approaches can produce a wealth of patterns, on traits, on behaviour,
their genetic basis, on life history trade-offs, or on population demographic and genetic struc-
tures. Only a fragment of these data are usually picked up, so to fit theoretical predictions
stemming from reductive analytical models, whereas many of these patterns could help test-
ing theoretical expectations more confidently. By allowing to generate patterns on several
levels, we hope that DG-ABM way can help strengthen the links between theory and obser-
vations. Obviously, a central concern in this matter lies in the validity of the mechanisms and
assumptions wemade, and how well they allow to recreate either theoretical facts or natural
patterns. Such question cannot be addressed independently from the simulations scenarios
built by the user, since the sets of parameters (physical structure of the genome, ecological
parameters, type of mating system, etc.) will directly impact the results. We can however give
examples on how to connect some outcomes of the model to either theoretical or empirical
expectations. For instance, when we investigated the coevolution between sexual preference
and gametic investment, both traits evolved rapidly at the beginning - since we were unlikely
to start from an equilibrium. But during this phase of evolution, genetic variance increased.
It later decreased when the population reached a pseudo-equilibrium. We thus reproduced a
known result, which is the transient runaway as trait and preference eventually goes to a new
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steady state (De Jong and Sabelis, 1991). Additionally, the pseudo-equilibrium reached was
admittedly stable. Lande (1981) predicted in his model that stability in this case was only en-
sured when the ratio of trait-preference covariance over trait variance in the population was
equal or below 1 (in case of equal mutation variance input for both traits). Above that value,
the equilibrium becomes unstable. The said ratio was observed to reach values up to 0.8

over our simulations, but it never exceeded 1. We also explored different physical structure
of the genome (with different loci numbers, linkage disequilibrium, mutation rates; data not
shown) but in the range of parameters explored, no simulation produces runaway selection
toward unstable equilibrium. The non-occurrence of unstable equilibrium could be due to fi-
nite population size and the resulting genetic drift, potentially erasing the genetic correlation
(Nichols and Butlin, 1989); or it could be caused by the opportunity cost that emerges from
the individual interactions in the model and slows down the evolution of preference (Kokko,
Booksmythe, et al., 2015).

On a more empirical perspective, on the same example, we were able to measure evolu-
tionary rates of about 0.06 Haldanes over 10 generations during the phase of rapid evolution
with preference, and then of 0.005 (over 10 generations) at the pseudo equilibrium. These
values are in agreement with empirical studies: for instance, Karim et al. (2007) reported
rates of male color change following an experimental introduction that ranged from 0.01 to
0.031 Haldanes over 13–26 generations. These values are close to those we observe during
the dynamic phase of evolution.

Conclusion
Beyond the question of co-evolution between gametic investment and preference, the DG-
ABM modelling approach allows to make much more comprehensive predictions on biologi-
cal systems: for instance, instead of solely focusing on the evolutionary equilibria of trait val-
ues, we here provide a complete picture of what such equilibria entail also in term of genetic
architecture and demography. Namely, for such dynamics to occur, we demonstrate that de-
mographic characteristics will also reach non-random values (level of iteroparity and survival,
effective numbers of breeders, population size) and that this may come with the building
of non-random allelic structure within the genome. Such projection also allows capturing
more efficiently the evolutionary constraints that will control the outcome of adaptive evolu-
tion (genetic architecture, phenotypic correlation, demographic processes). We hope that the
present contribution can motivate further work on the link between the physical structure of
the genome and variations inmating systems or life histories (e.g. D Charlesworth andWright
2001; Lamichhaney et al. 2016; Misevic et al. 2006; Plomion et al. 2018; Sinervo and Svensson
2002).
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Appendix
A1. The model
A: Create all modelobjects (e.g.initialindividuals with theirgenomes, mutationallandscape, etc )

B: Make t = t + 1

C: call the methodProcessSurvival()which removedead individuals
D: Save a snapshotof the popula-tion at time t

E: call the methodProcessMating()

F: call the methodCreateNewFish()in which couplesproduce offsprings(with chromosomesegregation andrecombinationduring meiosis)

J: Restart process

G: For all newborn individuals,call the methodProcessMutation
Figure A1. Flowchart showing the order of the processes implemented in the model.
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A2. calculation of the allelic correlation index by bootstrap

A2SSD =

n=lx∑

n=l0

[(Gn − Pn)
2]

with Gn and Pn the mean allelic values at loci n for G and P and x the number of loci.
SSD is the sum of square differences between allelic values for the traits at every loci. The
pleiotropy index corresponds to the rank of the sum of the squared difference in the distri-
bution of the sum of the squared differences calculated by bootstrap.
A3. Evolutionary rate in Haldanes
Wemeasure evolutionary rate in Haldanes using the same formula as Hendry and Kinninson
(1999):

A3h =

x2

sp
− x1

sp

g

where x2 and x1 represent mean trait values for the single population at two different times,
sp is the pooled standard deviation sp =

(n1−1)∗(sdlog(x1))2+(n2−1)∗(sdlog(x2))2)
(n1−1)+(n2−1)) , and g is the

number of generations between the two different times.
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A4: supplementary figures
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Figure A4. Individual genetic correlation betweenG and P values in the population, for onesimulation of the preference driven mating system (G+ P ).
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Appendix C

Additional method

C1. The model

A: Create all model
objects (e.g.initial

individuals with their
genomes, mutational

landscape, etc )

B: Make t = t + 1

C: call the method
ProcessSurvival()
which remove

dead individuals

D: Save a snap-
shot of the pop-
ulation at time t

E: call the method
ProcessMating()

F: call the method
CreateNewFish()
in which couples
produce offsprings
(with chromosome
segregation and
recombination
during meiosis)

J: Restart process

G: For all new
born individuals,
call the method
ProcessMutation

Figure C1: Flowchart showing the order of the processes implemented in the model.



246 Appendix C. Additional method

C2. calculation of the allelic correlation index by bootstrap

SSD =

n=lx∑

n=l0

[(Gn − Pn)
2] (B2)

with Gn and Pn the mean allelic values at loci n for G and P and x the number

of loci. SSD is the sum of square differences between allelic values for the traits at

every loci. The pleiotropy index corresponds to the rank of the sum of the squared

difference in the distribution of the sum of the squared differences calculated by

bootstrap.

C3. Evolutionary rate in Haldanes

We measure evolutionary rate in Haldanes using the same formula as Hendry and

Kinninson (1999):

h =

x2
sp

− x1
sp

g
(B3)

where x2 and x1 represent mean trait values for the single population at two different

times, sp is the pooled standard deviation sp =
(n1−1)∗(sdlog(x1))2+(n2−1)∗(sdlog(x2))2)

(n1−1)+(n2−1)) ,

and g is the number of generations separating the two different times.
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B4.index of allelic correlation with a uniform mutational landscape
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Figure C4: Index correlation of allelic values for G and P of the mean genome
in the population. The measures are showed initially (in grey) and after evolution
over 5000 time step (in black) for 30 replications for each mating system (random
encounter without preference, random encounter and preference, competitive en-
counter without preference, competitive encounter and preference). Greyed areas
indicate density probability for the distribution of points in the variation range. The
mutational landscape follows an uniform distribution.
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